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ABSTRACT 
The Operating Rule Program was developed in an earlier study to furnish a means to determine 
optimum desalting plant size, optimal operating rule, and costs of operating in conjunction with existing 
water supply systems. Under the present study, five further objectives were accomplished: (l) The program 
was applied to a New York City water supply system feasibility study in connection with a dual purpose 
nuclear power plant to develop costs for adding firm yield to the New York City water supply system in 
conjunctive operation with the desalting plant. (2) The program was modified to enable assessment of stage 
construction of desalting units when used in conjunction with a natural water supply system on the basis of 
both constant costs over the period of analysis and inflationary costs. Techniques were developed for 
applying the program to determine the optimal plant module size, timing of units, and cost of the water. 
(3) A separate, smaller program was developed to enable analysis of desalting plant operation in conjunc-
tion with a natural water supply system having no storage capacity. (4) A training program provided 
instruction to a selected group deSignated by OSW on the detailed use and application of the Modified 
Operating Rule Program. (5) A feasibility study of the Norfolk, Virginia, water supply system was also 
carried out by applying the modified program. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As population growth places greater demands on existing water systems, new sources of supplemental 
water supply must be developed. Desalting of seawater or brackish water is one promising source of 
additional firm water yield. If the deslating alternative is to be evaluated fairly in any given system, a 
comparison should be made with other alternatives such as reservoirs, imports, groundwater, or recycled 
wastewater. In an earlier study by Clyde and Blood (1969) a computer program was developed as a 
planning tool to assist in evaluating supplemental water sources. Frequent reference will be made to the 
earlier report instead of repeating material that is adequately covered therein. It is strongly recommended 
that the reader have a copy of the report for reference, since this current report is viewed as a continuation 
of and supplement to the earlier report. 
The Operating Rule Program of Clyde and Blood (1969) embodied two important considerations. 
First, the natural supplies in existing water systems are highly variable over time. Thus, a desalting plant 
utilized as a supplemental source should operate intermittently to supply water only when the natural 
supplies are insufficient. Second, what is added to the system by the desalting plant is an additional 
quantity of firm and reliable yield. Thus the relevant parameter to compare is the unit annual cost of 
additional firm yield. 
The Operating Rule Program utilizes modern operational hydrology coupled with digital simulation 
of the water system to determine the firm yield that will be added by a desalting plant and the associated 
cost of the firm yield. Optimal size of the desalting plant, optimal reservoir size, and other alternatives can 
also be investigated utilizing the OPRUL program. 
The principal problem solved by the program is when to turn the desalting plant on and off. An 
operating rule is expressed as a percent of the reservoir contents. Thus a 60 percent turn-on rule implies a 
decision to turn the plant on when the reservoir storage contents decrease to 60 percent of the total. Delay 
in turning the plant on as a dry period occurs may result in water shortages. Delay in turning the plant off 
may result in wasting precious water over the spillway. Thus, the program searches for and finds the 
optimal operating rule for the desalting plant operated in conjunction with the existing system. The optimal 
rule is the basis for cost computations and comparisons. 
In this study the usefulness, efficiency, and flexibility of the Operating Rule Program have been 
extended; additional applications of the program have been made in analyzing the desalting alternative in 
water systems; and a training program in the use of the computer program has been conducted. 
The specific objectives of the research are stated briefly as follows: 
1. To modify the Operating Rule Program so as to add the capability of analyzing stage construction 
of the desalting plant, improve the program efficiency and thereby decrease computer costs, add optional 
ways of defining the firm yield of the system, and test the effects of cost escalation on desalting costs. 
2. To apply the Modified Operating Rule Program to analyze the desalting alternative in two 
systems: New York City (dual purpose nuclear power MSF/VTE plant) and Norfolk City (single purpose 
MSF plant). 
1 
3. To prepare a separate version of the Operating Rule Program suitable for analyzing the desalting 
alternative for water systems in which there is no reservoir storage. 
4. To conduct a Training Seminar to assist interested individuals and agencies in learning to utilize 
the Modified Operating Rule Program. 
The parts of the investigation were separately authorized by the Office of Saline Water (OSW) by 
means of Work Orders and the presentation of the report sections follows the same sequence. 
2 
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SUMMARY 
The Operating Rule Program as reported by Clyde and Blood (1969) was improved and modified and 
the program was applied to analyses of desalting feasibility in both New York City and Norfolk, Virginia. 
Improvements included a change in the procedure for iterating on a value of firm yield so as to reduce 
the required computer time. An optional cost analysis for a plant built in stages or modules was added to 
the program. A procedure was also added to allow a constraint, by month, on the desalting plant operation. 
The constraint overrides any decision for plant turn-on that would be made by the operating rule and forces 
the plant to remain off for the month or months specified. This last modification was incorporated to take 
advantage of low cost process steam that might be furnished by a nearby power plant in all but the months 
of peak power demand. 
Work done on the project was divided into five work orders as follows: 
Work Order No.1, Application of the Operating Rule Program to the New York City Water Supply 
System. Until 1990 the anticipated 500 MGD growth in water requirements of New York City can be met 
by conventional projects. During the planning period from 1990 to 2020 an additional 450 MGD of firm 
yield will be needed according to estimates by the New York Board of Water Supply. The Modified 
Operating Rule Program was used to perform a cost analysis of supplying the 450 MGD added firm yield by 
means of a desalting plant operating conjunctively with the existing water supply system. The desalting 
plant considered was a multistage flash vertical tube evaporator (MSF /VTE) plant with energy supplied by a 
dual purpose nuclear power plant. Five different policies were studied each producing the required firm 
yield or more at any point in the planning period. The results showed the trade-off between the capital cost 
of the increased plant capacity and the lower energy cost to be in favor of building the larger plant and 
using the surplus interruptible low cost energy. The best policy, staged construction of a 750 MGD plant 
using interruptible energy, produced the required yield at a total cost of $36,800/yr/MGD. The effect of 
escalating cost on the results of the stage construction analysis was also studied. The cost increased to 
47,300 and 54,300 $/yr/MGD for annual cost escalations of 3 percent and 5 percent. 
Work Order No.2, Stage Construction AnalYSis. The Operating Rule Program as developed previously 
was modified to enable assessment of the stage construction of desalting units when used in conjunction 
with a natural water supply system on the basis of a stable economy (constant costs over the period of 
analysis). The program was modified and logic extended in order to function in a variety of analytic 
situations including annual escalation or inflation of costs at a constant rate. Once the planner has 
ascertained that the given supplemental source is adaptable to stage construction, a staging policy must be 
determined. The staging policy indicates the point in time at which the next stage of the supplemental 
source is to be added to the system. The optimal staging policy is not given directly by the computer 
program. However, by repeating the analysis in the light of practical and physical limitations of the system, 
a best (least cost) staging policy for the assumed conditions can be approximated. 
Work Order No.3, Operating Rule Program Modification for No Storage Capacity Systems. For the 
efficient use of the computer, a separate, smaller computer program was developed to enable analysis of the 
planning situation where the water system has no appreciable reservoir storage capacity. The operating rule 
is simple, i.e., turn on the desalting plant or a module when the demand becomes greater than the available 
natural supply. An example application of the no storage capacity analysis was made for a modified 
Norfolk, Virginia, water supply system. 
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Work Order No.4, Training Seminar. To furnish more information and to encourage and facilitate the 
use of the Modified Operating Rule Program, a training seminar was held May 26-28, 1970, at Utah State 
University. Necessary instruction and training to a selected technical group as designated by OSW on the 
detailed use and application of the Modified Operating Rule Program were given. 
Computer services utilizing a Univac 1108 computer were provided. All participants were able to 
analyze the conjunctive operation of a desalting plant, and also to make a stage construction analysis of a 
desalting plant. Suggestions received from participants were incorporated in the program, especially changes 
in the format and information of the computer printout. 
Work Order No.5, Application of the Operating Rule Program to the Norfolk, Virginia, Water Supply 
System. To examine the use of a desalting plant operated in conjunction with the existing Norfolk, 
Virginia, water supply system to meet future demands, the Modified Operating Rule Program was applied. 
The desalting plant costs were based on a single purpose multistage flash distillation process. Computer 
analysis showed that, to fill the requirement of increasing the firm yield by 45 MGD from 80 to 125 MGD 
and thus meet continuously the needs of the year 2000 A.D., a 60 MGD plant would be required. Average 
cost to meet such a demand would be 175,000 $/yr/MGD of added firm yield. This cost is much higher 
than the cost reported in Work Order No. 1 for the New York City system due to the different type of 
plant, the much smaller scale of development and the higher cost of firm energy that would be used. 
Since demand is actually growing continuously a staged or incremental construction of the facilities 
may be economically more efficient. Stage construction analyses were carried out for the system with three 
alternative demand growth curves. For the linear demand growth expressed as Dj = 30 + 1.5j in which D· is 
the average demand rate in year j, "average annual cost/ultimate firm yield increase" is 91,296 $/yr/MGD. 
When th.e demand rate is higher in the earlier stages, and the demand growth curve expressed as i?J = 130 -
50e-o.77J , "average annual cost/ultimate firm yield increase" becomes 120,659 $/yr/MGD. When the 
demand rate is lower in the earlier stages, and the demand growth curve expressed as Dj = 60 + 20e°.40j , 
"average annual cost/ultimate firm yield increase" becomes 77,155 $/yr/MGD. 
Another strategy was to build the entire plant the first year with capacity greater than enough to 
meet the ultimate demand at the end of the period when operated according to the optimal operating rule. 
Then the operating rule was modified frequently to optimally meet the growing demand. The same three 
demand growth curves mentioned previously were used in the study, and the desalting costs were found to 
be higher than stage construction costs. However, this strategy has the additional advantage of providing 
some extra "drought insurance" and growth capacity in its early years. 
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Work Order No.1 
APPLICATION OF THE OPERATING RULE PROGRAM TO THE 
NEW YORK CITY WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM 
Introduction 
A technical team representing Federal, State, City, and power company interests was organized to 
study the feasibility of a dual purpose nuclear-power and desalting plant to meet the long range (1985 and 
beyond) projected water requirements for New York City Metropolitan region. The team consisted of 
representatives from Consolidated Edison Company, New York City Board of Water Supply, New York 
State Department of Environmental Conservation, Atomic Energy Commission, and the Office of Saline 
Water (OSW). The Utah Water Research Laboratory through its contract with OSW was asked to develop 
costs for adding firm yield to the New York City water supply system in conjunctive operation with the 
desalting plant. 
This report outlines the procedure by which the costs were determined utilizing the Operating Rule 
Program developed previously for OSW. Results of this work are summarized herein and were utilized in the 
team study. 
General Approach 
The Operating Rule Program as reported by Clyde and Blood (1969) was improved and modified 
slightly to handle the unique features of this application. The procedure for iterating on a value of firm 
yield was modified in such a manner as to reduce the computational time. A cost analysis for a plant built 
in modules was added to the program. Further, a procedure was added to put a constraint, by month, on 
the desalting plant operation. The constraint overrides any decision for plant turn-on that would be made 
by the operating rule and forces the plant to remain off for the month or months specified. 
This last modification was incorporated to take advantage of low cost process steam that can be 
furnished by the power plant in all but the months of peak power demand. 
Data for Simulation Model 
Streamflow, storage, and draft data for the study were furnished by the New York City Board of 
Water Supply. Desalting plant cost data for the MSF/VTE plant were furnished by OSW through the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory. The Consolidated Edison Company furnished the energy supply cost details. 
The total inflow to the New York City system for the period 1928 to 1967 is shown in Table 1. This 
includes the runoff into the seven reservoirs. Available storage for the system was determined to be 489.6 
BG (billion gallons). 
The area-capacity curve, as shown in Figure I, was used for computing evaporation losses. Monthly 
evaporation potential for the equivalent reservoir is listed in Table 2. 
New York City is required to make releases in excess of its own requirements. The excess release is 
for pollution control and to fulfill certain court decrees. The required annual mandatory releases were 
5 
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Table S. Capital cost of VTE/MSF desalting plant in million dollars. 
D.L.F.* Plant Size (MGD) 
(%) 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 375 400 425 
30 39.0 47.2 55.6 64.7 72.8 81.2 89.4 97.5 105.3 113.2 120.8 128.8 136.4 144.1 
40 40.5 48.6 57.3 66.3 75.1 83.2 92.1 100.0 108.2 116.4 124.4 132.2 140.0 147.9 
50 41.4 49.5 59.0 68.0 77.0- 85.6 94.4 102.8 111.0 119.5 127.7 135.7 143.6 151.8 
60 43.6 53.1 62.5 72.0 81.6 91.5 100.8 109.7 118.4 127.5 136.3 144.8 153.1 161.2 
70 46.5 56.2 66.8 76.8 87.0 97.4 108.0 117.3 126.5 135.8 145.3 153.5 162.2 171.3 
80 49.9 60.3 71.4 82.6 93.5 104.6 115.4 125.2 134.7 144.5 154.2 163.4 172.7 181.5 
--
'" 
-
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Table S. Continued. 
D.L.F.* Plant Size (MGD) 
(%) 
450 475 500 525 550 575 600 625 650 675 700 725 750 
30 151.5 159.4 167.1 174.9 182.5 190.5 198.0 205.8 213.5 221.0 228.3 236.0 244.0 
40 155.5 163.4 171.2 179.2 187.0 195.5 203.0 210.6 218.4 225.8 233.5 241.5 248.6 
50 159.7 167.8 175.6 183.6 191.8 200.2 208.0 215.5 223.3 231.3 238.8 246.5 254.4 
60 169.5 177.7 185.9 194.4 202.5 211.0 219.3 227.3 230.5 243.5 251.5 259.4 267.5 
70 180.5 189.2 198.2 207.2 216.2 225.5 234.0 241.7 249.8 256.6 265.5 272.0 282.0 
80 190.8 199.6 208.8 217.8 228.0 236.0 244.3 252.4 260.5 268.7 276.6 285.0 293.0 
*Design Load Factor. 
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Table 6. Summary of cost computations for dual purpose plant for New York City. 
Best Operating Rule 
Relative cost of 
Description of Plant ON OFF $/yr/MGD desalted water 
Staged construction of a 750 MGD 
plant using interruptible energy 
(no production in June, July, and 79 65 36,800 1.00 
August) to meet growing demand. 
Add 125 MGD modules in years 1, 6, 
11,16,21, and 26 
. 
Stage construction of 700 MGD 
plant using firm energy (no 38 70 39,300 1.07 
constrain t on summer operation) 
Unstaged construction of 750 MGD 20 30 51,000 1.39 
-N 
plant, but operating with a to to 
changing demand 79 65 
A 750 MGD plant to meet constant 
450 MGD firm yield increase (no 79 65 75,800 --
production in summer) 
A 700 MGD plant to meet constant 
450 MGD firm yield increase (no 38 70 80,800 --
constaint on summer operation) 
Same conditions as line 1 except 
3 percent per year cost 79 65 47,300 1.29 
escalation 
Same conditions as line 1 except 
5 percent per year cost escalation 79 65 54,300 1.48 
4j) "' 
Work Order No.2 
STAGE CONSTRUCTION ANALYSIS 
In trod uction 
The stage construction analysis i~ a study to investigate the economic advantage associated with 
incremental construction of desalting plants. A plant designed and installed with capacity to meet future 
demand will be economically inefficient in the early years of operation. A plant built in stages, in 
accordance with projected growth in demand, would defer some capital investment until it is needed. Under 
many conditions the staging of construction would be a more efficient scheme than an initial full size plant. 
The Operating Rule Program originally was developed to determine the least cost operating rule for a 
fixed size desalting plant in conjunctive operation with an existing water system. The program has been 
modified and the logic extended in order to function in a variety of analytic situations. In each situation 
the option specification and input requirements are somewhat different. Table 7 summarizes the utilization 
of the program and the input requirements by categories. (See Appendix A, input data.) 
The Operating Rule Program was substantially modified to decrease the computer execution time and 
thus decrease the cost of its application in practical problems. Work orders I and 5 are applications of the 
Modified Operating Rule Program and the stage construction analysis. Before presenting the detailed 
description of the stage construction analysis, the general description and explanation of the Modified 
Operating Rule Program will be introduced in the following section. 
13 
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Table 7. Summary of operating rule program* utilization. 
Case Key Option 
No. Description of Utilization Input Data Categories Specification 
YIELD OF EXISTING SYSTEM. Firm yield A thru L, and X KREAD=2 
determination without supplemental supply KVAR=1 
system. Set NOF in category I equal to zero. STAGE=1 
2 CONJUNCTIVE OPERATION YIELD. Firm yield A thru P,T,U,W,X KREAD=3 
analysis with supplemental supply. Finds KVAR=1 
feasible rule set, performs cost analysis, STAGE=1 
and selects minimum cost rule. 
3 COMBINED USAGE. Combines cases 1 and 2. A thru O,T,X KREAD=2 
KVAR=1 
STAGE=1 
4 COST ANALYSIS. Finds feasible rule set, A thru P,T,V,W,X KREAD=1 
performs cost analysis, and selects minimum KVAR=1 
cost rule (all firm yield data is input). STAGE=} 
5 V ARYING OPERATING RULE. The operating A thru Q,T,U(a),W,X KREAD=3 
rule is varied in such a manner that the KVAR=2 
yield follows the expected demand function STAGE=1 
(input category I defines the varying 
operating rule). 
6 STAGE CONSTRUCTION COST ANALYSIS. The costs A thru P,R,S,T,U(a),W,X KREAD=3 
for a given stage construction policy are KVAR=1 
computed. STAGE=2 
7 MODIFIED CASE 2. Analysis is based on Same as No.1 and KREAD=4 
selected hydrographs as specified by the include P KVAR=1 
arguments of the random number generator. STAGE=1 
*The complete deck oflBM cards or magnetic tape of the Operating Rule Program is available for $25 per copy from the Utah Water Research Laboratory, 
Utah State University, Logan, Utah 84321. 
~ ~ 
General Procedure for the Application of the 
Modified Operating Rule Program 
The following are suggested steps to follow in a simple application of the Modified Operating Rule 
Program: 
1. Determine the firm yield of the existing reservoir water supply system. Prepare the input data as 
specified in case no. 1 of Table 7. 
2. Estimate the approximate optimal size of the desalting plant from 
S1 1.3 (Dd - yo)············.······.· ... (4) 
in which 
S 1 is the estimate of the optimum size desalting plant 
Dd is the design demand rate 
Yo is the firm yield w / 0 desalting (from 1) 
The constant 1.3 is based on past applications of the program. 
3. Determine the least cost feasible operating rule for the given design demand rate and plant size. 
Prepare the data deck as specified in case no. 2 of Table 7. The key to this step of the analysis is to input 
the turn-on and turn-off fractions that will give a fairly broad range of yields. The output of yields from 
this computer run can serve as the basis for formulating subsequent runs. A typical set would include four 
turn-on and four turn-off fractions within the range of 0.40 - 0.80. 
The first trial mayor may not locate an approximate least cost feasible rule. If the operating rule set 
has a broad enough range of yields, then an approximate least cost rule will probably be located. If not, by 
analyzing the results of the first trial run, a different and smaller set of operating rules can be specified and 
another computer run should then locate the optimal rule. The plant size, cost, and operating rule should 
be recorded. 
4. Increase the plant size, S, as determined in step 2, by about 25 percent. Use the same data deck 
setup as in step 3 but change the plant size and the turn-on and turn-off fractions. Since the size of plant 
has been increased, the turn-on and turn-off fractions should be somewhat smaller than those used to locate 
the optimal rule in step 3. If the approximate least cost rule is not obtained on the next trial, adjust the 
operating rules and run again. A third run is rarely needed. 
5. Decrease the plant size, S, from step 2 by approximately 25 percent. Change the plant size and the 
turn-on and turn-off fractions in the data deck. In this trial the turn-on and turn-off fractions should be 
somewhat larger than those used in step 3. 
6. Compare the costs obtained from steps 3, 4, and 5. The desired condition is that the cost obtained 
in step 3 be smaller than that obtained in step 4 and step 5. If this condition is not achieved then the plant 
size and operating rule set must be adjusted accordingly and another trial run made. This fourth run should 
establish the basis for selecting the approximate optimal size plant. 
The additional steps to follow in a stage construction analysis are found starting on page 32. 
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General Description of the Simulation Model 
As the demands on our limited water resources continue to increase, the need for efficient water 
resource utilization must become the focal point in planning and design. Projected demands for water in 
most areas show the present supply to be inadequate for the future. Therefore, planners are looking for 
ways to firm up their present supply and obtain additional water. The conjunctive operation of a 
supplemental source with the existing surface water facilities warrants consideration in such planning 
situations. 
Conjunctive operation 
Conjunctive operation is not a new concept; however, its application by digital simulation, as 
described herein, is a new approach. The usefulness of operating a supplemental source in conjunction with 
an existing system can be easily demonstrated. A plot of the accumulation of inflow minus demand as a 
function of time is shown in Figure 2. The curve ABCD is the mass curve of inflow minus demand. The 
straight line AJEFG represents a balance between inflow and demand. It is assumed that the storage of the 
existing system is full at time, t 1. If there are not at least BE units of storage in the system, a shortage will 
be incurred at time, t3. 
Consider a situation where the existing storage is less than BE and greater than or equal to BK. Under 
the given inflow-demand pattern, a shortage would be realized at t3. Therefore, the demand is too great for 
the given supply. Now consider a supplemental source of a given capacity as represented by line JKLM to 
be activated at time t2. The difference, at any point in time, between JKLM and the mass curve ABCD is 
the amount of natural supply needed to satisfy the demand. Therefore, with the storage as stipulated and 
the supplemental source operating,a shortage is averted at time t3. 
Once the supplemental source is operating, the problem is to turn it off at the best time. Ideally, 
before an extended drawdown of storage occurs, the storage should be full. If, referring to Figure 2, the 
supplemental source is turned off at any time between t 2 and t4 , the storage will not be full when 
draw down starts at t 6. If the turn-off is delayed beyond t4 , then the storage will spill supplemental water 
that has been added. This is inefficient utilization of the supplemental source if the supplemental water is 
more costly than the natural water of the existing system. The ideal turn-off point in time is t 4 . In this case, 
the storage would just fill at time t 6 prior to the subsequent drawdown. Since it is not possible to have a 
perfect knowledge of future hydrologic events, only by extreme good luck would the ideal time to turn-off 
the supplemental source be selected. t2 is not the time when the supplemental source can be turned on to 
prevent the shortage from occurring at t3. Therefore, the basic conjunctive operation problem is to 
determine, based on a given hydrologic inflow, a method (rule) for operating the supplemental source in 
such a manner as to prevent a drought (shortage) from occurring and at the same time minimize the amount 
of supplemental water wasted by spills over an extended period of time. 
If the supplemental source were operated independently as a base load source, the system would 
obviously be using the more costly supplemental water during those periods when the natural or 
conventional water was adequate. Mawer and Burley (1968) and Clyde and Blood (1969) have 
demonstrated the efficiency achieved by operating desalting plants in a conjunction with water systems. 
Optional criteria for determining firm yield 
The firm yield of a water supply system, as presented in this study, involves a rate and a specified 
tolerance of shortages. The rate is the maximum average demand that can be satisfied on a sustained basis. 
It is a function of the inflow and demand pattern as well as the specified tolerance of shortages. Factors 
such as frequency, magnitude, and/or duration of shortages can be used to specify the tolerance in a given 
planning situation. 
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Figure 2. Illustration of conjunctive operation . 
The simulation model described herein permits anyone of three different tolerance specifications for 
determining the firm yield as follows: 
1. A firm yield that is based on satisfying the expected demand schedule 100 percent of the years; 
i.e., no shortages tolerated. 
2. A firm yield that is based on satisfying the expected demand schedule something less than 100 
percent of the years; Le., a certain number of years with shortages occurring would be tolerated. 
For example, a firm yield determined on a 95 percent frequency basis would register 5 years 
out of 100 in which shortages occurred. The magnitude and duration of the shortages are not 
considered in this type of firm yield determination. However, the average amount and the 
average duration of shortages for the given period of hydrology are computed and made 
available to the planner. 
3. A firm yield based on the maximum monthly deficit that can be tolerated during the most 
severe expected drought. This is accommodated in the model by specifying the maximum 
tolerable deficit as a decimal fraction of the expected demand. 
Choosing the manner in which the firm yield is to be determined is the responsibility of the planner. 
A design based on a firm yield that tolerates a small frequency of shortages or a small amount of deficits 
may be acceptable in some planning situations, especially if the consequences were to be only minor 
austerity measures. On the other hand, the responsible planner may not wish to become subject to the 
social and/or political consequence of any shortages. Thus, to minimize the probability of shortages 
occurring the planner may only accept a design based on a firm yield determined with no shortages. 
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These different ways in which the firm yield can be defined permit a degree of flexibility in the use of 
the model and, consequently, to the planning tasks to which it may be applied. A firm yield value obtained 
on the basis of no shortages will obviously be smaller than a firm yield value obtained when shortages are 
tolerated. Thus, different designs to meet a specified requirement would be required and the associated 
costs would be different. Thus, there is a cost attributable to the definition of firm yield. Analysis of the 
costs of designs based on different tolerances of shortages may be made to aid in the decision making 
process. 
Storage considerations 
Storage is handled in the model by means of a simulated reservoir with a conservation pool. The pool 
is augmented by monthly flows greater than the demand. On the other hand, the pool is diminished during 
those months where the demand is greater than the inflow. Limits are set on the size of the pool. Provisions 
are incorporated for specifying inactive (dead) storage. 
For any complete analysis (Le., determination of the optimum supplemental capacity to meet the 
specified demand rate), the storage capacity of the system is fixed. This is a reasonable assumption since the 
methodology is intended to be applied to planning situations dealing with existing water supply systems. 
Storage is utilized in the model to meet a primary demand that is described by an average demand 
rate and a set of monthly coefficients. The primary demand may be for municipal and industrial needs, 
irrigation, or other uses as long as the monthly coefficients define the total demand schedule. An extension 
of the model would be required if the reservoir storage is to fulfill multiple purposes that follow different 
demand patterns. 
The parameters required to define the storage in the model are: (1) maximum available capacity of 
the reservoir; (2) inactive storage; and (3) surface area as a function of reservoir contents (tabular form). 
Generation of streamflow values by 
operational hydrology 
Much of the usefulness of simulation as used in this study depends on the capability of approximating 
the expected performance of the water supply system that is being modeled. The response of the system 
over a given period is uniquely determined by the particular sequence of streamflow that is input to the 
model. In most planning situations, the planner is confronted with short historical records of streamflow on 
which to base the design. Also, future streamflow events will not duplicate those of the past. Consequently, 
no qualified statement can be made about the expected performance of a system based on only one 
sequence of streamflow. 
To provide more reliability to the design, operational hydrology is used to furnish many different 
streamflow sequences. Thus, it is possible to analyze the response of the system to as many different, but 
"equally likely," streamflow sequences as desired or as can be economically justified. From the spectrum of 
responses, the planner can approximate the expected performance of the system with cognizance of the 
possible extremes. 
Monthly streamflow sequences are generated by means of a mathematical model such as reported by 
Fiering (1967). A first-order auto-regression process is utilized that reflects the nonrandom ness inherent in 
a monthly streamflow sequence. The basic one station model utilized involves the solution of the following 
recurrence equation 
S.K. + Z. J 1 1 ~ 1 - 2 r. J . ................ (5) 
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• 
in which 
~ + 1 is the generated monthly flow logarithm expressed as a normal standard deviate for month i + 1 
~ is the generated normal standard deviate for month i 
!3 j is the least squares regression coefficient for estimating flow in month j + 1 from flow in month j 
Zi is a random number from the standard normal distribution, N(O,l) 
r j is the correlation coefficient between flows in month j + 1 and month j 
j = 1,2,3 .... 12 
i = 1,2,3 .... 12N 
N is the number of years to be generated 
Equation (5) can be extended to generate flows at more than one gaging station as reported by the 
Hydrologic Engineering Center (1967) of the Corps of Engineers. The computer subprogram used to 
generate the monthly streamflow values is a modified version of the computer program developed by the 
Hydrologic Engineering Center. As presently constituted, the subprogram (GNFLO) can generate monthly 
flows for as many as five gaging stations for a period of up to 100 years in length. 
Operational hydrology should not be considered as the "cure-all" to planning problems encumbered 
by meager hydrologic data. In fact, the indiscriminate use of generated streamflow in any planning situation 
can be very dangerous. Fiering (1967) indicates two potential problems that can produce serious 
discrepancies in generated flow values. First, the stream must have a stable regime. Secondly, the 
characteristics of the watershed must remain unaltered either by the forces of man or nature. Furthermore, 
it is obvious that reliable streamflow generation is impossible without a minimal amount of accurate 
records. 
In order to function properly in its intended role, operational hydrology should synthesize the critical 
patterns of low (and high) flows that are probably not found in a short historical record. Such flow patterns 
might by chance occur in a short record, but could be expected only in very long records. Thus, the use and 
adequacy of a streamflow generation model should be based on this consideration as well as those 
mentioned previously. 
Draft on storage 
The draft is the rate of outflow from the reservoir conservation pool as a consequence of any or all of 
the following: 
(a) Releases to satisfy the Municipal and Industrial (M & I) water needs serviced by the water 
supply system. 
(b) Mandatory releases for other than M & I requirements. 
(c) Evaporation losses. 
The overall response of the simulation model is assumed insensitive to any other form of loss (outflow) 
from storage. 
Releases to meet the M & I requirements are specified in the form of a demand schedule. Included is 
the planner's best estimate of the average demand rate projected to the end of the planning horizon and a 
schedule of monthly demand coefficients. The projected demand rate is referred to as the design demand 
rate. The monthly coefficients reflect the variation in demand from one month to the next. By utilizing 
information on per capita consumption of water, seasonal consumption patterns, and population 
projections the planner can project water requirements into the future. The response of the water supply 
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system during simulation and, consequently, the optimum design selected depends directly on the demand 
schedule used in the analysis. 
During simulation of the system, a demand rate for M & I requirements is computed each month by 
the program as follows: 
in which 
d. = D. CD' 
1 J 1 for i 1,2, ••• ,12 
j=1,2, ••• ,N 
~ is the M & I demand rate for month i 
Dj is the average demand rate in year j 
CDi is the seasonal demand coefficient for month i 
N is the number of years in the period of simulation 
................ (6) 
The seasonal demand coefficient must satisfy the following condition: 
12 1 
12 ~ CDi = 1 i=1 ......................... (6a) 
Monthly demand rates must be formulated in the model in two different phases of simulation: (1) 
Firm yield analysis; and (2) cost analysis. Equation (6) is used in either case, but D can have varied 
functional forms in the cost analysis simulation. The average demand rate, 15, can be represented in one of 
the following forms: 
(a) Constant relationship 
D. 
J 
K for j 1 ,2, ••• , N ............... (7) 
in which 
K is the design demand rate if doing a cost simulation or a first estimate of firm yield if simulation 
is to determine the firm yield 
(b) Linear relationship (used only in cost analysis) 
D. = A+j. B forj = 1,2, ••• ,N 
J 
in which 
A is the demand rate for j = 1 (intercept) 
B is the rate of change of demand (slope) 
(c) Exponential relationships (used only in cost analysis) 
D. 
J 
-aj U - We for j 1,2, ••• ,N 
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............. (8) 
.............. (9) 
in which 
U is the final demand rate in the year j = N 
W is the difference between the demand rates in the year j = N and the year j = 1 
a is the fraction that defines the curvature of the exponential relationship 
Figure 3 illustrates the possible representation of the demand rate functions. 
Mandatory releases from storage generally have priority over all other uses. Usually, the mandatory 
release must satisfy the terms of some decree or compact. An example would be a decree to maintain a 
certain gage height at some point on a stream for the purpose of water quality and/or fish and wildlife 
conservation. 
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Figure 3. Optional representations of demand rate. 
Time (j) 
The manner of formulating the mandatory releases will probably vary in each case studied. As a 
consequence, a modification of the model may be required. The extent of the modification will depend on 
the complexity of the required releases. 
Mandatory releases are formulated in the present model in the same manner as the demand for 
consumption. A monthly release rate is computed from an average release rate (MGD) over the period of a 
year and a set of 12 monthly coefficients as follows: 
for i = 1,2, ••• ,12 ............... (10) 
in which 
!!!i is the mandatory release rate for month, i 
M is the average mandatory release rate over the period of a year 
eM i is the release coefficient for month, i 
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The coefficients must satisfy the condition. 
1 
12 
12 
E 
i=1 
CMi = 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (lOa) 
The set of monthly release coefficients can, in some cases, be determined from past release 
information. 
Evaporation losses are calculated by means of monthly evaporation coefficients. The coefficients are 
estimates of the average monthly evaporation from lakes and reservoirs in the area, expressed in inches per 
month. The water lost by evaporation is calculated from 
in which 
E. 
1 
-5 2.7152 x 10 A. e. 
1 1 
for i 1,2, ••• ,12 
Ei is the volume of water evaporated in month i in billion gallons (BG) 
Ai is the average water surface area ( acres) in month i 
e i is the evaporation rate for month i in inches 
. ..... (11) 
The water surface area is obtained each month by interpolation in the storage content-surface area 
table. 
Operation of the supplemental source of water 
The supplemental source is operated in conjunction with an existing water supply system in such a 
manner as to increase the firm yield of the system. Operating in this way the supplemental source is called 
on to supply water during the periods of drought which deplete the natural supply. In order to function in 
its intended role, the supplemental source must satisfy the following requirements: 
, 
(l) The supplemental source must be independent from the causative factors producing the natural 
droughts. 
(2) The supplemental source must add water to the system at a constant rate (specified by its 
capacity or size of development) when it is operating. 
(3) The supplemental source must have the capability of being activated (turned on) or deactivated 
(turned off) with comparative ease. 
(4) The capital, operating and maintenance, replacement, turn-on, and turn-off costs must be 
identifiable. 
Any departure from the above would require modifications of some form in the model as presently 
developed. 
During simulation of the system when the supplemental source is activated, it supplies water for a 
minimum of one full month. There are no provisions in the computer program for operating for any shorter 
period of time. If extended continuous operation is called for; i.e., for periods of 11 months or greater, 
provision is made to deactivate the supplemental source for the period of one month for maintenance 
and/or replacements as required. 
Desalination of sea and/or brackish water, pumping from large rivers, pumping from groundwater, 
importation, and recycling are some of the possible sources of supplemental water. 
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Operation of the Simulation Model 
Simulation is performed in three phases. In phase one the expected firm yield of the reservoir without 
the supplemental supply is determined. In phase two an expected firm yield is determined for every 
operating rule specified for the conjunctive operation with the supplemental supply. The time period for 
which the simulation is conducted is a selected input to the program. Some judgment is required on the 
part of the user to select an appropriate time horizon. One that appears adequate and is used in subsequent 
demonstrations is the life expectancy of the reservoir or reservoirs in the system. In phase three costs are 
determined for a selected set of feasible operating rules. 
The basic storage equation involved in the simulation model is 
I - 0 = ~s ............... (12) 
in which 
I is the inflow to the system 
o is the outflow from the system 
11 S is the change in storage 
Substituting for each term of Equation (12) its components treated as rates and introducing subscripts give 
the following equation: 
(~S). . = q. . + w • J - e. - d. - r. 
1,] 1,] 1 1 1 
for i 1,2, ••• ,12 
j 1,2, ••• ,N 
.... (13) 
in which 
qi,j is the average streamflow rate in month i, year j 
w is the rate of the supplemental source 
J is 1 if the supplemental source is operating and 0 if the supplemental source is not operating 
ei is the average evaporation rate for month i 
di is the average demand rate for month i as obtained from Equation (6) 
r i is the average mandatory release rate for month i 
N is the number of years in the period being simulated 
Prior to the start of each month, the state of the storage in the system is examined by converting each 
term of Equation (13) to a volume (BG) on the basis of the number of days in the given month, and solving 
S'+1 . = S .. + Q •. + W. • J - E. - D. - R ........... (14) 
1,] 1,] 1,] 1 1 1 1 
in which 
S i+ l}S the contents of storage at the start of month i + 1 (or end of month i), year j 
Si,j is the contents of storage at the start of month i year j 
All other terms correspond to their counterparts in Equation (13) 
The value of Si+l,j is compared to the specified limits of storage. If Si+l,j is greater than the 
maximum, an average (spill) is recorded and Si+l,j is set equal to the maximum value. On the other hand, if 
Si+l,j is less than the minimum, a deficit is recorded and Si+l,j is set equal to the minimum value. 
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Phase One--Reservoir Without the Supplemental Supply 
The objectives of the simulation in phase one are as follows: 
(1) Obtain the firm yield of the existing water supply system, Yo. 
(2) Identify the critical range of the generated streamflow hydrograph. 
(3) Select, at random, a set of reservoir starting contents from a sample of the distribution of 
year-end contents. 
Firm yield of the reservoir 
without the supplemental supply 
As previously mentioned, the firm yield of the system is the average demand rate, with its associated 
seasonal variation, that can be satisfied subject to some specified constraints on shortages. Thus, the value 
of the firm yield for any given generated hydrograph cannot be solved for directly. The unknown quantity 
in the simulation is D from Equation (6). Consequently, di ,in the basic storage equation, Equation (13), is 
dependent on the value of unknown D. An iteration procedure is proposed as the method to determine the 
value of D that satisfies the constraints on shortages. Once determined, the value of D is identified as the 
firm yield of the system, Yo. The following sections outline the iteration procedure used to determine Yo . 
Iteration procedure for determining 
the firm yield , Yo 
The procedure outlined identifies the critical range of the period of generated monthly streamflow. 
Iteration is subsequently carried out over the critical range and not over the entire period. The iteration 
technique is described in the following steps. 
Step 1. Make an initial guess for the yield (demand that can be satisfied), Y. This first guess is made as 
a function of the mean inflow to the system and the estimated scale of development as follows: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (15) 
in which 
YI is the firm yield estimate and is used as the value of D in Equation (6) Q is the mean inflow rate calculated from the historic record in MGD 
f is an estimated fraction, 0 < f < 1 
Step 2. Using the demand rate (yield estimation) obtained in step 1, simulate operation of the 
reservoir without the supplemental supply for the entire period of N years. This involves the repetitive 
solution of Equation (14). The system is operated under the policy that the full demand is satisfied every 
month as long as water is available. 
During simulation, the response of the system to the particular pattern of inflow and outflow is 
recorded. Of particular interest are the following: 
(a) The relative minimum draw downs (where the reservoir content stops decreasing and begins to 
increase ). 
(b) The month and year of each drawdown in (a). 
(c) The month and year of the reservoir full condition prior to each minimum in (a). 
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(d) The amount of each monthly deficit that occurred, and the amount of the shortages. * 
(e) The month and year of each deficit. 
(f) Duration, in months, of each shortage. 
(g) The month and year of the reservoir full condition prior to each deficit and each shortage in 
(d). 
Step 3. After simulation is completed for the period of N years, the response is compared to the 
specified definition of firm yield. Logic is provided for the following cases. 
Case A. Firm yield defined at the 100 percent level; i.e., no shortages tolerated. The iteration 
technique in this case works equally well whether shortages did or did not occur during the simulation. The 
iteration procedure can move directly to step 4. 
Case B. Firm yield defined at less than 100 percent; i.e., some number of years with shortages will be 
tolerated. For example, let the firm yield be defined at the 98 percent level. The iteration scheme then 
requires, as a minimum, three years in 100 years in which shortages were recorded. In the event that the 
required number of years with shortages are not obtained, the demand rate, Y, is increased by an 
appropriate amount. Step 2 and step 3 (case B) are repeated until the requirement on the years with 
shortages is satisfied. If the initial estimate of the demand rate is large enough, the required number of years 
with shortages will be obtained on the first trial. 
Case C A specified maximum monthly deficit will be tolerated. In this case monthly deficits become 
the focal point of the iteration. As in case B some deficits must be recorded before the iteration procedure 
can continue. Thus, if no monthly deficits were recorded, Y must be incremented and step 2 repeated. 
Step 4. Determine the critical range of the period. The logic employed in defining the critical range 
depends upon the manner in which the firm yield is defined. Thus, either the shortages, the monthly 
deficits, or the relative minimum drawdown could be the controlling factor. The logic is somewhat different 
in each of the three cases so each case is treated separately. 
1. Shortages are the' controlling factor. The critical shortage is a function of the amount of the 
shortage, the number of m<;mths since the prior reservoir full condition, and the tolerance of shortages 
specified in the definition of firm yield. To illustrate, Figure 4, a graph of reservoir storage versus time, 
shows shortages A, B, C, and D of amounts 20, 33, 40, and 11 BG respectively. An index of the severity of 
each shortage is calculated as follows: 
Severity Index = 
Amount of shortage plus sum of prior 
shortages having the same prior 
reservoir full condition 
Months since reservoir full .... (16) 
The index calculated in the above illustration produces values of 1.00, 1.77, 1.86, and 1.73 respectively. If 
firm yield is defined as 100 percent, then shortage C with the largest value of the index (1.86) is the critical 
shortage. The critical range over which subsequent iteration is conducted is obtained by moving back in 
time five years from point F. The range is, therefore, 110 months. Moving back five years assures that the 
reservoir full condition is always achieved when iterating over the critical range. 
If the firm yield definition tolerates two occurrences of shortages, then shortage D (Severity Index = 
1.73) is the critical shortage and the critical range is 120 months. 
* A shortage is defined as the sum of any consecutive monthly deficits which occur. A single isolated deficit is also 
termed a shortage. 
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Figure 4. Reservoir storage vs. time showing shortages. 
2. Monthly deficits are the controlling factor. The logic in this case is similar to the shortage case. A 
severity index is determined for each shortage occurring over the simulation period. The critical monthly 
deficit occurs in some time during the shortage with the largest value of the severity index. The critical 
range begins five years preceding the reservoir full condition prior to critical deficit and ends at the end of 
the shortage in which the critical deficit occurs. 
3. Relative minimum drawdowns are the controlling factor. The only condition under which this 
logic is employed is when the firm yield is defined at 100 percent and no shortages were recorded from step 
2. Figure 5, a graph of reservoir versus time, shows eight (A-H) relative minimums. The procedure must 
identify the critical drawdown, that is, the drawdown that approaches the minimum usable storage the 
fastest as the demand rate, D, is increased. Minimums at A, B, E, and H can obviously be removed from 
consideration. Minimums, C, D, F, G, have values of 5,9, 5, and 10 BG, respectively. The critical drawdown 
is a function of the difference between the drawdown and the minimum usable storage and the number of 
months since the prior reservoir full condition. Let the number of months between C and D and full 
condition at I be 20 and 30 months. Likewise, let the number of months between F and G and full 
condition J be 18 and 25 months. A critical index is calculated as 
d - U . 
m mln Critical Index Months since reservoir full 
in which 
dm is the drawdown (relative minimum) 
Umin is the minimum usable storage 
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........ (17) 
The differences in this illustrative example for a minimum usable storage of 2 billion gallons are 3, 7, 
3, and 8 respectively. The corresponding values of the critical index are .15, .23, .17, and .32. In this case, 
the smallest value of the index identifies the critical drawdown. In the example, drawdown C (index of .15) 
is the critical drawdown and the critical range is I minus five years to the occurrence of drawdown C plus an 
arbitrary two months. 
Step 5. Record the critical range as obtained in either (1), (2), or (3) from step 4 for the given period 
of generated streamflow. 
Step 6. Iterate to obtain the firm yield based on the critical range as recorded in step 5. The logic of 
the iteration procedure is dependent upon the controlling factor as was the determination of the critical 
range in step 4. Each case is outlined separately. 
1. Shortages are the controlling factor. The objective is to iterate to remove the critical shortage that 
occurs at the end of the critical range. The iteration formula is: 
(A ). 
S 1 
Yi - .0305 M for i 1 ,2, ••• ,~, 15* ....... (18) 
in which 
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Y is the estimate of the firm yield 
(A ). is the amount of the critical shortage in the i th iteration 
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Figure 5. Reservoir storage vs. time showing relative minimum drawdowns. 
*If the program fails to converge to after 15 iterations, the lack of convergence is flagged, the program then uses the 
last available iteration result and checks to see if it meets the appropriate firm yield criteria. 
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The iteration is terminated when 
(A ). < e • Y -r (.0305). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (19) 
s ~ - ..... 
in which 
e is the error tolerance expressed as a decimal fraction 
2. The monthly deficit is the controlling factor. The iteration is conducted, in this case, in such a 
manner as to remove all monthly deficits greater than a specified amount. The amount of deficit tolerated 
is expressed as a fraction of the demand rate (yield). It is specified by the program user as input variable 
FDT. 
The iteration formula is 
in which 
(Ad)i 
Yi +1 = Yi - .0305 M for i 1 ,2 , ••• ,~ ,15 . . . . . . (20) 
(Ad)i is the summation of monthly deficits in the critical shortage up to and including the critical 
deficit, in the i th iteration 
M is the number of months between the critical deficit and the prior reservoir full condition 
Y is the same as in Equation (18) 
The iteration is terminated when 
I (M). - (.0305)Y .• f c ~ ~ < e . . . . . . . . . . . . . (21) 
in which 
(Me)i is the critical monthly deficit in the i th iteration 
f is the allowable deficit expressed as a fraction 
X is the yield (demand rate) in the i th iteration 
3. Relative minimum drawdown controls. The objective in this case is to draw the reservoir down to 
the minimum usable contents without incurring any deficits. The iteration formula is 
in which 
(dm)i - Umin 
Yi + .0305 M 
Yi is the estimate of the yield 
(~i is the drawdown in the i th iteration 
Umin is the minimum usable contents 
for i = 1,2, ••• , ~ , 1 5 . . . . . . . . (22) 
M is the number of months since the reservoir was full 
The iteration is terminated when 
I (dm\ - Umin I < e • Yi (.0305) ................... (23) 
The value of the yield determined from any iteration formula (17), (18), or (19) is the corresponding 
value of firm yield of the reservoir without any supplemental supply and is designated as Yo . 
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Critical range of the hydrograph 
The identification of the critical range is actually a by-product of the iteration performed above to 
get Yo . This range is uniquely determined for each generated streamflow hydrograph by the definition of 
firm yield (constraints on shortages). It is identified and recorded in this phase of simulation so that the 
computational effort will be greatly reduced when entering phase two. 
Selection of reservoir starting contents 
The reservoir contents at the beginning of a simulation period can exert some influence upon the 
overall results. This is more likely the case if the simulation period is short. A suitable selection of a starting 
storage content, or a set of replicate starts, requires that the stationary state probabilities of the reservoir 
contents be known in advance (Piering, 1967). Since this is not practical to attain, a next best procedure is 
advocated. 
Treating the first period of simulation as a "typical" period, a 50-year sample of year-end storage 
contents is generated. The assumption was made at the beginning of the computation that initial storage 
contents were one-half the storage capacity. The first period value of firm yield, Yo ' was determined on this 
assumption. In the procedure it has been observed that the value of YQ.... determined over a long simulation 
period is not sensitive to this starting assumption. With the value of D in Equation (6) set equal to ~ , 
simulation is next conducted for a period of 75 years. The contents of storage are recorded at the end of 
each year. The first 25 years are discarded and the remaining 50 years are used as a sample from the 
distribution of year-end reservoir contents. A set of year-end (or start of year) contents are selected in a 
random fashion from this sample. All the subsequent yield and cost determinations utilize this random 
selection of starting contents. 
Phase Two--Conjunctive Opera tion 
In phase two simulation, the supplemental source is operated in conjunction with the existing water 
supply system. The increase in yield of the conjunctive system is a function of the capacity of the 
supplemental source and its mode of operation. In any particular analysis, the capacity is fixed so the mode 
of operation becomes the foca,l point of the analysis. 
The objective associated with this phase of simulation is to determine the manner in which the 
supplemental source should be operated to produce a firm yield equal to the design demand rate. This 
involves the search of a decision space defined by a set of operating rules. The operating rules are furnished 
by the planner. Judgment must be used in defining the decision space so as to keep the problem tractable. 
The following sections will deal with the nature of the operating rule, the formulation of the decision 
space, determination of the yield of the rules in the decision space, and obtaining a set of feasible rules. 
Formulation of operating rules 
See pp. 10-11 in Clyde and Blood (1969). 
Determination of the firm yield 
associated with each operating rule 
Each operating rule in the decision set will produce a certain firm yield which for a given supple-
mental capacity is a function of the hydrology and the constraints on the definition of firm yield. As in 
phase one of the simulation, an iterative scheme is used to determine the various values of firm yield 
associated with each rule. 
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An initial estimate of the firm yield is made on the basis of the following: 
y 1 = f • (Q + C s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (24) 
in which 
YI is the initial estimate of the firm yield (becomes D in Equation (6)) 
f is estimated scale of development 
Q is the overall average inflow rate 
Cs is the capacity of the supplemental source expressed as a rate 
Iteration is conducted in much the same manner as in phase one. The variable quantity to be 
determined is D of Equation (14). This quantity is adjusted by iteration until the firm yield constraint is 
satisfied within a certain error tolerance. Once the constraint is satisfied, this quantity then becomes the 
firm yield. In this phase of simulation, the term (Wi • J) in Equation (14) becomes active in the yield 
determination. While in phase one, J was set at 0 for all computation, in the conjunctive operation mode, J 
is set to either 0 or 1 depending on whether the supplemental source is to be shut down or to be operated 
during the month. 
The iteration is conducted over the critical range of the generated streamflow period as was predeter-
mined in the phase one simulation. Equations (18), (19), or (20), (21), or (22), (23), are applicable in the 
iteration depending on the constraint defining the firm yield and the factor that subsequently controls; i.e., 
shortages, deficits, or drawdowns. 
Upon the completion of the iteration, simulation is conducted over the entire period as specified by 
the input parameter NYFY. The purpose of this is two-fold. First, to verify the critical range and ascertain 
that the addition of the supplemental source and its subsequent operation has not changed the critical range 
of the period. During the check, if some event is encountered that violates the constraining definition of 
firm yield, the critical portion of the period is relocated and the iteration procedure is repeated. Second, for 
the verified simulation, two load factors pertaining to the operation of the supplemental source are com-
puted. 
(a) The average operational load factor is computed by 
in which 
(b) 
100 
= N (12) 
o 
....................... (25) 
is the average operational load factor (i.e., the percent of a year the source remains active once 
it is turned on) for a given operating rule and a given period of hydrology 
is the number of months in year j that the source was active 
is the number of years in the simulation period (NYFY) 
is the number of times the plant was turned on during the simulation period 
A gross load factor is computed as 
N 100 
NmY L: OJ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (26) j=1 
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in which 
LG is the gross load factor or the percent of time the source was active during the entire period 
N and OJ are the same as in Equation (25) 
Mter the firm yield and load factors are determined for each rule in the decision set, the whole 
procedure is repeated for a new period of hydrology; i.e., generated streamflow sequence. The number of 
period repetitions is specified by the program user as input parameter NPFY. 
The expected value for the firm yield of each operating rule is obtained as follows: 
Y. = 
1 
in which 
1 
N p 
Y .• 1,J 
Yi is the expected firm yield for rule, i 
Yi,j is the firm yield for rule i in period j 
N p is the number of periods (NPFy) 
for 1 1,2, ••• ,N . p ......... (27) 
The expected load factors LA and L G are determined for each rule in the same manner as the firm 
yield. 
Generally, the confidence in Y as a point estimator of the population mean varies directly as the 
number of periods used. There is, however, a practical upper limit set by the amount of computational 
effort involved compared to the amount of new information generated. Here again there is no substitute for 
judgment on the part of the program user. 
Determination of feasible operating rules 
See pp. 14-15 in Clyde and Blood (1969). 
Stage Construction Analysis 
Earlier applications of the Operating Rule Program have been made on the basis that the full capacity 
of the supplemental source is installed at the beginning of the planning period. Full capacity implies the size 
of the supplemental source required to meet the project end-of-period demand rate. Furthermore, the 
end-of-period demand rate is used throughout the entire simulation period. For the purpose of determining 
the optimum final size of a given supplemental source the procedure is suitable. However, in situations 
where the planner needs an estimate of the actual expected costs over the plant lifetime or wishes to 
compare alternate supplemental sources, an additional cost analysis is necessary. 
In a situation showing a growth of the demand for water, a supplemental source installed with full 
capacity in the first year of the planning period is grossly over designed throughout the early portions of 
the period. There will be an associated loss of efficiency with this type of policy. The ideal condition would 
be an expansion of the supply system such that the firm yield available just keeps pace with the demand. 
Practically, the firm yield can only be added to the system in increments. However, by adding small 
increments as the demand grows, increased operating efficiency and probably increased economic efficiency 
can be achieved. 
The obvious policy, if the nature of the supplemental source permits, is to add the source to the 
system in stages or modules. Some advantages of the staging policy over the policy of building the full 
capacity initially are: 
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1. Deferred investment of capital resulting in savings of interest payments. 
2. Reduced operation and maintenance costs in the earlier portions of the operating period. 
3. Inadvertent excess capacity can be avoided. 
4. Deferred commitments on construction may benefit by advances in technology (especially true 
in the case of desalting technology). 
The following sections will outline a procedure for formulating a stage construction policy and 
performing a cost analysis. 
Formulating a stage construction policy 
Once the planner has ascertained that the given supplemental source is adaptable to stage construc-
tion, a staging policy must be determined. A staging policy is a step function indicating installed capacity of 
added firm yield as a function of time. It dictates the point in time at which the next stage of the 
supplemental source is to be added to the system. 
The optimal staging policy is not given directly by the analysis described herein. However, by 
repeating the analysis in the light of practical and physical limitations of the system, a best (least cost) 
staging policy can be approximated. Figure 6a, b, and c shows three different policies imposed on a 
hypothetical demand curve. Staging policy No. 3 consisting of four modules shows the minimum deviation 
of firm yield from demand and is the best of the three policies. A further reduction in module size would 
result in a decrease of the deviations of firm yield from demand and, hence, would become the preferred 
staging policy from that standpoint. Even before the physical limitation of module size is reached, there 
may be a point of diminishing returns associated with the reduction in size of increments added to the 
system. The smaller modules have less economies of scale and may not have an economic advantage over 
larger modules. 
The following steps outline a procedure for formulating a staging policy. 
1. Obtain the increase in firm yield added to the system as a function of the optimal supplemental 
capacity as shown in Figure 7. 
To obtain the curve in Figure 7:. an analysis as outlined in the earlier section must be conducted for 
the various values of the design demand rate. The number of times to repeat the analysis is somewhat 
arbitrary but a suggested procedure follows: 
(a) Solve for ~ Yin 
~Y fit - Yo ............................. (28) 
in which 
~ Y is total increment of yield to be added 
Dt is the design demand rate (end-of-period) 
Yo is the expected firm yield of the system without any supplemental source 
(b) Calculate an increment of firm yield by 
IY = ............................... (29) 
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Figure 6. Examples of stage construction policies. 
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(2) Input categories R through U a. The data for computing costs, category T, must be input in 
equation form. . 
(3) Input categories W, X. 
An annualized cost is determined in a manner similar to that outlined in pp. 16-17 of Clyde and 
Blood (1969). However, the equation which is used to compute the uniform fixed cost must be modified 
for use with a stage construction policy. The capital investments in staged construction produce unequal 
cost streams which are annualized as follows: 
v = p 
in which 
N 
l: 
j=1 
__ 1 -:-.• [f ~ k(C )] 
(1+1)J m 
for k = 1,2, ••• ,n ......... (32) 
V is the present value of the annual fixed charges 
I is the interest rate 
f is the fixed charge rate which if multiplied by the capital cost of a module gives the total annual 
charge for interest on initial capital, amortization of initial capital, interim replacements, taxes, 
and insurance 
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• 
Cm is the capital cost of a module of capacity, Me 
k is the multiplier that increases the supplemental capacity in accordance with the staging policy. 
Thus, k is incremented each year that j equals a year in which a module is scheduled to be built 
n is the number of modules 
The annualized fixed cost is calculated by 
Uf = (c.r.f.) Vp + I • eN ................... (33) 
in which 
Uf is the annualized fixed cost 
c.r J. is the capital recovery factor 1(1 + I)N /(1 +I)N - 1.0 
CN is the capital costs of nondepreciable items such as land and working capital 
The stage construction analyses based on the procedure described in this section have been made for 
the New York City water supply system (see Work Order No. 1) and the Norfolk, Virginia, water supply 
system (see Work Order No.5). 
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Figure 9. Determination of a staging policy. 
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Work Order No.3 
OPERATING RULE PROGRAM MODIFICATION 
FOR NO STORAGE CAPACITY SYSTEM 
Introduction 
Heretofore, desalting has been considered either as a base load operation or in conjunction with an 
existing surface water supply with some appreciable carry-over storage. In the conjunctive scheme the 
desalting plant is operated intermittently. The crux of the conjunctive operation problem is to find the 
most efficient size plant to furnish the specified requirements on firm yield. This in turn requires looking at 
many different operating rules and selecting the rule that will meet the requirements at the least cost. 
Another application of desalting is found in the planning situation where the municipality has no 
appreciable storage capacity. In this case the operating rule is simple: turn on the desalting plant or a 
module thereof when the demand becomes greater than the available natural supply. This too is an 
intermittent type of operation and a modular type plant would work effectively in this situation. 
General Procedure 
No storage analysis is accomplished in the following steps: 
1. Determine a module size. 
in which 
(a) Compute the variable D 
Max [C - f. (q. . )k] 1 1,J for i 1,2, ••• ,12 
j 1,2, ••• ,NY 
k 1,2, ••• ,N ........... (34) 
Dk is the capacity of desalting plant required to prevent a deficit in the month of lowest 
flow, in the k th generated streamflow sequence 
C is the projected consumption of water at the end of the planning period (MGD) 
qi,j is the average monthly rate in month i of year j of the k th generated streamflow 
sequence (MGD) 
fi is the fraction of the natural flow rate that can be withdrawn for consumption in month i 
NY is the number of years in the planning period and the number of years of the generated 
streamflow sequence 
N is the number of periods 
(b) Treating the variable Dk as normally distributed compute the mean D, and the standard 
deviation aD 
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in which 
Q) 
-c 
~ 
'0 
c: 
c 
E 
N 
is = 1: Dk/N............................ (35) 
k=1 
N -)2 L: (Dk - D k=1 
N - 1 ................... (36) 
(c) Calculate a size of module as 
........... (37) 
Ms is the module size rounded to an integer (MGD) 
M is the number of modules as specified by the input parameter NMOD 
N is the number of standard deviations to be added to the expected value of D as specified 
by the input parameter NSTD ex., if N = 0 the average value, D, will be used as the requir-
led capacity of the desalting plant 
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Figure 10. Graphical procedure for determining modular configuration. 
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2. Determine the modular configuration with respect to time based on the projected demand 
function. Modules are added to the plant to keep pace with the growth in demand as illustrated 
in Figure 10. The first module is required at the start of year 1, the second module is required 
at the start of year 3, the third module is required at the start of year 9, and a fourth module at 
the start of year 21. 
3. Generate a period of streamflow and simulate operation of the desalting plant using the cal-
culated configuration and the demand function. Record, by year, the number of months each 
module was in operation, and the number of modular turn-on and turn-off events. 
4. Perform a cost analysis based on the simulated operation to obtain a uniform annual cost. It is 
required that all costs are input in equation form as a function of plant or module size. The 
present value of the costs are obtained as follows: 
(a) Capital investments 
in which 
p 
c 
N 
l: 
j=1 
[k Cm] f ................ (38) 
Pc is the present value of all capital investments 
I is the interest rate 
f is the fixed charge rate 
k is the number of modules that have been constructed by year j 
C m is the cost of the module 
N is the number of years in the planning period 
C 
m 
(M )b as ........................... (39) 
in which 
Ms is the module size calculated in Equation (37) 
a,b are constants specified by the input parameters CCP and EXCP, respectively 
(b) Operating and maintenance costs 
p 
o 
in which 
N 
l: 
j=1 (1 + I)j 
o 
c 
M 
(l: ~. ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (40) 
k=1 ,] 
is the present value of all operating costs for load factors> 0 percent 
is the number of modules comprising the desalting plant 
is a cost coefficient obtained by linear interpolation in the two dimensional array of load 
factors, FACT, and coefficients, COEFF. This array is part of the necessary input data for 
the program. 
is the modular operational cost 
are the same as in Equation (38) 
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o = c (M ) d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 41 ) 
c s 
in which 
Ms is calculated module size 
c,d are constants specified by the input parameters COP, and EXOP, respectively 
(c) Operating costs at zero load factor 
N 
P 
n 
L: • (N). 0 .................. (42) 
J n J n j=1 (1 + I) 
in which 
Pn is the present value of all modules operating at zero load factor 
(Nn)j is the number of modules, constructed, that did not operate in year j 
On is the module operating cost at zero load factor 
N,I are the same as in Equation (38) 
f 
o e(M) .............................. (43) 
n s 
in which 
Ms is the module size 
e,f are constants specified by the input parameters CNO and EXNO, respectively 
(d) Plant turn-on and turn-off costs 
N 1 N + Nf P t = L: • ( 0 2 ). 0 ................ ( 44) 
j=1 (1 + I)J J t 
in which 
Pt is the present value of the turn-on and turn-off costs 
No is the number of module turn-on events 
N f is the number of module turn-off events 
at is the cost of a module turn-on, turn-off event 
N,I are the same as in Equation (38) 
h 
o t g (Ms) ............................. (45) 
in which 
Ms is the module size 
g,h are constants specified by the input parameters CTN and EXTN, respectively 
5. A uniform annual cost for the period is obtained by 
U = c.r.f. (P + p + P + P t ) .................. (46) con 
in which 
U is the uniform annual cost 
c.r.f. is the capital recovery factor I (i+I)N / [(1 +I)N - 1.0] 
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• 
6. Repeat steps (3), (4), and (5) for as many periods as specified by the parameter NPSC and 
obtain an average uniform annual cost 
N 
U = L U. IN 
i=1 1 
in which 
U is the average uniform annual cost 
...................... (47) 
N is the number of periods specified by the parameter NPER 
U is the uniform cost obtained in Equation (41) 
A general logic flow chart for NOSTOR program is shown in Figure 11. 
An example application of the no storage capacity analysis was made for a modified Norfolk, 
Virginia, water supply system. The input data and the simulation results are shown in Figures 12,13, and 
14. 
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Figure 11. General logic flow for NOSTOR. 
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Work Order No.4 
TRAINING SEMINAR 
After the publication of Utah Water Research Laboratory report PRWG61-2, "Optimum Operation of 
Desalting Plants as a Supplemental Source of Save Yield," numerous requests were received asking for more 
information about the Operating Rule Program and its practical uses. In response to these requests for 
information and to encourage and facilitate the use of the computer program by others, a training seminar 
was held May 26-28, 1970, at Utah State University jointly sponsored by the Office of Saline Water, U.S. 
Dept. of Interior, and Utah State University. 
Objectives of the training seminar were as follows: 
1. To completely describe for the participants the improved Operating Rule Program induding the 
logic, the various program options, and the various ways of defining the firm yield of a wa ter 
supply system. 
2. To describe in detail the steps to be followed in applying the improved Operating Rule Program 
to analyze the conjunctive operation of desalting plants. 
3. To describe the use of the program in finding the optimal stage construction schedule for a 
conjunctively operated desalting plant. 
4. To give the participants some "hands on" experience in using the improved Operating Rule 
Program in a practical situation. 
A schedule of the training seminar is shown on the following page as Table 9. Costs of instruction, the 
printed materials and use of the computer were met by Utah State University from funds supplied by the 
Office of Saline Water. Participants or their employers provided travel and living expenses. The names and 
addresses of the 21 participants are shown in Table 10. 
Computer services for the seminar were provided by a Univac 9200 terminal utilizing a Univac 1108 
computer in Salt Lake City, Utah. High priority service was arranged such that very little delay was 
experienced with most computations. All participants were able to analyze the conjunctive operation of a 
desalting plant. Teams of participants were organized and each team also carried out a stage construction 
analysis of a desalting plant. 
After the seminar the participants were asked to send in comments and criticisms concerning the 
seminar and suggestions for improvements in the computer program and the program description. Based on 
the many thoughtful and constructive suggestions received, several substantial changes were made in the 
OPRUL program, especially in the format and information of the computer printout. 
Copies of the report, "Optimum Operation of Desalting Plants as a Supplemental Source of Safe 
Yield," (Utah Water Research Laboratory Report No. PRWG61-2 or OSW R&D Progress Report No. 528) 
were given to the participants. 
Complete computer program card decks were made available at a nominal cost to the participants 
who desired them. 
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A training manual was prepared for the seminar containing a description of the OPRUL program and 
its use. The title page and table of contents only are shown on the following two pages. The body of the 
training manual has been integrated into the appropriate sections of this report. (See Work Order 2 & 
Appendix A.) 
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by 
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Work Order No.5 
APPLICATION OF THE OPERATING RULE PROGRAM 
TO THE NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, WATER 
SUPPLY SYSTEM 
The Office of Saline Water first suggested that the Operating Rule Program be applied to the Norfolk, 
Virginia, water supply system. After consultation among OSW, USU, and Norfolk City, it was decided to 
undertake such a study. The objective of the investigation was to examine the use of a desalting plant 
operated in conjunction with the existing system to meet future demands. The optimal size plant and the 
optimal operating rule to meet demands through 2000 A.D. were to be determined. Furthermore, the 
optimal stage construction policy was to be investigated for the deslating plant. Effects of increased 
reservoir size and expansion of pumping plants upon the system were also to be studied. 
Description of the Norfolk City Water Supply System 
Norfolk City furnished most of the basic information describing the water supply system, the avail-
able water and the demand. Additional records of streamflow were taken from USGS Water Supply papers. 
A brief summary of the system is given here. A more detailed description is included as Appendix C. 
The Norfolk City water supply system consists of 5 principal storage reservoirs, 2 pumping plants for 
importing water, several other pumplllg stations for distribution, several treatment plants, some wells and 
over 1000 miles of water mains. The system is shown in Figure 15. 
The principal storage reservoirs and their capacity, drainage area and estimates of safe yield (reported 
by Norfolk City) are shown in Table 11. Also shown in the table are the import pumping stations and the 
wells near Lake Prince. 
NORFOLK CITY WATER SUPPLY 
Figure 15. Norfolk City water supply system. 
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Table 1 S. Varying operating rule costs for 60 MGD plant for three demand growth curves. 
Time Period 
Years 
1-6 
7-12 
13-15 
16-24 
25-30 
Dj = 80 + 1.50j 
Demand at 
Start of Period 
80 
89 
98 
107 
116 
Operating Rule 
ON OFF 
0.10 
.20 
.34 
.49 
.59 
0.10 
.10 
.20 
.40 
.60 
(Average annual cost)/(Ultimate firm yield increase) = 115,935$/yr/MGD. 
Time Period 
Years 
1-3 
4-7 
8-11 
12-17 
18-30 
I5. = 130 - 50e-O.077j 
J 
Demand at 
Start of Period 
80 
89 
98 
107 
116 
Operating Rule 
ON OFF 
0.10 
.20 
.34 
.49 
.59 
0.10 
.10 
.20 
.40 
.60 
(Average annual cost)/(Ultimate firm yield increase) = 129,178$/yr/MGD. 
D· = 60 + 20eO.04j 
J 
Time Period Demand at Operating Rule 
Years Start of Period ON OFF 
1-9 80 0.10 0.10 
10-16 89 .20 .10 
17-22 98 .34 .20 
23-26 107 .49 .40 
27-30 116 .59 .60 
(Average annual cost)/(Ultimate firm yield increase) = 110,550$/yr/MGD. 
Yield 
MGD 
9 
18 
27 
36 
45 
Yield 
MGD 
9 
18 
27 
36 
45 
Yield 
MGD 
9 
18 
27 
36 
45 
4. Two 70 MGD pumping plants with 15.75 BG storage. This yields 94 MGD firm yield. 
5. Two 70 MGD pumping plants with 21.75 BG storage. This yields 107 MGD firm yield. 
If costs of these alternatives were known the unit costs of meeting future demands could be com-
pared with the desalting alternative. The studies mentioned in the previous sections provide only 
preliminary results and should be used as a basis to justify a more complete and thorough desalting 
feasibility investigation. 
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Figure 25. Typical stage construction simulation and results printout. 
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. III 
OFI2 medium flow month increment that is sub- NOLF 
tracted from the turn-off fraction (columns 
9-16). 
ONI3 high flow month increment that is subtracted OF ACT 
from the turn-on fraction (columns 17-24). 
number of design load factors for which cost 
data are to be input (columns 1-2, rightjusti-
fied). 
array of the design load factors (8F5.0, start-
ing in column 6). 
OFI3 high flow month increment that is subtracted (b) Operational load factors. 
from the turn-off fraction (columns 25-32). 
P Arguments for random number generator. 
IYPER arguments used in RAN which enable repeti-
tive generation of streamflow sequences must 
be supplied if KREAD set to I, 3, or 4 (6 
values per card, 6115, right justified). The 
number of values entered is the same as the 
number specified by NPFY. 
Q. Variable operating rule schedule. 
NVYR 
KVYR 
number of times that the operating rule is 
changed during the period, entered if 
KV AR=2 (column 1). 
array of years within the period that signifies 
a change in the operating rule if KV AR=2 
(1012, starting in column 6). 
R. Stage construction schedule. 
NMOD number of modules that comprise the ulti-
NOFF 
FACT 
number of operational load factors for which 
cost data are to be entered (columns J -2, right 
justified). 
array of the operating load factors (8F5.0, 
starting in column 6). 
(c) Operating and maintenance cost. 
OPCST if KCOPT= I, a two-dimensional array (NOFF, 
NOLF) of operational costs in dollars. NOLF 
cards are required with NOFF entries per card 
(8F10.0). 
if KCOPT=2, a two-dimensional array (NOFF, 
NOLF) of coefficients used in the equation 
for computing operational costs (8FlO.0). 
(d) Interest and fixed charge. 
INT interest rate used in discounting cost streams 
to the present expressed as a decimal fraction; 
i.e.,5 percent is 0.05 (columns 1-10). 
mate plant, input if STAGE=2 (column 1). RATE fixed charge rate expressed as a decimal frac-
tion; i.e., 12 percent is 0.12 (columns 11-20). 
MODY 
SIZE 
YLDIN 
CCND capital cost of nondepreciable items. 
schedule of years, within the period, that a 
new module is added (ex., 1,6, 11, 16,21), 
must be input if STAGE=2 (1012, starting in 
column 6). (e) Capital costs, input only if STAGE=2. 
(NMOD) module sizes, input if STAGE=2 CSTM 
(10F8.0). 
(NMOD) firm yield increases, input if CAPC 
STAGE=2 (lOF8.0). 
capital cost of a module, input if STAGE=2 
(8F10.0). 
array of the capital costs of the plants de-
signed at the NOLF different load factors 
(8FlO.0). 
S. Operating rules for the staged construction. (f) Plant turn-on and turn-off costs, if KCOPT=l. 
RFOP array of operating rules for each period when ETONC estimated cost for turning on the plant in dol-
lars (columns 1-10). a module is added to the plant. RFOP(1) is 
the turn-on fraction for period 1, RFOP(2) is 
the turn-off fraction for period 1, etc. There ETOFC estimated cost for turning off the plant in dol-
lars (columns 11-20). must be NMOD pairs entered in RFOP 
(16F5.0). 
T. Desalting plant cost data. 
(a) Design (optimized) load factors. 
(g) Constants and exponents of cost equations, if 
KCOPT=2. 
CNO 
76 
constant in the equation for computing oper-
ating costs at zero load factor (columns 1- J 0). 
EXNO 
CTN 
EXTN 
COP 
EXOP 
exponent of plant size in the zero load factor 
operating equation (columns 11-20). 
constant in the equation for computing on 
and off costs (columns 21-30). 
exponent of plant size in the on-off cost equa-
tion (columns 31-40). 
constant in the equation for computing yearly 
operating costs for load factors > 0 (columns 
41-50). 
exponent of plant size in the operating cost 
equation (columns 51-60). 
U Firm yield data if KREAD=3. 
FYWO 
MSCP 
MECP 
DDCP 
the expected value of the firm yield of the 
system without any desalted supplement 
(columns 1-10). 
array of starting points for the critical seg-
ment of each period of generated flow, input 
if KVAR~2 or STAGE#2 (1615, right justi-
fied). 
array of ending points for the critical seg-
ments of each period of generated flow, input 
if KVAR#2 or STAGE#2 (1615, rightjusti-
fied). 
array of initial estimates of the yield for each 
period. Used in the iteration procedure, input 
if KV ARl2 or ST AGE=i2 (SF 1 0.0). 
The above variables are all obtained from 
some previous computer run when KREAD 
was set at 2. 
V. Firm yield data if KREAD= 1. 
AVFY 
XLF 
GLF 
array of expected (average) firm yield values, 
contain NR values eight per card (SF10.0). 
array of expected average yearly operational 
load factors, contains NR values eight per card 
with XLF(1)=O.O; Le., operation w/o desalting 
(SF10.0). 
array of expected gross load factors, contains 
NR values eight per card with GLF(1)=O.O 
(SF10.0). 
W. Start-ofperiod reservoir contents. 
RS array of reservoir start-of-period contents as 
determined in firm yield analysis (SF 10.0). 
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X. Input data to the streamflow generator GNFLO. 
(a) Identification card. Contains hollerith information to 
identify the data being used. 
Must have an A in column 1. 
(b) Control parameters (all right justified). 
lYRA 
IMNTH 
IMSNG 
ITEST 
IRCON 
NSTA 
IPCHQ 
earliest year of record at any station for which 
flows are to be generated (columns 2-S). 
calendar month number of first month of year 
being used (columns 9-16). 
indicator, any positive number for estimating 
missing correlation coefficients (columns 
17-24). 
indicator, any positive number calls for con-
sistency test of correlation matrices (columns 
25-32). 
indicator, any positive number calls for recon-
stitution of missing data (columns 33-40). 
number of streamflow stations at which flows 
are to be generated (columns 41-48). 
indicator, any number greater than 0 calls for 
outputing the generated flows on magnetic 
tape (columns 49-56). 
( c) Historic streamflow data. 
ISTAN 
IYR 
QM 
station number (columns 1-6, right justified). 
year (columns 11-14). 
array of monthly streamflows (12F5 .0, start-
ing in column 15). 
Repeat ( c) for each year of streamflow to be 
entered. 
(d) Blank card, terminates the streamflow input. 
Y. Factors for escalating prices, if KESC=2 and if 
STAGE=2. 
EFO 
EFC 
EFI 
escalation factor for operating costs (columns 
1-10). 
escalation factor for construction costs 
(columns 11-20). 
escalation factor for the interest rate (columns 
21-30). 
TERP 
TERP3 
entered to perform a linear interpolation in XLOC 
the elevation-capacity-surface area tables. The 
tables must be arranged with the elevation and 
corresponding capacity and water surface are 
in ascending order. The increments should be 
small enough to adequately describe the 
curves. YIELD 
interpolates in the three-dimensional array of 
average firm yield values to determine the set 
of feasible operating rules. The argument is 
the projected target demand rate (TRDEM). 
Each turn-off fraction, in turn. is held con-
stant and the interpolation performed to ob-
tain a turn-on fraction. The number of inter-
polations attempted is always the same as the 
number of turn-off fractions specified by 
NOF. The general logic flow diagram of 
TERP3 is shown on page 84. 
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for a given period of generated streamflow, 
XLOC is entered co identify the critical seg-
ment of the record. Subsequent iterations are 
performed using the critical segment and not 
the entire period. 
simulates system operation, using a generated 
streamflow sequence to determine the firm 
yield of the system for the various operating 
rules specified in the decision set of rules. An 
iteration scheme is employed which involves 
entering subprogram XLOC to identify the 
critical period of the streamflow sequence and 
performing an iteration over this period until 
the defining constraints on firm yield are satis-
fied. A firm yield of the system wlo desalting 
is determined unless input paramter KREAD 
is set to 3. The general logic flow diagram of 
YIELD is shown on page 85. 
Increment n 
SUBPROGRAM COST FLOW DIAGRAM 
Select the appropriate cost colunm 
in the table of plant cost data 
Obtain the O. M. R. cost and turn-
on and off costs for year n 
Discount the costs for the 
nth year to the present and sum 
"---No 
Apply capital recovery factor to obtain 
Wliform annual O. M. R. cost 
Obtain total annual cost 
(i. e. I O. M. R. + annual fixed charge) 
81 
Incre.rnent by 
10 years 
SUBPROGRAM PLOT FLOW DIAGRAM 
Convert monthly reservoir content 
into percent of total capacity 
Rank values of monthly reservoir 
content into descending order 
Print the ordinate, in 
10 percent increments 
Plot values of monthly 
reservoir content (for 10 years) 
82 
SUBPROGRAM RULE FLOW DIAGRAM 
Combine the turn-on and off 
reservoir contents to determine 
the number of the rules 
Yes 
Formulate the rules for 
three season case 
83 
Formulate the rules for 
two season case 
SUBPROGRAM TERP3 FLOW DIAGRAM 
Yes 
Start 
Fix the turn-off fraction 
Interpolate to obtain turn-on 
fraction within .± 2 percent 
Return 
84 
No 
Print: Target demand 
is out of range 
SUBPROGRAM YIELD FLOW DIAGRAM 
Generate NYP years of streamflow 
and convert rates to monthly volumes 
Yes Generate the ~nitial 
No 
Iterate to obtain firm yield 
without desalting plant 
Iterate to obtain firm yield 
with desalting plant for 
each operating rule 
No 
Yes 
<RIrn} 
8S 
reservoir content for 
NPFY periods 
00 
0\ 
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_80AZF lq4" '1.1 ·3.1I~~."141.1 u2.7 7,.(, \1.5 ~.7 74.817.543.579.7 
QRO'2F. I'.S 77.' '2.'?1"., "".'II'iS.7 q.31??" 41.7 54.' 75.7102." 81.0 
_8082!; I04f.I'l9.r 'f,.Al c 1." '<I.~I?7.3 A4.7 37.7 18.7 Ih.~ 77.718.916.6 
Q80R16 1947 9b.F ~1.411".117".4171." 00.2 4g.1 2"03 11.4 7.4 8q.b .2.1 
_80826 Iq4~ ?~." 71.J?U.Ol~I.111S.1 77.5 7A.8 1'.0 7.', 6.\ 47.5118.3 
- 808? ~ 1 'l" 9 I 7 <; • < I n ll. 1 0.'1. [. R q • G q?' I R. 3 " .7 F.. 4 11. ~ In." 2~. 2 8 I .1 
·1f\O~7~ l'l~"IC!:'.J rlq.nl~q.7171.~ P.~.l SQ.8 3'&.4 ~fi.14 2q.r 14.E.17?3161.0 
_aOA7r, 1·5111~.7141.fll~l.lld~.~ "I •. ' 'l.A 4".? '7.3 18.1 45.5152.4122.2 
_8n81<; I~~nn.' 79.'1]Q.ll:14.1I'17.1 75.0 54.1l 73.4 79.~ b.A 53.2144.[l 
_80P?!; 1151l~~.1 97.7190.?1"1 •. qllb.4 ll.r] 13.7 h.1 7.S 11.639.(;10'1.8 
QR0826 P'" 'i5.'lr'i.411~.7 g7.l!~".~ 77.6 7.5 R." 71.9 1'l.HZ9.7115.0 
qa087!; 1'~'i ~4.' '4.<154."11<.[' '13." 33.6 b.SI~5.? lZ.A28'3.5155.S "1.4 
Q8081< 1'5~ 4~.c of.'!111.~l~A.n ~'J.I 43.6 10.2 7.~ 76.3 26.0 53.7101.'l 
Q8082G 1157 71. r 5{].~ Pl.?I"I..q 1:'.£ 17.9 ".f] 3.7 4.£1 8.831.5171.7 
- 8 n '126 1 95 R "I. 0 4 (- ." 'l". h n 1 • S I 'I .7 I 7. J 18.8 8. 7 16. ~ ~ J. A 'l9. £0 5 J .9 
_SrJP;>6 115'l 91.3 "9.~ aO.41~,.q 45.718.6 L3 9.217.0101.7141.AI4;>.7 
_aOR76 IQ!;O q2.4In~.5 .r.1211.0 en.1 60.n 37.9 75.117J.£l 36.4 "".3 37.3 
_110826 Igbl ?4.'ll<.'1SI.J<:]P.qIOb.3 ;7.9 71.171.8 10.? 5.221.7 2q.3 
_ao.?!; l'lr,2 q'i." 3".AI?7.'iY7.{] "~.I' 13.6 4.\ 5.1 3.118.9 5b.b £07.8 
_1I087!; I'l£'l 34.' lb.5IP.Jllr..1l 4~.F 16.5 17.4 16.3 7.1 4.9 5£0.5 62.7 
_"082~ Iq641fl9.7 4h.q7(1".113'1.7 41.1 11.[, 7., l.! 0.\ 1.7 1.929.3 
Q a 0" 2 6 1 q 6 5 ". 4 9 0 • F. S'i. 3 I 1 '. 5 "I." 9 • 9 1. 8 I I • 7 16. 6 J 7 • 5 29.5 4 9 • Q 
_a0826 l'II,r, 3~.1 r,I.~Jr7.l f".5 "7.1 37.C 3.6 7.413.517.153.1 "7.3 
QIlORl!; '1'1£771.1 '.".010F..916?P "A.7 45.1 2J.I 71.411.636.6 68.193.0 
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IIESLEY H. BLOOD 
OSW REPRESENTATIVE 
PROJECT LE ADER 
ADVISOR 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
RESEARCH ENGINEER 
RESEARCH ENGINEER 
AND PROGRAMI'IIER 
CON-EO STUDY VTE DESILTING PLANT 
NO.OF PERIODS IN STMULATION= 
NO.OF PERIODS IN FIRM YIELO= 5 
NO. OF YEIRS IN EACH PERIOD= 3D 
NO.OF YEIRS IN EACH PERIOD= 75 
NPRC= 2~ 
CMAX=q89.~00 B.G. 
CMIN= 20.000 B.G. 
oSCAP=300.00 M.G.O. 
FORCE= 1 
KIO= 1 
KPC= 2 
KIP= 2 
KREAD= '1 
IFLOW= It 
ISTOR= 2 
ITEAR= '1 
KIK= 1 
KESC= '1 
NRSC= 10 
STAGE= J 
KVAR= 1 
K'I'lo= 1 
FOT: .15 
ICCOPT= 2 
DESIGN DEMAND RATE= 11~5. DEMAND COOE= 
AO= 1335. BD= 1.50 Uo= o. 110= o. AF= .000 
oEI'II8=2350.000· M.G.D. 
R8AR= 296.500 M.G.O. 
DEI'IIAND COEFFICIENTS 
RELEASE COEFFICIENTS 
EVAPORATION COEFFICIENTS 
MAn= 0 
PERIOo= 
,,98 .98 .97 .96 .97 1.03 1.06 1.05 1.olf 1.00 .98 .98 
.07 .39 .15 .15 .18 .30 1.81 3.30 2.63 2.6' .55 .06 
1.00 2.JO 2.00 3.00 ~.DO 5.00 5.00 1t.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 
7985 )l 
87 
<;f~A<,r)f\; "") ON=1~)4.7r ,~.G. 
<; t'" A S () "! "1 n ", = 1 r :1. v 
p,oIOD "0.= 1 D'IL' ~'C.= 
Y T F L,): I" 1 ... ! : I' Q E rl = ,'7. 
K REA 0 = 1 T E S 1 P U " 
IIIO.OF orRlnos H' ~I'1ULATTCl"J= 
NO.OF prPloos IN rIRM YIFl~= 
IIIPQC= ?II 
C~AX=lIpq •• nn ~.G. 
c~rfll: ?r.nn~ ~.G. 
DscAP:4nr.10 ~.r.n. 
FClflCE= I 
KIn: 1 
KPC: I 
KIP: ? 
KREAD: 
IF"LCw: 
IS T(1Q:: 
ryrA P= ? 
KTK: 1 
K ESC = 'J 
NPSC: 
STAGE: 1 
KVAR= 1 
KYLD= 1 
FD T= • I c; 
KCOPT: 1 
DE5IGfII OE"AND RATt"= 17 c S. 
AO:: lc;'Jc;. an=I~.nO un= 
OE~!l:2~c;r.nrJn ".G.n. 
RBAR= ?~~.S~~ ~.G.n. 
TI-I IS IS A ">: S[ASf1" t'/Il', 
AVr:. <;E AS ("I O'J III!("= • n ~lr 
wt" T sr A SO 'I rN INr.: .lfl" 
J r,') 
MClII!THlY C; [A S O'J ~<;<:Ir'N"'r·.JT 
DE MA NO rOEF"FIrTENT<'" • 'l:< 
RrLEA<;E CClfrFI':1["TS .17 
EVAPClRhTIOIIJ cnft"FICI[~'T" 1. 'l. 
." '1 • ~n 
rrF =? 7Q.7 il _,.r. 
,..., C" r :.? ~i4 • ~:1 -.. G • 
ALClAD:: 1I~.3 
NCl. OF yrA'l<; TN EACH P[RIOD= ~n 
~0.nr YEAOS I~ EACH PERIOO= 7~ 
Jr:" r,"JD (or[:: 1 
II 0: Ll. AF= .Jro 
AVl. ';E A <-;r N (1I'F INC= • oc;~ 
'.o:F_T <:; ~ ac,C"J nr I Ne.: .1"10 
F' ~I ~Aq ,,,0 MAY JUNE JUL Y ALJC 
? J 1 1 
.':'1'1 • q 7 .'~ b .97 I. J 3 I .J h 1. n C; 
• 1 q 
.1S .J=; .1P- .30 l.ill 3.3(' 
;>.1 d ~. n n L'll1 ".J n :.. ] r, 5.1 '1 4.00 
GL()AD: 72.3 ITERAT IONS: 
Sf P T orr NOV DE C 
1 1 2 
1.04 I.or • 08 .38 
? .f, ~ 7.1;0 • ~ s .06 
3. n ,., 7.'1(' I .J C 1 .J n 
TURN-ON FP4CTIOIIJ<; 
TUQN-crt" I'PACTTC~~ • " '1 • roC] • ~ f1 
START", .Fe. 
PCF"=l.rn 
ClPr:R. L. F. 
fIN ~rRCF~'T) 
, n. 
71. 
1 
!.j!" ':) 
" 4 -'7 
11"' 
I 
" 4. ~ /' 
'''''; ,;. \ l~' r 
nrSILTI~G PLANT CUST nATA 
Tdr DL~~:T nUT Ie; OPTH1l2'fO A1 THE GIVEN LOAf' FACTOR (IN PERC,NTl 
'i1 r- ~ 71 
1 ;::~ r'l (~ • 1 35 nr!'" • 1 y, ']1 '1. 
41 ~:4 r"',,-, 3'1 S~ ''If]. ~ R 11 n::: ~. 
77 (V) ,1. 74 fF, r~r; • 7? ?fl 01 '1. 
i ," ,,' ',U'i. 17" Q7'1r('. 17117~'lDl. 
90 
7n. 2~2P'10'.l[l. ;> GO ~7 IJ n. ?SS'330:-!0. 
qO. ~r,~ 1 ~:'"'i.; 11. ~ 4"! f):' U:-: ,.,. 3 :>; R'3 C[J D. 
100. ~'3°A7o:JO. ~A"'AI Gin. 3 1'.4 n7 '"1(,:1. 
ANNUAL FIXED CHARGE 1 ? 1 1" '11lJ. 17~J"Jln. 1% 7sr:f11. 
ESTI"'AT(C' TURN-ON r os T~ :> 'i:l U,);l. 
E<;TI",er[D TURN-(1FF CJC;T~ ;><;:1IJClD. 
FT XED CHARGr QAT E- .:Jqr'"l 
THE INT[QF<;T R 6 T F ~ • rr:.~" 
AvERAGE" FTD" Y Tf L ~ 
157<;. 'U) 1 q., ~. I? 1 7 0 4. ':II 1 ~'~ '1. q I I 77 ~. 2'1 
AVERAGE L n 6'1 F4CTpp<:' 
.n'1 c, 7. "I '" "l. Y 5 1. 0 7 ~ R. 04 
GRO<;,) LOA ..., FACTOQ" 
.n'1 " 7. If, ~ '4. ~f, .> 4. 7b ~ '1. '1~ 
INT[RPOLATED TURN-nN FQA~TTCN~ 
.747 .1'1 
INTfPPOLAT[D AVfD~G( LOAD FACTOD') 
58 • c <; 4 ? • <; 7 • '10 
RULE 1110.= ? PE PI "r'I NO. = 1 
vE AQ T r .. f ') ON T I'" ['5 OFF "'ONT4'5 ON 
1 
II 
<; 
q 
II) 
11 
17 
11 
til 
1'; 
II; 
17 
I q 
1q 
cO 
21 
:>2 
;:q 
24 
2<; 
76 
?7 
2"1 
£,q 
30 
O["'ANO= 17fl5.0n 
I 
1 
I 
I 
7 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
r 
1 
[FFICIE"-ICY= .27 
INCREA5f 1"-1 vIElD= 25~.1'1 M.G.D. 
AVERAGE CO<;T5 FOR FE'<;I~L[ OPERATI"-IG RULE'5 
~4748.lqIl3 G6652.'11n1 •••••••• • ••• 
7 
? 
4 
a 
4 
r, 
:> 4Cj'Hor·o. 24!01000. 
' 18[10:"100. 3nq2'30DO. 
7571'.', r)"!J. 343(14000. 
1 0 '010£1[. 1 q'l23 DO (1. 
1 7;> n. IS 1 Gr,6 .'lS 
44.31 ;> G. q2 
;> 1 .1& 1 3. GO 
05PRO 05 SP SPILL SHOR T. 
36.80 .el 0 190.52 .on 
811.8n .JO .n a .:10 
12.11 n .00 .00 .00 
24.11 n 19" .00 359.81 .00 
lli .110 24." 0 3 30 .99 .00 
q1.70 .00 .00 .on 
q1 .20 .00 .n 0 .00 
~0.4 0 711 .11 1'1.71 .00 
23.f 0 13'1.75 533.78 .JO 
35 .lIn .0 f) "55 .5 :5 .10 
GO .00 10.1 G 10.1G .00 
118.8(' n.17 n.17 .00 
49. sn I 1£'.28 1 '11.3 9 .00 
.nn 48.80 511.11 q .00 
liB .80 .00 311.1G .00 
"B.8n 48.80 I7£' .81 .00 
12 .RO .00 .00 .00 
GI.20 121.60 2111.30 .on 
97.20 .00 .00 .00 
96 .RO .00 .00 .00 
liB .no 18.611 18.64 .on 
12.40 20.13 20.13 .00 
84.80 .00 .0 a .00 
GO .40 1118.82 148.82 .00 
IIB.80 14.11 3 III." 3 .10 
Gl.20 88.28 88.28 .00 
12 .'In 36.211 3G.2 " .00 
35.60 1 "2.51 167.65 .00 
61.7('1 12.00 105 .12 .00 
72. SO 43.2 G 113.26 .00 
CO'5T OF FYINC= 66G53. 5/YEARI"'.G.D. 
91 
MINIMUM COST OF FYTNC: ~47U:. ~/Y(~Q/~.G.~. ADDEO FIPM YIELD 
TUPN ON: TII';':'J r.r r: 
DESIGN LOAn F~CTnp:5R.5 I,Q(',<,<; L0Ar r~CT('p:n.3 
NO.C'F PERIn,..,s p~ ~I"'ULATI"": 
No.or prRI'lD5 I~ rTp ... YJELr: 
NPRC= ;'4 
C~AX=4qo.~0f) p.G. 
C~IN= ?n.~'1r n.5. 
0<;CAP:750.'10 M.J.C'. 
F'lRCE= 1 
1<10= 1 
KPC= :> 
I< I P= 2 
KQEAO: ~ 
IFLOW: 4 
T<;TOP: ? 
YVEAR: ? 
I<IK: 1 
K:<;C= 2 
NR <;C = 5 
'STAGE: 1 
KVAR: ., 
KYLO: 1 
F::l T= • ~ <; 
KenPT: 1 
O["'B:2~S~.J8r ~.G.r. 
R9AR: ?16.r;nr "'.G.n. 
THIS IS ,4 ~ SF AS'll" QU~I 
AVE. <;EASnN ON INC: .Q5G 
wrT SrASr.'J ~N INC.: .lrlf' 
OEMANr rn~FFIClrNT~ .~. 
PfLEAS[ Cn[FFICIE~T<; .~7 
TURN-ON FOSCTIONS 
Tup~-nFr FDACTIo~r 
<;H'n: .r;s 
D~F=l."1~ 
.? ("'I • ~1 
• ~ r: • '~.: 
Ave. 
101FT 
r I. 1\ 
• :-"t 8 
• 1 ~ 
• J q 
• ~ .1 
.=l;.: 
~n. OF yrARS IN rACH PERIOO= 3r 
~O.Of yEAR<; IN E~CH PERIOO= 75 
\oj 0= o. AF= .8GO 
<.EASON OFF INC= • OS" 
<;fA<;n~ OFF INC.: .Ino 
"i ".R AP1 MAY JUNE JUL y AUG 
3 ? 1 1 1 
n-, .. )(, 
.97 1.:J 3 l.u b 1.05 
.le: .15 .1 g .30 1 .8 1 3.3 Q 
::.0' r .3.]0 1i.1 n C;.1 [j 5.1 [] 11.'10 
• u" .Ii Q .7'1 
• (;J .7 [] • ~C; 
92 
SEPT orT NOV DEC 
1 ? 2 
1. ('14 1.'10 • q 8 .98 
? .Fd ?Fq .5 c; .06 
3.~0 2.rr 1.10 1.00 
~ 
.. • 
DO q 0 J= 1 , NY P 
DO R 0 1= 1 , 12 
IFISTAGE.NE.21 GO TO 14 
I F I J • N E. 040 0 Y II N I I GO Tal 4 
S= 5+ DS 
l= 2' I IN-I I + I 
ON cn N I 11 =R FOP I LI 'U C A P+ C M IN 
OFcnNIII=RFOPIL+II'UClP+CMIN 
IFINSN.Ea.ll GO TO 514 
ONCONI7.1 =ONCCN III-UC AP '0"11 2 
OFCONI21 =OFCO'IIII-UC AP'OFI 2 
IF IN SN .E Q. 21 GO TO 5 III 
ON CO N I 3 I =0 NC ON 11 1- UC AP '0 "II 3 
OFCONI 31 =OFCON 111-I)C lP'OFI 3 
~1'1 CONTINUE 
DO 51<; l=lol2 
CALL CONIS.OS,I.!YEARI 
OS VI LI =0 S 
515 CONTINUE 
IN =IN+ 1 
14 IFIKVAR.NE.21 GO TO SIS 
IFIJ.NE.KVYRIINI) GO TO 51S 
ON CO N I 11 =0 NL EV I I NI 'U rA P+ CM IN 
OF CO N 1 11 =0 FL EV I I NI 'U CA P+ CM IN 
IF INSN .Ea.1I GO TO 511 
ON CO N 1 21 =0 NC ON I 1 1- UC AP • 0 NI 2 
OF CO N 1 21 =0 F C ON I 1 )- UC AP • a FI 2 
IFINSN.EQ.21 GO TO 511 
ON CO NI 31 ::0 NC ON I 1 1- UC AP -0 NI 3 
OFCONI 3) =OFCON 11 l-lIC AP'OFI 3 
517IN=IN+l 
51 S JJ =N SN • I "1- 11 +M SN II I 
IF II .Ea.12l GO TO 519 
JJ =NSN'I N-ll+MSN II +1 I 
519 RS P= RS TO fl 
DE LP =OEL S 
04= 04+ I 
HH ",.. H+ 1 
C CALL TERP TO OSTAIN THE SURFACE APEA 
.. 
CALL TERPICAP.SA,NPRC.flSTOR.<;<;A.NSIG I 
IF INSIG. EO.II GO TO I ~2 
EVAP =SSA 'RLOSS II I' C 
DE l S =(l 1M. 1 1- CM 0 I I, J I -E VA P 
RS TO R= RS TO fl+ IJE LS 
GO TO 111.161,KACD 
16 IF IK CO N. LT. III GO TO liS 
IF IN SN .G Toll GO TO I 16 
115 KA DO =1 
11 'I NT OF I J 1= NT OF I J 1 + I 
KF =F OR CE 
KC ON =0 
GO TO 17 
11 6 IF 1M SN II I. GT • 1 I GO TO 1 15 
I' 
I1S IFINCPCVII).f'~ol.OR.RSTOR.LT J1PCON) C-O TO 111 
IF IK OF F. Eg .21 GO T a 17 
KO FF =? 
GO TO 11 'I 
11 1 IF IK OF F • Ea • 1) GO T 0 1 19 
KO FF =1 
I 1 9 DE l S =IJ EL S+ OS V I I I 
KE NO =1 
KF =I< F- 1 
KCON=KCON+I 
OS PR 0 I JI =0 SP RO I J 1+ OS V I II 
SO SP =S OS P + OS V I II 
NH ON I J 1= NM ON I J I + 1 
KO"l= 1 
PSTOR=RSTOR+PSVI II 
11 IFIR5TOR.LT.CMAXI GO TO;>6 
IFIK~00.Ea.2.ANO.OELP.LT.O.OI GO TO "IS 
GO TO 19 
;>t 8 KG 0= 2 
(0 TO 33 
19 OE lS =R ST 'lR -O'A X 
RS TOR=CH AX 
LE V= I 
S,) Pl (J I :: SS Dl (J I + Of l S 
IF(KON.EIl.OI GO Te 7[1 
GO TOIIH.2:?1.KEND 
IP, fFlDfl,).LT.SOSPI GO TO 20 
D5SP (J I::OS,D (J I+SDSP 
so SP =0. 
KE NO ='2 
GO TO 2Z 
7.0 OSSP IJ I=OSSP IJ 1+ DELS 
SO SP =S OS P- OE L S 
22 GO TOI10.231.KAOO 
2 3 IF IK F I 24 • 24 • 10 
ENTER HERE TO TURN OFF TI-£ Of5ALTING PLANT 
24 KAOO=1 
KO FF =1 
NT OF IJ I-=NTOF IJ 1+ 1 
KF =F ORCE 
KC ON =0 
GO TO 10 
26 KGO= 1 
IF IR S TOR .G T. CM IN I GO TO 30 
IFICHIN.Ll .. OOOSI GO TO 201 
GO T0120102001. OFLAG 
201 OF LA G= 2 
OE LS =C HI N-- RS TO R 
RS TO 11= CH IN 
GO TO 202 
200 LO =L 0+1 
IF ICMO II.J I. LT.a IH 01" GO TO 1202 
AL OS S= AL OS S+ EV AP 
DFLS =tHO II.J I-(ll M.lI 
liS TOR= CM IN-A lOS') 
IFIRSTOR.GT.n.1 GO TO 202 
liS TO 11-= O. 
GO TO 202 
12020ElS=tHIN--RSTOR 
202 LEV=7 
SSHT IJ I=S5HT IJ 1+ DElS 
IF II .E a. 12.A NO .J .E a. NY PI GO TO B 0 
2 S GO TO I 3S .70 I • K AD 0 
10 GO TO 1331033010 OFLAG 
:no ro =1 0+1 
IFII.Eaol2.ANO.J.EIl.NYPI GO TO SO 
LO =1 
OFLAG=1 
AL OS 5= 0.0 
331 IF IK AD O. Ea .1 1 GO T 0 ~ <; 
11 IFIOELSI 3503<;032 
32 IF 10 EL PI 33. ~ 3 03 'I 
3 3 TE"" OS V I I I 
IF INOPCV II I. E~.O I TEM=O. 
IF IIRSP-CMINI.GT.ISOSD-TEMII GO TO 134 
so SP =R SP -C MI N+ TE M 
13 'I GO T 01 3401 91 ,K GO 
34 IFIIRSTOR-CMINI.GT.SOSPI GO TO 35 
SO SP =R ST OR -C HI N 
35 IFIOFCONIJJI.LT.ONCONIJJIl GO TO 4S 
GO T 0 I 31 • 'I 1 I ,K AD 0 
31 IFIRSTOR.GT.O"lCONIJJ I IGO TO 10 
EN TE R HE RE TO TU'lN 0 N TH E DE SALT IN G DL AN T 
38 IFINOPCVIII.Ea.O.ANO.RSTOR.GT.OPCONI GO TO 70 
KA 00 =2 
40 NTONIJI=NTONIJI+} 
GO TO 70 
41 IFIRSTOR.GT.OFCONIJJ IIGO TO 23 
GO TO 10 
'IS IF IRSTOR.L T.ONCONI JJ I IGO TO 50 
GO TO 22 
50 IF IRSTOR .GT.OFCONI JJ I IGO TO 53 
GO TOSS 
53 IFIOElS.LT.O.O.ANO.OELP.LT.O.o1 GO TO S'I 
GO T a I 10. 231 • K AO 0 
5 4 GO TO I 3S .10 I ,K AD 0 
55 GO TO 138.101.KACD 
70 IF~PC.NE.11 GO TO S[1 
7 I KS TO (H H- I I =R <; T OR + 0 • 5 
B 0 CO NT IN UE 
AT THIS POINT HAVE CO"PLETfO CNE YEAR OF THE PfRIOD 
'l0 CaNT INUE 
AT THIS POINT HAVE JUST COMPlETFO A PERIOD OF NYP YEARS' 
GO T 0 I 91 , q 2 I • K PC 
ql CALL PlOTIKSTO,NYP.K"AX.KI'IN I 
~ 2 TE O4A =0. 
TE "'8 =-0, 
00 95 J= IoNYP 
TE MA = T EM A + OS DP 0 I JI 
TE MB =T EM B+ OS C;P 1..1 ) 
"'5 CONTINUE 
osrr F"( NP )= IT EM A- TE "1111 TE I'A 
IF IK II( .EG.2) GO TO '17 
IFISTAGE.NE.7) GO TO 196 
WR ITE I Ii, 2090) NP 
2090 FOI?MATIIHl,'C;TAGE CON'STRUCTIrJ-I SI!oIULATION RUN PERIOD NO.'I3) 
GO TO 197 
1'16 IFIKVAR.NE.2) GO TO 96 
WR ITE I 6, "'091) NP 
20''11 FOR"ATIlHl,'VAI?VING OPERATING RULE SIMULATION RUN PERIOD NO.'13) 
GO TO 197 
'16 WRITE16,30001 ONIN),'lFLEVIN) .NP 
300U FOI?MATIlHl,'OPERATING RULE •• _ ••••• ON='F4.2,3X.·OFF=·F4.2.5X.·PERI 
100 NO.'131 
l'n WRITE16.30011 
3001 FORMATIlHO.· yfAR T~ES ON TIMES OFF HONTHS ON 
IDS PR 0 0 SS P SP lL L S HO RT • • I 
DO 3002 J=l.NYP 
3002 wRITEI6.3oo3) J.NTONIJI.NTOFUI.NMONIJI.OSPROIJI.OSSPIJI.SSPLIJI. 
1 SS HT 1..1 I 
3003 FORMATI4112.4F12.21 
WRITEI6,3oo4100,0'SEFFINP) 
3004 FORM AT 11 Ho,' DE MA NO =' FA. 2, lOX 'E FF IC IE NC V=' F5 .... , 
'n IF IS TA GE .E 0.11 GO TO 98 
CALL SCOSTINVP,ANCST,NHOO,KE'SC,PWTH,AUNIT,EFII 
AVEU =-A VE U .. AUt.!1 T 
SA C=SAC+ ANCS T 
GO TO 100 
98 AVELF=AL INI 
CALL C OS TIN Y P , NP ,A VE LF • A NC S T .K COP T ,0 S CAP, K V A R I 
100 ucn (,..P.NI =ANCST IF YJ NC 
GO TOI 120,3001 ,KIK 
PO wRITE16,20001 FYINC,ANCST.UCFYINP,NI 
20£10 FORMATIIHo,'INCREASE IN YIELD='F8.2,' H.G.D.'5X·ANNUAL COST=·F12.0 
1,' I/YEAR'5X'COST OF FYlNC='F7.o.· ,/YEAR/H.G.D.·I 
IFISTAGE.EO .... ) wRITEI6,209 ... 1 ~UNIT 
C; 2092 FORMATIlHo,'OTSCOUNTEO UNIT mST='F'l.f',' "YEAR/M.G.O.'I 
= 300 CONTINUE 
400 CONT INUE 
AVERAGE THE UNIT COST OF THE Ul:REASE IN FIRM YlELO 
DO 4 10 ..I = 1 ,N OF 
111)300 405 I=l,NPER 
AVUC(JI-=AVUCIJI"UCFYII.JI 
40 5 CO NT IN UE 
AV UC 1..1 1= AV UC 1..1 )flIP ER 
410 CaNT INUE 
JFISTAGE.NE.71 GO TO 406 
A V AN =-s AC IN PE P 
IF IEF!.L T.0.00051 GO TO 398 
WPITEI6,20'361 AVAN 
20'16 FORI'1ATIlHO,'THIS IS At.! INTEREST ESCALATION RUN, THE COST NUHBER GI 
IVEN RELOW IS THE AVERAGE OF THE PRESENT VALUE OF THE COSTS OF NPER 
Z PERIODS·/IHO,'AVPV='f12.0.' DOLLAI?S'I 
GO TO 1115 
398 AVEU=AVEU/NPER 
wRITE16,20931 AVUCIlI,AVEU 
2093 FORMATIlHo,'UVERAGE ANNUAL mSTIIFYINC=·F10.0,IlHO,'AVERAGE OF UN 
lIT COST OISCOUNTEO=·FlO.I),' $/YEAR/M.G.D.'I 
IF IKE<;C.EQ.t I GO TO ]<;]0 
EF OR T= 100. o. fF 0 
WQ ITE 16,3330 IE FO PT 
31~0 FORMATIlHO,'THIS IS A COST E'SCALATION AT·F4.1.· PERCENT/VR.'! 
3 53 U GO T 0 4 1 5 
4nh IFIKVIR.NE.21 G(, TO 411 
WRITf16.20941 AVUCl11 
20qQ FORMATIlHO,'AVERAGE UNIT COST=·F10.o,' $/VEAR/M.G.O.') 
GO TO 415 
411 WRITEI6, ... 0091 
2009 FORMATIlHO,'AVERAGE COSTS FOR FEASIBLE OPERATING RULES') 
WPITE16.20101 UoVUCIJI.J=l,N<TI 
2011J FOI?MAT IlH o10f12.11 I 
C FINO THE LOWFST AVEI?AGE UN IT COST OF FVINC 
IX =1 
CALL fINDIAVUC,NOFoIXI 
clI 2 WR IT E I 6. 3005 I A V UC II x I 
Jnn5 FOP!oIATIlHl.·MINIMUH COST OF fVINC='f7.0,' $fvEAR/H.G.O. AOOED FIRH 
1 Y IE LO '1 
wRJTE(6,J1)061 FYINC 
.~nn6 FORMATIlHO,'YNCREAC;E IN FIRM VEIlO='F7.2,' H.G.O.'I 
WRITElr,,3007J ONIIXI,OFLEVIIXI 
3007 FORMATIlHo,'TURN ON=·F6 ..... 1o)t'·TURN OFF='F6.21 
WRITE16.30081 ALIlXI.GUIXI 
3008 FORHATIlHO.·OESIGN LOAD FACTCR=·F4.105X·GROSS LOAD fACTOR='FII.lI 
415 ST OP 
132 WRITEI6.1I00ll RSTOR 
4001 FORMATItHO,'RSTOR=' FIO .... I 
ST OP 
END 
iF OR ,I S CS TI O. CS TI 0 
SUBROUTINE CSTIOIKCOPT.STAGE.NHOOI 
C THIS SUBPROGRAM IS ENTERED TO INPUT AND OUTPUT THE COST DATA 
CO MM ON IB LO CC I FA CT 1101 .C IP CI 10 I • OP CS TIl O. 10 I • Of A CT 110 I • N OL F, NO FF • 
1 IN T. RA TE ,E TO NC .E TO FC • C NO.E XN 0, CT N. EX TN, C OP ,E X Op, CC NO 
CO MM ON IB LO CD I MO OY I 101 • S IZ H I I U I ,YL 01 NIl 0 I ,CS T H ItO) • E FO 
DATA A/lH.I.E/ ... H •• , 
IN TE 6f R STAG E 
RE AL I NT 
READ15.10001 NOLFoIOFACTIJIoJ=l.NOLFI 
PEADIS.1ooo1 NOFFoIFICTlJI.J=loNOFFI 
1000 FO RM AT II;>. 3 X • A F 5.0 I 
DO 5 J =l.NOLF 
REAOIS.1001l 10PCSTlI,JI.I=1.t.!OFFI 
1001 FORHATI8F1o.01 
5 CO NT INUE 
RE AD IS 01001 I I NT.R AT E. CCNO 
IfISTAGE.NE.71 GO TO 6 
READ 15,10011 I CSTH IL I.L=l.NHOO I 
GO TO 7 
6 PEAOl501001l ICADCIJIoJ=loNOlfl 
7 IF IK CO PT .E Q .... ) GO TO 8 
REA015.1oo11 ETONC.ETOFC 
GO TO 9 
8 QEA015.1001l CNO.EXNO,CTN.EXlN.COP.fXOP 
9 WRJTEI6olo ... 21 . 
102 ... FORHATIlH1.4DX·OESALTING PLANf COST [lATA'1 
GO TO 1 10 012) • K CO PT 
to WRITf16olo23) 
1n7] FORMATIlHo.'OPEP. L. F. ·5X.'ANNUAL COST IN I/YR. FOR THE PLANT TH 
lAT IS OPTIMIZEO AT THE GIVEN LOAD FACTOR lIN PERCENTI'/1H .'IIN PE 
2RC EN TI ') 
GO TO 15 
12 WRITEI6ol0241 
11)24 FOR!oIATItHo,·OPER. L. F. '5X, 'TARLE OF COEFFICIENTS USED FOR COMPUT 
lING THE OPERATING CO'STS'/IH ,'liN PERCENTI'I 
15 WRITEI6olo251 10FACTIJIoJ=1,NOLFI 
1075 FORMAT IlHOol5X o1OF 10.01 
DO ... 0 1= 1 , NO FF 
GO T 0 I 16 018) ,K CO PT 
16 WRITEI6olo261 FA CT II loIOPeST II.J ),..1=1 ,NOLF) 
1 0;> 6 FO RM AT 11 Ho , 2 X , F 5 .0 , 1 3 X 01 OF 1 0 .0 I 
GO TO 20 
1 8 WR IT E I 6, 1 027) FACT II I .c 0 PC S T II ,..I I , ..1= 1 ,NO L F I 
1 I);> 7 FO RM A TIl HO , ... X , F 5 .0. 1 ) X , 10F I 0 .3 I 
20 CaNT INUE 
JFISTAGE.NE.2) GO TO 21 
WRITEI6.102AI ICST!oIlll,L=I,N~OI 
GO TO 121 
21 WRITE16,10281 ICAPCIll,L=l,NQFI 
1028 FORHATIIHo,'CAPITAL COSTS'7X']OF10.oIl1 
121 GO TOI22,25) ,KCOPT 
22 WRITEI6ol0291 ETONC,ETOFC 
10 ... 9 FORMATIIHO,'ESTIHATEO TURN-ON COST= ·F8.0,/IH ,'ESTIMATED TURN-OFF 
1 COST='f8.01 
25 WRITEI6ol0301 PATE,INT 
lo~O FORHATIlHo,'FIXEO CHARGE RATE='F6.4,/IH ,'THE INTEREST RATE='F6.Ql 
GO T 0140,261 .K COPT 
OUTPUT THE EQUATIONS U<;EI) IN THE CO<;T COMPUTATIONS 
76 WRITEI6,"'0001 
... 000 FORMHIlHo.'fOUATION<; USfD IN THE COST COHPUTATlONS') 
WR IT E I 6, 2002 I CN 0, A , E, E OlO 
200? FOR!oIATIIHO.·OPER. AT 7ERO LOAf) FACTOR·10x.COST=.F8.0,A1,.S.A .... F6 ... 
1 I 
WRITE16,20031 CTN,A,E,EXT"J 
2003 FORM AT C tHO.' TUPN -0 N AND TURN -0 Ff' l,)X 'COS T= 'F8.0, AI, 'S· A2.F6.4) 
WRITEI6, ... 0041 COP.A.E,EXOD,A 
2004 FORHATIlHo,'OPERATING AND HAp.jTENANCE • 9X'COST=·F8.0,Alo'S'A""F6. 
1 4. AI,' C( I I 'I 
40 PETURN 
END 
iF OR .r S CO ST ,C OS T 
SUBROUTINE CflSH NYP,NP,AVEL, tflC'ST,KCOPT,S,KI 
I I 
• 
CO "1'1 ON /B LO CC / FACT ( I 01 • C AP C ( III I .0 0 C<; T ( 10. 10 I .0 FA CT ltD I • N OL F • NO FF • 
I IN T, PA TE .ETONC.f TOFe.c NO.E XNC. CTN. EX TN.COP.EXOP. CCP. EX CP .CCNO 
CO'1MO'l/BLOCKf'l 'ITO'll 'inl.NTOF ISIlI .'1'10'.11501 
RE AL I NT 
IF IK .E Q. 2 I G (' TO 3 
IFIAVEL.GT.OF"ACTIlII GO TO 12 
3 J= I 
GO TO 20 
12 IFIAVEL.LT.OFACTINOLFlI GO TO 14 
J= NO LF 
GO TO 20 
1 4 DO 1 II 1= 1 • NO LF 
IF 10 FA CT II + 1 I. LT .A Vf U GOT 0 18 
["lTER HERE IF AVEL FALL<; BETWEEN OFACTIII AND OFACTlI+ll 
IF (AVEL-OFACTI I1.L T.DFACH I+lI-AVEU GO TO 17 
J= 1+ 1 
GO TO 20 
17 J= I 
EO TO 20 
18 CONT INUE 
"0 PWTH=O. 
• NN UA LI ZE THE 0 PE RA TI NG E XD EN Sf S 
DO 40 L= I, NY P 
AA =N MONI U 
XLF=lA/12.0·lnO.0 
DO TABLE LOOK-UP WITH INTERP('LATIONILINE4R TO ORTAIN COSTIS/YEARI 
IF IX LF .G T. O. I GO TO 22 
CS T= OP CS T( 1 , J I 
IF IK rOPT .EO.:?I C q =C"'O 'S'" EX 'll 
TE M= o. 
GO TO 35 
? 2 IF IX L F .L T. 9 <; • n I GO T (1 25 
CS T= 00 CS T I NO FF ,J I 
GO TO 30 
2 5 DO 2 7 1= 1 , NO FF 
IFIXLF.GT.FACTII+III GO TO 27 
ENTER HERE IF XLF FALLS BETWEE'J FACTlII AND FACTlI+JI 
FR AC =1 XL F - fA CT II " / ( FA CT I I + 1 )- FACT II 1 I 
CS T-= OP CS T( I. JI +F IlA C. 10 PC 5T I 1+1, J ,- OP C<; T! I. JI I 
GO TO 30 
? 7 CO NT IN UE 
DISCOUNT THE C(,ST5 FOP THE L T 14 YEAP TO THE PRESENT 
30 GO TO I 31 .33 I ,K CO PT 
~1 TEM::ETONC.NT(1NIL I. ETflFC*NTOF Il I 
GO TO 35 
:'> 3 CS T= CS To CO P* 5- *E xo ° 
TE 1'1= IN TO N I U +'1 TO F( U 1/ 2. 0- CT ~ .. S' oE XT N 
35 FAC=ll.0+INTI,oL 
ow TH =0 WT H+ I C <; T + T fM " FA C 
40 CONTINUE 
APPLY CAPITAL RECOVERY FACTOR TO OBTAIN UNIFORH SERIES 
USER =0 11TH- INto FA CI (F AC -1.01 
41 CAP=CAPCIJI.PATE 
45 ANCS T=USER +C Ao+! NT oCC"'D 
RE TUR'" 
END 
NF OR ,I S SC OS T, SC OS T 
SUBROUTINE SCOSTINYP,ANCST,N~D,KESC,PIITH.AUNIT,EFII 
o I HE 'IS ION CO EF F I I fl , 1 fll ,C AP T I 50 I 
CO MM ON /B LO CC / FACT 1101 ,C AD C I ) 0 I ,np CS TIl 0, 10 I ,0 FACT 110' ,'I OL F, NO FF , 
lINT, RATE ,E TONC.E TOFC .eNO ,E XNC. CT"" EX TN,COP.EXOP. CCNO 
COMMON/BLOCK!'/ NTONlsnl.NTOF 15UI,NMONI50' 
CO HM ON /B LO CO I HO OY I 101 • S IZ 1'1 I 1 U I ,YL flI '" I 101 • CS TM I 10 I • E FO 
EO UI VA LE NC E I (l PC ST. C OE FF I 
DA TA K EN T I ) I 
<IE AL I NT 
GO TOl5oll,KFSC 
1 GO TOl2,71 .KniT 
C 11'" ENTERING COST FOR THE FIRST T}-IE READ IN THE E'>CALATION FACTORS 
2 PE AD 1'5010001 EFO ,EFC ,E FI 
1 on 0 FO RH AT I 3F I o. 0 I 
KE NT =2 
GO TO 7 
5 EFO=O. 
EF C~ n. 
EF 1= o. 
7 PW TH =0. 
PW UC =n. 
MI =1 
CADO=n. 
DO'lJ=l.NVO 
IF IJ .E O. MO~ V (M II I GO TO 8 
CAPT IJ I=CAoT IJ-l I 
GO TO 'l 
II FIXC=RATE+EFI-IJ-II 
CA PT I J 1= IC <; T HI HI I' I 1 • n +E FC *1 .r 1 I I I of IX C+ C A 00 
CAOO =C AO TI JI 
HI =H I' 1 
9 CO NT IN UE 
I'll =1 
S= o. 
DO 30 J=I,NVP 
IF IJ.NE.HOOYIHII I GO TO In 
S=S'SIZHIHII 
VI NC =V LO IN 1M II 
HI=HI'I 
10 TEM:: I.O'EFO- IJ-ll 
AA ='1 HO NI JI 
XLF= AA 112. 0-100. 0 
IF IX LF .6 T. O. I GO TO I? 
CS T= TEM. CNO-S. -E XNO 
GO TO 20 
12 IFIXLF.LT.'l5.1 GO TO 15 
C= CO EF F I NO FF , 1 I 
GO TO 17 
1 5 DO 1 '! 1= 10 NO F F 
IF IX LF .G T. FACT II + I II GOT 0 1 'l 
FR AC =1 XL F- FA CT II " /I FA CT II + 1 )- FACT II II 
C= CO EF F I I. 11 +F RA C- I C OE FF II .1,1 I - CO EF F I I, I I I 
GO TO )7 
1'l CO NT IN UE 
17 CS T= TE M' CO P- S- -E xo P- C 
70 CTURN= IN TONI JI +~noFi JI 1/ 7. 0- TE M-CTN_ S •• EXTN 
TI =INT+I J-II-EFI 
FAC=I1.0+TII"J 
YEARC=CST.CTUPN'CAPT IJ I 
UN IT =Y EA RC IYIN C 
PII TH =P WT H+ YE A<I CI FA C 
PIIUC =PWUC.UNIT IF AC 
30 CO NT IN UE 
AN CS T= PII TH 
IF IKESC.EO.2.ANO.EFI.GT.0.000051 GO TO 35 
31 AFAC =1 NT of AC /I FA C-I. OJ 
AN CS T= AF AC -P WT H+ IN T. CC NO 
AU "JI T= AF AC .p WlI C+ IN To CC NO 
35 RE TU RN' 
END 
<iF OR, I S VI EL 0, YI EL 0 
SUBROUTINE YlELOINOP,NYP,NORoK 10,ONL[V,OFLEV,NON,NOFI 
COMMON IBLOCKA/O 11201,51 
CO MM ON I BL OC KB 10 NC ON I 100 I • OF co Nil 00 I ,U CAP 
CO 1'11'1 ON IB LO CK?I IV 
COHMON IBLOCKG/GLF 1501 
CO ""'ON I BLOCKC/C AP 11001. [)M 1171 ,RSI50 I, SA IlUOI .RLOSSI 12 I, 
1 RE L I 17 I , M<; NIl 2 I , os V I I ? I , SS HT 110 0 , , FYI 20 , 0; 0 I , AV L F 1501 , 
2 CM AX .N DR C, OS CA p, FO RC r, STAR T. m R, P CF ,N SN, 0 EM B, CM IN, K IP ,R ElA R, 
1 KR EA 0, RS TO R, IF LO II, I V EA R, NP ER .N RS C, OP ER, 0 PCON, N OP CV I 171 
4 ,I VP E R 120 I ,K VL D. FD T , '1 S CP I 501 ,1'1 E C P I 5 n I , DO C P I 50 , 
CO MI1 ON IB LO CII IS TO TI 50 I , 1'10 SI 50 I, MO F I SO I • MR HI 25 1 , MR F I 251. SM IN 125 I 
DIMENSION KONI 751, IODI75 1000 1751.eHO 1121 ,KOUR 1200l,RCON 11001 
1 ,0 FC IT 120. 101, MO DI 2n. 101 ,~PF 170 .1 0 I , TE HH I 12 I • T EM Ll1 21 
o I ME NS 10 N ON LEV I 10 I • OF LE V I 1 0 I 
IN TE GE R FO RC [ , OF LA G 
FN YP =N YP 
MA XY ~I FN YP -P CF -F NV PI +0.51 
WR Hfl h' 50001 MA xv 
5000 FORHATIlHO,'HAXY='I31 
NY os V= NYP 
PP CF =0 CF.l 00. 
C=.00004356-7.48/12. 
KS TR T= 1 
KTHRU=I 
I A R6 =7 98 5 31 
ZR AN =R AN II AR G I 
IY =1 ARG 
OOGL=I,sn 
AVLFILI=O. 
GlFllI=O. 
G CO NT IN UE 
00 I 70 N P= I , NO 0 
IF IKRf AD .EIl. 21 GO TO 7 
IV ~I YOER (NPI 
C> 
"'" 
7 KI T= I 
DB AR =0 EM B 
NV =1 
MS =1 
ME =N YP 012+ I 
IF IK RE AD .E a. 31 N v= 2 
C GENERATE NYP HARS OF C;T~EAMFlOW ~NO CONVERT TO MONTHLY VOLUMES 
10 NVG=NVP 
IF IN p. EO .1 .A NO .N VP .L T. 75 .A NO J( RE AD .N E. 3 I N YG = 75 
IFIKREAO.EO.2IIYPERINPI=IY 
WRlTEI6ol0001 NPoIY 
1 000 FO RM A T It HO •• PE R I 00 =' 13. lOX •• IV = • I I 51 
CALL GNFLO INYG.K IP.I FLOW.I YE f>R I 
I 1 NR =N OR +1 
12 00 160 N=NV.NI! 
JJ =N SN 0 I rt- 2 I +M S NIl I 
IT IME=O 
DO IlI=OBARoSTART 
IFIKREAO.NE.31 GO TO HI 
00 IlI=OOCP INPI +OSCAP 
MS=HSCPINPI 
ME =HECPI NP I 
1(1 T=2 
IFIHS.EO.ll KFULL=2 
GO TO 13 
31 I IF IN .E O. 11 GO TO I 3 
A=ONCONI JJ 1 
B=OFCONI JJ 1 
Rl =0 .SoUCAP+ CM IN 
RB =0 .750 UC AP .C MI N 
IF IA .G T. qA 1 GO T 0 3 I ~ 
IF If! .L T. RA 1 00 111= DB AR 01 ST AR 1'- 0.051 
GO TO 13 
31 3 IF IA .G T. RB .A NO .B .G T. RB I 00 I I 1= O~ AI! 01 STAR T +0.051 
13 00 14 J=1.20 
KONI JI =0 
mOl JI =0 
14 CONT INUE 
Ox =0. 
DE LS =0. 
11=0 
20 11=11+1 
IFIII.NE.ll 001111 =01)( II-II+nx 
TE ST =001 II 10 .0305 
IF IK YL O. Ea .2 I TE ST =F OT 0 T ES T 
C CONVERT THE MONTHLY OE"ANO RATES TO VOLUMES 
32 2 00 2 1 1= 1 • 1 2 
DE 1'4= 00 II II oOMI II +R EL II 10 R8 AI! 
CA LL C ON 10EM.C D. I. IY EA I!I 
C"'OI II =t 0 
21 CONT IIIIUE 
72 LE v-= I 
00 3 23 L =1 • 7 5 
323 STOTILI=O. 
KC ON =0 
KSUM =0 
KA DO =1 
RSTOR=I!S INPI 
IF IN .EO.1I GO TO 30 
IFIRSTOR.GT.ONCONIJJII GO To:n 
KAOO =2 
KC ON =1 
KO NI It 1= 1 
2 3 IF IR S TOR .L T. OF CO NI JJ II L EV = 2 
30 KF =F ORCE 
KO =0 
MO =0 
KH=O 
KL =0 
IF IK YL o. NE .2 I GO T 0 ?h 
00 25 1= 1.12 
TEI'4=TESToOMI II 
TEHH II 1= TEH+ERR. TE "I 
TE "- I 11= TE M- ER Ro TE "I 
75 CO NT INUE 
?I' IO=D 
ALOAD=O. 
GL OAO=O. 
LO =1 
KFULL=1 
IFIMS.EQ.ll KFIJLL=7 
<I 
!'IF ULL= 1 
HF =1 
OF LA G= 1 
AL OSS=O. 
KO UR 111= 0 
11M IN =<) <)9999. 
CR IT "1= g<) 99 99 • 
HCFL6=2 
00 3 ~O J =1 .20 
310 SH IN IJ 1= 9<)999. 
00 31 J=loNYP 
SSHTIJI=O. 
31 CONT INUE 
"'=1 
I f( "IS .G T. 11 "I =1 HS -110 12 +1 
DO 90 J= HS • N YP 
DO 81 1=1012 
"'=M+ 1 
IFIH.GT.ME.ANO.KTHRU.NE.21 GO TO <)3 
DE LP =DEL S 
IF IN .Eg.l! GO TO 32 
JJ =N SN.I rt- 21 +MSN III 
IF II .E O. 121 GO T 0 32 
JJ =N SN 01 N- 21 +HSN II • 11 
32 CAU TERPICAP.SA.NPRC.RSTOR.S'5A.NSI61 
IF IN ST G. EO. 1 1 GO TO 902 
EVAP =SSA .RLOSS II I' C 
OElS=O IH.II-CMOlll-EVAP 
qS TOR=RS TOR+OElS 
GO T 0 I 36 • 351 • K AD 0 
35 IFIKCON.LT.lll GO TO 338 
ENTER HERE IF CONTINUOUS OPERATION FOR 11 MONTHS 
IF IN SN .6 T. 11 GO TO 336 
335 TFIOFLA6.EO.2.0R.RC;TOR.LT.CM~I GO TO 339 
TURN OFF DESALTING PlANT IF STORAGE IS NOT EHPTY 
KF =F ORCE 
KA 00 =1 
KSUH =K SUM+KCON 
KC ON =0 
GO TO 36 
336 IF IMSN II I. GT.lI GO TO 335 
338 IFINOPCVIII.EO.O.ANO.PSTOR.GT.OPCONI GO TO 335 
339 DElS =OEL S+OSVI II 
KF=KF-l 
KC ON =K CO N+ 1 
ADO OESALT PRODUCTION FOR THE GIVEN MONTH 
RSTOR=RSTOR+OSVI II 
36 IF IRSTOR.LT.CMAX I GO TO 50 
HF UL l= "I 
DE lS =R ST OR -C HA X 
RS TOR= CH AX 
KF UL l= 2 
LE v= 1 
42 TFIKAOO.Ea.ll GO TO 80 
ENTER HE~E IF STORAGE IS FULL A'" OESAL TING PLANT IS ON 
44 IF IKFI 46.46.80 
46 KA 00 =1 
KF =F ORCE 
KSUI1 =K SUM+KCON 
KC ON =0 
GO TO 80 
50 IF IR S TOR .G T. C" IN I GO TO 56 
IF IC"IN.LT .0.00051 GO TO 54 
GO TOI 54 .531 .OFL AG 
54 OF LAG= 2 
KO =K 0+ I 
HOf( KO 1= "'FUl L 
DE L S =C MI rt- RS TO R 
RS TO R=CM IN 
GO TO 55 
53 LO =L 0+ 1 
IF ICMO II I.LT.O IH 01" GO TO 155 
AL OSS= AL OSS'EVAP 
OElS =tHO II I-QI H. 11 
IF IN .G T. 1. AN o. NO PC V I II • N E. 0 I 0 EL S = DE L S -0 S V II I 
RS TOR=CM IN-ALOSS 
IF IRSTOR .GT.O. I GO TO 55 
RS TO 11=0. 
GO TO 55 
1 c; 5 DE L S =C HI rt- liS TOR 
55 LE V=? 
§ 
• 
5U" TH E 5H OR TA GE 5 
IFIKYLD.EO.l.(\R.KIT.FIl.ll GO TO } <;6 
RECORD n .. 1 MONTHLY DEFICITS * ................................................ . 
IF IK THRU .EIl. 2. AN D. DElS .GT. TE M-I II II KH=KH+ 1 
MD ::t4f)+ 1 
DFC! TI MD ,KDI =DEl <; 
MO D I MD ,K D I =M 
MPFIMD,KDI=HFUll 
1<;6 STOT IKDI =STOTIKO 1+ DEl5 
SSHTI.JI=55HTI.JI+DEl5 
IFIH.EO.HE.AND.KTHPU.NE.21 GO TO <;7 
IF IN.EO.lI GO TO 80 
GO TOl65,FlOI,KADD 
<;6 IFIDFl.G.EO.lI GO TO 59 
C EN TE R HE RE I F CO MI NG 0 FF A 0 RO UG Hr 
<; 7 ID =1 D+ 1 
MD =0 
IDDI II 1= ID 
KD UR II D I =L D 
lO =1 
DFlAG= 1 
HOSI KO 1= H 
Al 05 S=O. 0 
IF IH .E O. ME .A NO .K TH RU ."J E. 21 G (\ TO I'D 
<;'1 IF IK n.EO.I. AND. KTHRU. EO .11 GO TO 60 
IFIRSTOR.GT.RMINI GO TO 62 
QH IN =R ST OR 
MF "FUll 
HO M=H 
GO TO 62 
1';0 IFIR5TOR.GT.UCAP'0.7o;l GO TO 1',2 
5M AX =0. 
DO 1;1 IH=I,20 
IFISMINIIMI.LT.SHAXI GO TO 61 
S .. AX=5MINIIMI 
IX =1 M 
f; 1 CO lilT 1111 UE 
IF 1R5TOR.GT.SMAX I GO TO 6' 
SM IN II X I =R S TOR 
MR F"I IX 1= HF Ul l 
MRHIIXI=H 
I'; 2 IF IN .E O. 11 G I) TO F! 0 
IFIOFCQNI.J.JI.lT.ONCONI.J.J1I GO TO 70 
IFIKADD.EO.21 GO TO 68 
IF IR 5 T OR .G T. ON CO NI ..1..1 II GOT 0 !' 0 
C EN TE R HE RE T (l TURN 0 N TH f DE <;& LT IN G Pl AN T 
65 lX=I+l 
IF II X. EO .13 I I X= 1 
IF INOPCV II XI .EO. 01 GO TO 80 
KA DD =2 
KONI II 1= KONI II 1+ 1 
GO TO 80 
68 IF IRSTOR .GT. OFCONI.J.J" GO TO 44 
GO TO 80 
C ENTER HERE IF TUPN-ON lEVEL HI GH EP THAN TURN-OFF 
70 IFIRSTOR.GT.ONCONI.J.JII GO TO 42 
IF IR <; TOR .l T. OF CO NI ..1..1 II GOT 0 7 ~ 
IF IDEl S. LT .O.O.A ND.Co El P. LT .0.0 I GO TO 75 
GO TO IIID,441,KAOO 
75 IF IKADD.EO.1I GO TC' 65 
80 IFIMAXY.EQ.OI GO TO 81 
IF IA B S 1M -H CR IT I. GT • 2 .0 R. MC F"L G. EO. 1 1 GO T 0 8 1 
IF IRSTOR .GT. CMIN I GO TO 378 
HCFlG=l 
GO TO 81 
~7 8 IF IR 5 TOR .l T. CR n MI C RI T M =R 5 T ~ 
MC F= MF Ul l 
II 1 CO NT IN UE 
IFIKSTRT.NE.21 GO TO 'W 
RC ON 1..1 1= RS TOR 
"ID CONTIIIIUE 
C )IT THIS POINT A PERIOD OF NYP YEIRS HAS flEEN COMPLETED 
IFIKTHRU.EO.l1 GO TO "13 
"11 IFIKSTRT.EO.lI GO TO too 
C IF KTHRU=? AND KSTRT=2 GENERATE STARTING CONTENTS 
DO "17 l= I , NR SC 
XN lJI' =R AN I I AR G I 050. 0+ n. 'i 
NU M= XN UM 
NUM=NUM+:?5 
RS Il 1= RC 0111 IN UM I 
TXST=C"AX-O.nntocr-AX 
IFIR<;IU.GT.TXSTI R5ILI::TXST 
q 2 CO NT IN UE 
WR IT E I 6,3020 I I RS Il I, l = 1 ,NR SC I 
3020 FORHATIlHO,'QfSERYOIR STARTlf>fi CONTENTS'II1H olOF12.411 
1(5 TR T= 1 
NT P= NY P5 V 
GO TO 100 
CENTER I£RE WHEN IN ITERATION PROCESS 
"13 IF IK IT .E 0.21 GO TO 96 
IFIKO.GT.HAXYI GO TO 394 
DX =0 .05* DB AR 
IF 11 I. EO .51 STOP 
GO TO 20 
3"14 CA II X lO C I KD ,M ST PT ,M EN D, DX ,C HI N, MA XV ,M D, TEST, K Yl DI 
HC RI T=HE ND-2 
H5 =1 
IF IMSTRT -60. GT .01 "5=1 HSTRT- EO 1112+1 
HE =MEND 
TE M= DD II II +D X 
WR ITEI 6, 3030 I H5 ,T EM 
3030 FORMAT IlH+ ,60Y 'HS= '14, 5X 'AD.J U<; TED OCHAND='F8.21 
KI T= 2 
H5SV=MS 
HESY=HE 
GO TO 20 
96 IFIKFUll.EG.I.ANo.HS.NE.11 GO TO <;01 
IF II I. lE • 1 51 G 0 TO "I 7 
WR ITf: I 6,6000 IN, "" 
6000 FORHATIlHO,'PUlE NO.'I3,5X'IN PERIOO'I3,2X'OIO NOT CONVERGE'I 
DD II II =1 OD (I II +D DI n -I II 12. 
GO TO 100 
"I 7 IF IK O. EO .0 I GO T 0 98 
C SHORTAGE OCCURRED AT lOC'4 
IFIKYLD.EO.21 GO TO 9"1 
IF IHAXY.EO.OI GO TO 3"17 
IFIMCFlG.EO.lI GO TO 395 
ENTEP IF HUY.GT.O AND "CFlG .E<l.2 
RM IN =C RI TH 
MO H= HC RI T 
MF ::t4CF 
GO TO 98 
3'17 SM AX =0. 
SSUI1 =0. 
DO 94 l= I, KD 
SSUH =SSUM+STOT IL I 
IF IS TO Till .l T. SI1 AX I GO TO "14 
SM AX =S TO TI II 
IT=t. 
"14 CO NT IN UE 
GO TO 95 
395 S5 UH =5 TO T I KO I 
IT =K 0 
"I 5 WR IT E I 6, 7000 I HO S I IT I, MO FI IT " S 5 UM 
700D FORHAT IlH 'MONTH OF SHORUGE =' 13ol0X 'MONTH FUll= 'I3,FI5.71 
IFISSUH.LT.EIlRoTESTJ GO TO I£JU 
D X =-- 5 S UM /I I H 0 S II TI -M ()F II Tl I ° .03 05 I 
GO TO 20 
C R5TOR GREATER THAN CHIN AT lOCH 
"Ie WRITEI6,70011 HOH,MF,RMIN 
70Dl FORHATIlH ,'MONTH OF MIN=' BolDX'HONTH FUll='I3,F15.21 
IF IP MI N-- CH IN .l T. ER Ro TE S T I GO TO 100 
DX=IRMIN-CMINI/I II10M-MFlo.03LJ51 
GO TO 20 
99 IFIKO.EO.OI GO TO 503 
l= 1 
IF IKD. EO.lI GO TO 7<;0 
TH AX =-0. 
DO 240 I=I,KD 
TES=5TOT 1111 IM05 II I-MOF! II I 
IF ITE,).l T. TMAX I GO TO 240 
TH AX =T [S 
l= I 
24 0 CO NT IN UE 
250 lNGTH=KOUR Il I 
IT RU "1= IH 00 11 'l 1- 11 117 
1M UL T= IT RU N* I 7 
IC r= MO D I 1 , II -I '1U LT - 1 
IF I I CC .E 0.0 I I CC = 12 
IC =1 CC 
DO ? '55 I = I 'l NG T H 
IF ID FC IT I I ,l I. G T • T E" HI IC II K I-t K H + I 
CI 
.. 
IFIOFCIT!l.LI.LT.TE"U ICII KL=KL+I 
IC =1 C+ 1 
If IIC. [G .131 IC =1 
7<; 5 CO NT IN UE 
IF IKH.EG .O.ANO.KL. NE .LNGTH I (D TO 100 
IFIKH.GT.OI GO TO 757 
II =L NG TH 
IT I?=: 1"100 Ill.1I-11117 
114 =1 TR 012 
IC C=MOOlll.l 1- IM-1 
If IICC.E G. 01 ICC =17 
SUM= TE MH II CC 1- OF cr TI LL.l I 
OX =SUI'/( IMOOILl.L1-!40FILl.lIlo .03051 
GO TO 70 
757 If Il NG TH .G T. 11 GOT 0 ;> 5'3 
IX =1 
SU!4= Of CI TI 1.1I -I TE MH II CC 1+ TE I'l. I I CC " 12.0 
GO TO 265 
75'3 IX =7 
IC =1 CC 
SU !4= OF CI TI 1 • 1I 
00 263 1=2.LNGTH 
262 IC =IC+ 1 
IF II C. Ell .131 I C= 1 
IF (OF( IT II.L I. LT.T E!4HI IC II GO TO 763 
SU"=:SUM+DFCITI I,Ll 
IX =1 
76 3 CO NT IN UE 
IF II x,EG .lNGTH 1 SU 14= 5UIi- TE 5T 
765 OX=-5t1M/IIMOOI !X,l 1-!4Pf( IX.l" 00.03051 
GO T (I 20 
ENTER HERE IF THE ITERATION 15 aJMPLETEO 
100 IflKTHRU.EG.21 GO TO 101 
KT HRU= 2 
M5 =1 
ME =N YP 01 7+ 1 
IF INP.EQ .1.ANO.N.EG.l. AND. IT lI'IE.EG .01 K5TRT=7 
KONIJII=O 
K5 UM =0. 
GO TO 22 
1(11 IF 1M AX Y. EQ .01 GO T 0 I 02 
If IK Yl O. EG .21 GO TO q 06 
If IKD.GE.!4AXY-l. ANO.KO.lE.MAXV+l1 GO TO 104 
If II<O.GT .MAXY+lI GO TO 4n4 
WRITEI6.40S011<0.MAXY 
4050 fORMATIlHlo'ONlY REGISTERED' n.' 5HORTAGE5'SX 
1 "l 00 I< I NG FOR'I 3.' <;H CR TA GE 5' I 
5T OP 
In 2 IF II TT ME .6 T. 51 GO TO <;02 
IF II< O. EI) .0.0 R. II .E Q. 16 I GO Tal U4 
S5 UM =0. 
00402l=1.I<O 
IF I"IAXV.EIl.OI GO TO 103 
IFI!40C;ILI-5.LT.ME.OR.MOSIll+4.GT.MEI GO TO 4112 
10 3 5S U!' =S SU M - 5 TOT I L I 
402 CONT INUE 
IFIS5t1M.LT.ERRoTESTI GO TO 104 
I' 
ENTER HERE IF ITERATIO~ OVER PRE[£TERMINED CRITICAL 
PERIOD NOT VALID FOR THE ENTIRE PERIOD 
ERR7 =5 .O.ERR 
IF ISSUM. LT .ERR2o TEST I GO TO 104 
IfIITIME.6T.2.ANO.SSU!4.LT.0.1O'TESTI GO TO 104 
404 CALL XlOCI 1<0 .!4STRT .!4ENO. Ox.C HI N."IAXY .MO.TEST.KYlOI 
"IS =1 
MC RI T= ME NO-2 
IF 1M ST RT -48. GT .01 "15 =1 MS TR T- 48 Ill? + 1 
ME =MfND 
WRITEI6.40401 Ms.ME 
'1040 FORM AT ItH .' ADJUST ED CRI TI CA L PERIOD. MS=' I3.SX' ME =' 131 
I<T HRU= 1 
00 It 1= 00 II II +0 x 
IT IME= IT IME+ 1 
GO TO 13 
406 If II<H.£G.OI GO TO 104 
WR ITfl 6. 4051 I 
4051 FORMAT (IHO,'CHECK flU,,! ..... FOll'IO A DEFICIl LARGER THAN ALLOwABLE' I 
IF II TI ME .L T. Fd GO TO 40" 
5T OP 
I!' 4 KTHRU= 1 
IT IME=O 
K'S TR T= 1 
MS =M SS v 
ME=MESV 
C COMPUTE THE fREGUENCY.AI'OUNT AND AVERAGE DURATION OF SHORTAGES 
I<fG=O 
TO T=O. 
DO 105 J=I,NYP 
TO T= TO T+ SSHT IJ I 
IFIS5HTlJI.NE.0. I I<FQ=l<fG+l 
105 CONTINUE 
YOEM=DOlnl*.365 
FN YP =N YP 
FK FG =K FG 
FREG =11.0- FK FQ IF NY PI '100. 
PI =11.0- TOTI IFNYP. YOE"III '100. 
1<0 SU!4= 0 
00 110 L=I.IO 
I<OSUM=I<OSUM+KOUR IL I 
11 0 CO NT IN UE 
SUM=KOSUM 
FIO= 10 
AVOUR=O. 
IFlfIO.GT.O. I AVOUR=C;UM/FIO 
C CO MP UT E TH E LO AO F AC TO RS 
If IN .E Q. 11 GO TO 123 
fK SUM= I<S UM 
FKO~=KON IIII 
AL OA 0= FI< SUMI IF KO No 12.1 0100. 
GL OAO=fKSUMI INYP'121 '100. 
AVLf IN 1= AVLF IN 1+ AL OA 0 
GLFINI =GLFINI+GLOAD 
123 FY INP. NI =001 II I 
GO TO 1125.1501.1<10 
C ENTER HERE IF INTERMEDIATE PRINTnJT IS CALLEO fOR 
125 IF IN .GT.lI GI) TO 178 
wRITfl6.30001 
30no FORMATOHO.·OPERATION WITHOUT THE DESALTING PLANT'I 
GO TO 132 
1 "8 KP =N SfII • I N-- 21 + 1 
WR nEI 6. 3001 I 
3001 FORMATOHO.'OPERATING RULE. EXPRESSED AS RESfRVOIR CONTENTS'I 
00 1:'10 l<=l.NSN 
wRITEI6.301J2IK.ONCONIKPI,OFC(t.IIKPI 
3002 fORMATI1H .'SEASON·12,' Ofll='F6.2,' B.G.'10X·OFF=·F6.2.' A.G.'I 
I<P =K P+ 1 
no CONT INUE 
132 WRITEI6.30031 NP.N 
3003 FORMATIlH .·PERIOD NO.=·P.SlI'·RUlE NO.=·I31 
WR IT E 16.30041001 II I. FP EG.P I. AV OUR. AL OA O. Gl OA O. II 
J004 fORMATIIH .·YIELO::·F8.2.5X·FREG=·Fq.n.5X·PI=·fc;.I.SX·AVOUR=·f3.l. 
1 sx 'A LO AD =' F5 .1.5 X' GL 0& 0= 'F 5. 1.5 X • I TE RA T I ON5= • I 31 " 
WRITEI6.300511<0 
3005 FORMATIIHO.·5HORTAGE INFORMATION--- THERE WERE·I2.· 5HORTAGES I 
1 N TH IS S 1M UL AT 10 N' /) 
IF II< O. EG .0 I GO T 0 1 SO 
00 lqq L=I.KO 
wR ITEI 6. 3071 I !40S1 LI .I<OUOI 1I .S TOTI LI 
3021 FORMATIlH .·(11ITICAL "I0NTH or 5HORTAGf=·Iq.lnX·OURATION IN MONTHS= 
l'I2.10X' AMOUNT IN B. G. =' F7.1 I 
1'19 CO NTIN UE 
150 IF IN .E G. 1 I DB Ao =0 EM fl- OS CA P 
160 CONTINUE 
CAT T HI S PO IN T HAVE C OM PL ET ED A LL R UL E 5 F OR 0 N E PER 100 
17 0 CO NT IN UE 
C AT THIS POINT HAVE COMPLETED ALL PERIODS 
WR ITE 16, 300R I 
3008 fORMHIlHl.'TABULATIO~ OF FIRM YIFlO flY RULE ANO PERIOO'I 
WRITEI6.300'l1 IFYIL,II,L=loNIPI 
3 00 9 FO RM AT 11 H .' O~ = • 00' • 5 X ' OF F = • U 0' , 5 X • 15 F 6 • U I 
IFINOF.EG.OI GO TO 200 
K= 1 
DO 1 R 1 I A= 1 • ~O N 
DO 1 II 1 I fl= 1 • ~O F 
1<= 1<+ 1 
WRITEI6.30101 ONLEVI IAI,OFLEVI IBI. IFYIL,I<I.L=loNOPI 
3010 FORMATI1H ,'0"l=·FQ.2,5X'OfF='FIf .... 5X,15F6.01 
181 CONTINUE 
700 RE TURN 
501 WRITEI6,60011 
6001 FORI' AT IlHl.· THE RE~ERVOIR 01 D NOT REACH THE fULL CONDITION PRIOR 
1 TO L OC M' I 
GO TO 9'3'1 
C> 
U'I 
I I 
• 
')02 WRITE16,6002) 
6002 fORMAT IlHI,'CRITICAL PERIOD ~.oT LOCATED IN 5 ITERATION'>') 
GO TO 999 
503 WR ITEI6, 60U3) 
60U3 FORMATIlHI,'Nr MONTHLY OEfICITS WERE PECORDEO') 
GO TO 999 
'j[12 WR IF 16,4002) 
4002 fOR"ATIlH},'<;SA NOT I"l RANGE OF TAqLE') 
qq9 STOP 
ENO 
~FOR,IS XLOC,XLOC 
SURR(\U TI NE X LO CI KO ,"ST RT ,MEN D, DO, C MI 1'1 ,MAXY, MD, TOL, KYLO) 
CO MM!1N IR LO CW IS TO TI 50 ), MO 51 50 " MO F 1')0) ,MR M I 25) , MR f I Z 5) , SM IN 125 ) 
DIMENSION Alnl50l,TE5TI501 
IF IKO.EO .01 GO TO 10 
KN T=O 
I AM TI 11 =s TO 11 11 
IF IK D. Ell .1 I GO T 0 <; 
DO " L =2 ,K 0 
IFIMOFILI.NE.MOFIL-III GO TO 3 
AM 11 LI =A M T Il -\ I + 5 TOT I L I 
GO TO 4 
3 AM 11 LI =s TOTI LI 
CO"lTINUE 
SMAX=O. 
00 8 l=I,KO 
TE ST IL 1= AMTI LI II MO<;I 1I -MOF Il " 
IF IT [S TI LI .L T. SM AX I GO TO 8 
SM AX ::TES TI LI 
IX =L 
8 CO NT I"l UE 
IFIMAXY.[G.0.OP.KYLD.E"G.21 GO TO 9 
KN T-:: KN T+ I 
IF IK NT .G T. MA X Y I GO TO '3 
S T OT II X I =0. 
GO TO 1 
9 WR IT [ I 6, 1 002 I I MO <; I I I , I' OF I I I , ~M T I I I , T ES T I I I, I:: 1 , K 0 I 
IOn2 FORMATIlHO,'PECOROED ~HORTAGE"5 USfD TO OETERMINE THE CRITICAL RANG 
\ E' 11 H .' MO S MO F SH rn T A GE 5 S EV • I NO fX '/1 H "'1 H +.2 16, 
22F15.211 
MS TR T= MO F I IX I 
ME NO::M OS II X I +2 
OO=-AMTI IX 1/ II ME NO-M<;TRT 10.030<;1 
IF IKYLO.EG.21 00=00*0.75 
WR IT r I 601 000 I MS TR T • ME NO • A M T II X I 
1000 FORM4TIlHO.'FULl='I3,IOX'SHOPT='I3.IUX'AMOUNT-::'F8.21 
60 TO 15 
I 0 5T fS T= 9999 q. 
DO 13 l= I .20 
TE ST IL 1= 5M IN IL 1/ 1M RM IL 1- "1R flU I 
IFITESTlLI.GT.<;TE5T1 GO TO 13 
STEST-::TE5T III 
IX =L 
1 3 CO NT IN UE 
MS TR T-:: MR F I I X I 
ME NO =M RM II X I +2 
00::1 5M IN II XI-CMI NI II IMRM II XI ~RF II XI I' .03051 
WR ITEI 6,10011 MS TR T,MENO .<;MI NC IX I 
1001 FORMATIIHO,'FULL::'I3.IOX'MIN::'I3,IOX'RMIN=·F9.21 
15 RE TU RN 
END 
ii1FOR .IS TERP 3. TERD 3 
5U BR OU TI NE T fR P 3 I N ON .lIJ OF • T RO N , 0 ~ EV .0 F LEV I 
CO MM ON I BLOC KG IG IF 150 I 
COM!'I!1N 19LOCKEI AVFYI501.XLF 15UI.ONIIOI.ALIIOI.GLlI01 
o I ME NS 10 N ON Lf V I 10 I , OF LE V I 10 I 
00 <; J =1 .NOF 
ON IJ 1=0. 
5 CO NT IN UE 
KN T=NOF 
1 DO 60 L= 1 • NO F 
DO <; 0 J= 1 , NO 1'1 
1= NOFo IJ -11+L+ 1 
IF IA VF YI II .L T. TR DE MI GO Tn 4 0 
IF IJ .NE. NONI GO TO 50 
45 OIFF ::AVF YI II-TROEM 
IFIOIFF.GT.O.OOZSoTRDFMI GO TI) 50 
ON IL I=ONL'EVI JI 
Al IL I:: XL F I I I 
GL IL )-::GL FI II 
GO T r GO 
4 e IF IJ .E 0.11 GO TO 5? 
GO TO 57 
52 OIFF =TROEM-AVFY( II 
IFIOIFF.GT.0.0025oTROEMI GO TO 55 
ON IL I::ONLEVI JI 
Al Il I:: XL F I I I 
GL IL I:: GL F I I I 
GO TO 60 
... 
57 ON Ill::(J'IlEVI JI +1 TR OEM- AVFY 1111 /lAVn II-NOF t-AVFY II 11.1 ONLEVIJ-ll-
I ONLE VI JI I 
AL Il 1-= Xl FI II +1 ON IL 1- ONLE VI JI 1/ 10Nl EV IJ -II-ONLE VI JI 1* IX LF II -NOF 1-
IXLFlJlI 
GL IL 1-= 61.. FI I I +1 ON IL 1- ONlE VI JI II 10~ EV IJ -II-ONLE VI JI t. 16LF II-NOF 1-
IGLFIIII 
GO TO 60 
50 CONT INUE 
WRITE16.20001 L 
2000 FORMlTIlHo.'MtNIMUM VALUE" OF CURVE'I2.' GREATER THAN TROEH'I 
KN T= KN T- I 
GO TO 60 
55 WRITE16.20011 L 
"00 I FO RM AT 11 HO • ' MA X I MU '" V A LU E OF CUR VE 'I;> " LESS T HA N T ROE M' I 
KN T:: KN T- 1 
60 CONTINUE 
WRITE16.20021 KNT 
2002 FORMATIlHO,I11H .·FEASIBLE RILE INFORMATION'/IH .'NUHBfR OF FEASIB 
lLE RULES FOUNO=' 1211 
IF~NT~Q.OI STOP 
00 Eo 2 l:: I • NO F 
JFIONIlI.GT.O.OI WRITE16.20031 ONIlI,OFLEVILI.ALILI.GLILI 
62 CO NT INUE 
2003 FOPMATIlH ,'ON='F4.2,C;X'OFF='F".2.5X'OP. L.F.::'F4.0,5x'GR05S L.F.:: 
I 'F". 01 
PE TUPN 
END 
iF OR. IS Pl OT ,P lO T 
5URROUTINE PLC1T1 MSTOP,NV.NFULL ,NEMPT) 
DIMENSION NARR II<'OI,'4A 11201.OUTII ?01.M5TOR 11601 
OA TA B KI IH I, X II Ho I 
NK NT ::N Yo 12 
DO 2 I =I,NKNT 
HSTORIJI::IHSTORIII *lnO""IFULL 
TE M:: MS TO R I I I 
TE M:: TE M/2. 0 
NT EH ::T EM 
AT EM =N TE M 
IFITEM-ATEM.NE.O.OI "''>TORIII :::M5TOR II I+} 
2 CO NT IN UE 
FLTN=NY 
TE M:: Fl TN II O. + ° .5 
NN =T EM 
DO 30 II::I,NN 
KK =120 
LL ::1 II -I 1.10 
IFClNy-t.lI.LT'}OI KK=LLoI2 
JA::I II-llol20 
DO 5 J J:: 1. KK 
NARR IJJI ::M5TOR IJJ+ JA I 
MA IJJI::JJ 
5 CO NT IN UE 
RANK VALUES IN DESCENDING ORDER 
N:: KK 
K::N 
9 M= MI 7. 
IFIMI 10.;>0010 
10K:: N- M 
J= 1 
II 1= J 
12 l=I+M 
IF IN AR RI LI -N AP P I II I 16. I'" 01 5 
1 5 NB =N AR Rill 
NA::M A III 
NA RR Il I:: NA RR II I 
MA IL I:: HA II I 
NA RR II 1= NB 
MA 111= NA 
I:: 1- I' 
IF II-IIIGol2ol2 
16 J:: J+ 1 
IF IJ -K I II • 1 I • q 
? 0 WR IT E 1601 000) NF UL l.IIJE MP T. II 
= CO> 
I I 
lono fOPMATIlHl,'CAPACITy WHEN FULL='I6,' 'l.G.',liX,'CAPACITY AT 111"1. US 
lABLE U:VEL=OY",' B,G.'/IH ,'OP.DINATEIIH:SERVOIR CONTENT) IS IN PERC 
ZEN l' .:>OX,' PAGE=' IZII 
KORO =100 
K= 1 
IX =1 
DO Z 8 1= I, 51 
IF II .N E. I X) GO TO? 7. 
NO RO = I 51 -IX I * 7. 
IX=Ix'5 
WRITE16ol002) NOI;IO 
1002 FORMAT IlH .I3olH-' 
GO TO 12Z 
"22 WRHE16ol003) 
1 no 3 FO PM AT 11 H ,3X 01 H-' 
1:> Z DO Z 3 ,J:; 1 , 120 
"23 OU TI JI ::a K 
:>" IF IK .G T. KK I GO TO ;>6 
IFINARRIKI.NE.KORO' G('I TO 25 
L= MA IK I 
OU TIll =X 
K= K' 1 
GO TO Z" 
;> 5 KO RO =K OR D- 2 
26 WRITEI&olOOll IOUTIJI,J=I,1201 
10[11 FORMATIlH',6X0I20AlI 
28 CO NT INUE 
30 CO NT IN UE 
35 RETURN 
ENO 
aFOR ,I S TERP ,T ERP 
SUBROUTINE TERPI A,B,NPTS,ARG,VAL,NSIGI 
THIS 5UBROUTINE AS5UMES THAT THE B ARRAY IS NONOECREASING AS THE 
A AR RAY IN CR I: A SE '>. 
OIMENSION AllOOl,BIIOOI 
IFIARG.LT.AllI.OR.ARG.GT.ACNPT<;ll GO TO 30 
IF CARG .NE. AlNPTS II GO TO 10 
VA L= ARG 
GO TO 50 
1 0 DO 20 1= 1 , NP T S 
IF IARG .GE. AI II I GO TO ;>0 
YAL=BI I-1I'I!H I1-B II-Ill 01 AR (T AI 1-11 1/ IAII )-AI 1-111 
GO TO 50 
20 CONTINUE 
GO TO 50 
30 WRITEI6,401 
'10 FORHATIlHO,'THE ARGUMENT IS OUT OF THE RANGE Of THE RESERVOIR DATA 
1'1 
NS IG =1 
50 RE TURN 
ENO 
aFOR ,IS RULE ,RUL E 
SU BR OU TI NE R UL E I NON, NO F, NO R, fIf; "I ,K I 0 I 
COI1HON IBLOCK~/ONCONIIOOI,OF CONII001.UCAP 
CO 104M ON I BL OC KF 10 NI Z, OF 12.0 NI 3, OF I 3 
o I ME N5 10 N RU II Z 5 , ;>J 
THIS ROuTINE FORMULATES THE RULES THAT CONSTITUTE THE OECISION SPACE ** ••• 
KM =0 
DO 5 I=I.N ON 
DO 5 J =1 .NOF 
KM =K M' 1 
PUll K'1 oll=ONCONI II 
RUlI KM ,ZI=OFCONI JI 
5 CO NT IN UE 
KP =N SN *K M 
IF IN SN .E Q. 11 GO TO 15 
00 N2 =0 NI Z* UC AP 
DOF2=DFIZ·UCAP 
IF IN SN .E Q. 21 GO TO 15 
00 N3 =0 NI 3. UC AP 
DO F3 =0 FI 3. UC AP 
IF IN SN .N £ • 31 GO TO q 0 n 
15 NOP=KM 
L= 0 
DO 70 I=I,KP,NSN 
L= L' 1 
ON CO "I I II =R UL I L , 1 I 
OF CO "I I I I =R UL I L , 2 I 
IF CNSN .EQ.lI GO TO ?n 
ON CO N C I' II =0 NC 0 N II 1- nON? 
.. ~ 
OFCONI I'll =OFCONIII- OOFZ 
IF IN SN .E Q. 21 GO TO 20 
ON CO NI 1+ 21 =ONCON II 1- DON 3 
OFCONI 1+21 =DFCONII 1-00F3 
20 CONTINUE 
GO TO 121,27.I,KIO 
21 WRITE(6010051 10NCONIJI,OFCONlJI,J=loKPI 
1 00 5 FO PH AT 11 Hl • ' OP ER AT IN G RU LE S' /I I 1 H ,10 F1 O. 2 " 
22 RE TURN 
qOO WRITE16.Z0001 
2000 FORMATI1Hl.·NUMBER OF SEA50NS SPECIFIED IS IN ERROR'I 
ST OP 
END 
iFOR,IS CON,CON 
SU BR OU TI NE C ON I Y Al ,C Y A L, K, IT EA R I 
GO TOll0olll.IYEIR 
10 GO TOllo3,I,I,Z,I,3,I,3.1,I,3',K 
11 GO T01102,1o3,I,3,I,l,3,I,3,ll.K 
1 CVAL =.031.VIL 
GO TO 5 
2 CVAL =.028.YAL 
GO TO 5 
CVAL =.030.VAL 
RE TURN 
END 
iFOR,IS FIND ,FIND 
SUBROUTINE FINOI AA ,N,IX' 
DIMENSION U 1'501 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE MINIMUI" COST OF THE INCREASE IN FIRM YIELD' 
1 AM IN =q 99 99 9'1 'I. 
DO ZO ,J:; 10 N 
IF IAAI JI .GT. AMIN' GO TO ZO 
AM IN =A AI JI 
IX ::.J 
:> 0 CO NT INUE 
QE TURN 
END 
iFOR.IS OEMF,OEMF 
FU NC T ION 0 EM F I l, JY ,C , A ,3 ,U ,W ,A F I 
GO TOll,Z,31 ,L 
1 DE HF =C 
GO TO 5 
2 DE MF =A +B.J Y 
GO TO 5 
DE HF =U -W *E XP 1- AF .J Y I 
RE TURN 
END 
iFOR ,IS RAN. RAN 
FUNCTION RAN I IARG I 
CO MM ON IB LO CK ZlIY 
DA TA I X!OI 
IF IIARG.EO.IXI GO Tn 3 
IX =1 ARG 
IY =1 X 
3 IT =1 y. Z621117 
IF II Y.LT .01 IY=I y. 311~5'H3B 361+ 1 
RAN= JY 
RAN=RAN •• 2910383E-10 
RE TURN 
END 
iilFOR,IS GNFLO,GNFLO 
SUBROUTINE GNFLOINYRG,KIP, IFl'lW,IYEARI 
FIVE STATION VER5ION f'IMENSIf1-IEO F()R 100 YEIRS 
COMHON/BLOCKAI QI1ZOI,o;l 
CO MM ON IB LO CK ZI IY 
01 ME NS 10 N AL CF TI I?, 5 " AV 11;>, 51 ,B ET AI 12.5, 5 I, OQ liZ, 51 • I QI 151 , 
lISTAI51,MOll71,NCIBI12,51,NLCGIlZ,51, (lMIlZI,QPREVIlOI, 
2 RI 10, III ,R AI I Z, 5,10' ,<; Oil? 5 I, SK E W 113,5 I ,5 QA I 12, 101, SQ B lIZ. 10 I , 
3 SU MA It 2, 10 I , SU MB 11 ;>, 101, X I 10 I, X P AB I1Z ol 0 I , NL Gil 2,51 , AV G( 12 
" ,5 ,.50 V II?, 5 I , AA II Z, 5, 10 I, AB liZ. 5 , I 0 I, AC I 10 I ,B I?O I • QR 11201.5 I 
23-C.-L267 MONTHLY STREAMFLOW SII"ULATION HEC, C OF E, U5A 8-18-&7 
INDEXES I=CALENOAQ MONTH J=YEAR K=STA L=RfLATEO <;TA M=SUCCESSIVE MONTH 
DOUBLE PRECISION R,I'! 
DATA L TRA/IHA/,RLAr.:K/IH I,ElIHE/,KENTlII 
NYMXG=NYRG 
IFIKENT.EQ.21 GO TO In'll 
liE NT =2 
KS TA =5 
C= .OOO"3~~07."8 
IARG =1 Y 
§ 
• 
KVQ= 100 
KH =K YR .1 2 + I 
IENOf=O 
JO G5 T=O 
I Fa PH AT 11 X. 17. 'l 18 I 
2 FaRHAT 11 X. A3.'lA4.10A41 
3 FORHAT IlHOI 
fO RH AT II 6.4 X • I 4 • I:? F 5 .0 I 
FO RH AT 11 X. I 3. I 4. 12 161 
FO RH AT 11 x. I ~ • I 4 • 12 F6 • ~ I 
• 
WASTE CARDS UNTD. AN A 1"1 COLUHN 1. FIRST TITLE CARD 
1 U RE AD 15 01 2' I A.c 0 1M 01 " H= 10 20 I 
IF IIA.NE.LTPAI GO TO 10 
IF IIENOF .GT.m GO Te 1271 
IE NO F= IE NO F + 1 
lIFO RH A T II H • 14 .r 6 ol 2 I 8 • 11 01 
1 7. FO RH A T I AI. A 3 • 9A ". 1 0 A" I 
WRITEI6.31 
IFIKIP.EO.21 GO TO 13 
WRITEI6.2' IQIHo1l.M=I.201 
1 3 PE AD 15 .1 I lyRA. I HN TH • I tiS NG .1 TE ST. I RC ON. "IS T A. IP CH 0 
IT MP =1 RC ON +"1 YP G 
IF IITHP. GT .0IGO TO 3[1 
GO TO 10 
70 WRITE 16.251 
ST OP 
75 FORHAT IIl'3H [)JHENSION EXCEEDED I 
10 IF IK IP .E O. 21 GO TO 47 
WRITE16.401 
40 FORHATIIHO.·IYRA !I'''/TH IHSNG nEST IRCON NYRG N5TA IPCHO NYHXG' 
1 I 
WR IT E I 6. 41 I IV RA • I HN TH oJ H5 NG .1 TEST oJ PC ON. "I VR G. "IS TA • I PC HO. "I V HX G 
41 FORMAT 12016 I 
SET CONST ANTS 
4 2 T= '39 "1"1 '3'3 99 • 
Ttl =T -1.0 
ITRA =1 YR A-I 
IHNTH= IHNTH-l 
00 50 1= 1012 
ITtlP=KSTA·2 
00 "I; K= 1 • KS T 4 
00 "5 L= 1 • I T tiP 
AA II.K.L 1=0. 
45 ARII.K.LI=O. 
4 E CO NT IN UE 
HO IT 1= ItlNTH+ I 
1 t 0 H= J. t 2 -11 
00 17.0 I = 1 • I:? 
11= H+ 1 
Il=GHIlJ 
IF II l. EO .-11 GO TO 120 
ff.. OG II.K I='ILOG II.K 1+ 1 
C CONVERT THE FLowe; TO R.G./HONTH 
60 TO 1506.501.505.50PI.IFLOII 
505 011 II I=OH II I.C 
GO TO 508 
506 OHII I=OH II 10.6"6317 
507 GO TO 15ll.517J.lYEAP 
511 60 TO 1502.503.502.502.50".5[J2. 503.502. 503.507..507..5031. I 
517. GO TO 1507. .5[1".507..503.5[12. 5fJ3. 507..507.503.502.503.507.'. I 
502 OPO II I=Otl II I •• 031 
GO TO 508 
503 OH II 1=01111 I •• 030 
GO TO 508 
50 4 011 I II = 011 II I •• 028 
508 00 II.K 1=00 II.K 1+ QH II I 
OI'''IO=GHIIJ 
120 CO 'IT INUE 
GO TO 75 
130 '15 TA A= N5 TA +1 
IF INVR5.GT .KYR I GO TO 20 
N5 TA X= N5 Tl +N S T A 
... 
• • • • • • C OH PU TE F RE QU EN CY S TA TIS T IC 5 •••••••••••••••••• 
GO TOI13103161 .KIP 
131 WRITf16.3141 
31" FORHAT I121H FREQUENCY STATIST Ice;1 
WR IT E 16.3151 Itl 0 I II .r = 10121 
:n 5 FO 'IH AT 111'1 H 5 T A I TE I' 17. II 181 
HIS"ING FLOW PRECEO ING FIRST RECORD 110NTH 
316 00 317 K=loNSTA 
01 1. KI ::T 
317 CONTINUE 
00 421 K =1.N<;T A 
31 8 00 320 I = 1 012 
AVII.KI=O. 
SO II.K 1::0. 
S~ [W II.K 1::0. 
TE HP ::N LO G I I • K I 
OQ II.K I=OQ II.K I •• 012/T E~P 
IF 10 0 ( I. K 1 • LT •• 0 II 00 II • K ) = • 0 I 
310 CO NT IN UE 
11= 1 
IF IHOIII.L T.131GO 
HO ClI::HOII 1-12 
TO 'i0 00 350 J=I.NYRS 
00 340 1=1017 
0; 0 CO NT IN UE H= H+I 
<; B NY P5 =0 IZ::Q I"I.K I 
00 70 K:: 1. KS TA IF I I l. [Q .- 11 GO TO ~ 3 0 
IS TA IK 1= 1000-K qEPLACE FLOW ARRAY WITH LOG ARRAY 
INITIATE 
00 60 H:: 1. K"I 
-1. NO REcrno FOR ALL FLOWS TEHP=ALOGIQIHdn +001 1.KI 112.3026 
O( M. KI =TEHP 
I; 0 QI M. K I =- 1. 
00 I; 5 I:: 1.12 
ff..OGCI.KI=O 
00 II.K 1=0. 
65 CONT INUE 
70 CO NT IN UE 
•••••• READ AND PROCESS 1 <;TATION-Y<"AR OF DATA •••• * •••• * ••• 
II/S TA =n 
75 RE AD I 5 .4 I 1ST AN • I YR • I QI" I I I. 1= 1. 1 2 I 
BLANK CARD INDICATE'> END OF FLOW DATA 
78 IF II 5 TAN .L T. II GO TO I ~O 
IFINSTA.LT.lIGO TO "10 
ASSIGN SUBSCRIPT TO ~TATION 
00 80 K= 1 • "IS TA 
IFCl5TAN.EO.ISTAIKIIGO TO lOll 
R 0 CO NT IN UE 
9U NSTA::NSTA+l 
K= NS TA 
ISTA IK I=ISTAN 
ASS IG N SU BS CR IP T TOY E A Q 
HlO J=IYR-IYRA 
IF IN YRS. LT.J I~/YR S= J 
IFIJ.GT.OIGO TO 1111 
WR HE 160105IIYR 
W5 FOR"'AT (118H UNACCEPHBLIC YE~" lSI 
ST OD 
STODE FLOW<; IN STAT ION AND MONTH ARRAY 
5UH. S~UARES. A"IO ClF ES 
AV II.K 1= AV 11.1( 1+ TEI'P 
so II.K 1= SO II.K 1+ TE I'P.T E"IP 
SK E W II .K 1= <;K Ell I! • K 1+ TE "IP .T EM P. T E HP 
GO TO 3'10 
3~0 01 M. K) =T 
3"0 CONT INUE 
3S 0 CO NT IN UE 
HISSING FLOWS EQUATED TO T 
00 360 I = 1 • 17 
TE MP =N LO G I I. K I 
THP=AV II.K I 
AV II.K 1= TtlPI TE "'P 
IFISOII.KI.LE.O.IGO TO 3'>5 
TM PA =S 0 ( I. K) 
SO II • K 1= ISO I I • K 1 -4 V I I. K I • T HP " IT EH P- I • 1 
SD II • K 1= SO II .1( I ••• 5 
SK EW II .K 1= IT EH p. TE MP .S KE WI I. KI - 3.* TE HP * T HP • T HP A+ 2 •• T HP. T"P.T HP I 
I II IE HP *1 TE "IP - 1 • I .1 TEMP - 2.1 * <; [)( I. K 1 .. 3. I 
IF I 5K EW II • K I. ET .5 • I S KE W I I. KI = 5. 
IF ISKEWII.KI.LT.I-'i.11 <;KEwlI.KI=I-5.) 
GO TO 360 
355 SC II.K 1::0. 
SKEWII.K I=n. 
350 CO NT INUE 
C •• * • * * OUTPUT FREOurNCY STATISTICS· • • * • • • • • • • • • • • 
T"P=SKEW II2.K) 
~ 
SK E W It 3. K I =s KE W I I. K I 
GO TOI3fd,4111.KIP 
31; 1 WR IT E I 6. 3621 1<; TA I K 10 I A V I I. K I • r = 1 0121 
31;2 fORM AT II II;.8H MEAN 12FR. 31 
WRITE16.3641 ISDI I.KloI=10121 
31; 4 FO RM AT (7 X • 7H <;T 0 OC VI;> Fa. 3 I 
IRJTE16.3661 ISI'EWI I.KI .1=1.121 
%6 fOflHATIlOX.4HSKEW 12FP.31 
WR ITEI6. 3681 lOtH I. KI 01 =1 0121 
31; a fa PM AT I ax 6H IN CR MT F 7. 2. 1 1 F 8 .2 I 
42 1 CO NT IN UE 
* * * •• • TflANSFOPM TO ST ANDA PO IlED V AP IATES ••••••••••••••• 
.... 0 DO 4'W K=I.NSTA 
H=1 
DO 4 ~o J =1.NYI?S 
DO 470 1=1012 
H=M+ 1 
IfWIM.KI.GT.TMI GO TO 47[1 
Il =SDI I. KI +0.999 
IF IIZ.EQ .01 GO TO 460 
III ~.KI =1 IlIH.KI -AVI I.KI II SO II.K I 
PEAPSON TYPE III TRANSFf'PM 
Il=ABS ISKEWI I.KI 1.0.9999 
IF II Z. Ell .01 GO TO" 7 n 
TE HP =. 5* SK EW II.K I. tH ~. KI +1 • 
THP= 1. 
IFITEHP.GE.O.IGO TO 450 
TE HP =- TE HP 
TH P= -I • 
450 IlI~.KI=6"ITHP'TEMP"1 1./3.1 -1.I/SKEWII.KI.SKEWII.KI/6. 
GO TO 470 
460 IlIH.KI=O. 
1170 CONTINUE 
480 CONTINUE 
490 CONTINUE 
* • * • • • COMPUTE SUI'S OF 51lU APE5 AND CROSS PPODUCTS ••••••••••• 
DO 600 K=I.NSTA 
KX::K +1 
DO SIn l::K X • NS T A X 
DO ~OO 1=1012 
RA II.K.l I =1 -".1 
SU"A lI.l 1=0. 
SUI1B lI.l 1=0. 
SIl A I I. l I =0. 
SIlRI I.ll =0. 
XPAB lI.l 1=0. 
500 NCABII.LI=O 
51 0 CO NT IN UE 
DO S20 1=1012 
DO 5]5 L =] .K 
515 NCABII.ll=-1 
520 RA II.K.K 1= 1. 
H= ] 
DO 550 J=I.NYRS 
DO 540 1=1012 
H= H+] 
TE~P =Q IH.K I 
IFCTPIP.GT.TMI GO TO S40 
DO 530 L::KX.NSTAX 
SUBSCRIPTS EXCEEDING NSTA QElATf TO PRECEDING MONTH 
lX=L-NSTA 
IF Il X.lT .11 THP::IlI M.ll 
IFILX.GT.OI T!'IP::IlIH-I.lXI 
IFITHo.GT.THI GO TO <;30 
COUNT AND USE ONL Y f:f CORDED PAIRS 
NCAB II.L I=NCAfl Cl.l 1+ 1 
SUHA II .ll=SU~A II .ll+ TE MP 
SUMS II.L I=SU"II'! lI.l 1+ THP 
5ClA( I.ll =Sill II.L I.TE~p·TE"IP 
SIl B I I. LI =s Ill'! II .l 1+ T" P. TM P 
XPAB lI.l I=XPAA lI.l I.TEMP.THP 
530 CO NT INUE 
54 n CO NT IN UE 
550 CONTINUE 
• • • • * • C OH DU TE COP RE l A TI ON CaE FF IC IE NT 5 *.... * * * • • • • • • • • 
DO 5qa 1=1017 
IFCIDGST.LE.OI GO TO 575 
WRIT[16.560lW)III.I<;TAII{I 
5~0 FOPHATII39H RAW COPPElAT ION OJEFFICIENTS FOR MONTHIJ. 12H AT STAT 
110 NI 61 
WR IT E I 6. 570 I I I <; T AI l I .l = 1 • "J S T AI 
.. r 
570 FORMATI9H WITH STA 11~011I101 
515 DO 580 l =II x. NS TA X 
ELIMINATE PAIRS wITH lE<;S THAN 3 YRS DATA 
IFINC4BII.1I.lE.2IGO TO 580 
TE HO =N CA S I 1.1I 
AA II .K .L 1= SU"A II .L II TE HP 
AS II.K .l 1= 5U"A II .l II TE MP 
TH P= IS GA II .L 1- SU~A lI.l I. SUHA II .L 1/ TE HP 1* I SGB II.L 1- SUHA II.L I.SUHB 
1 II .l II TE HP I 
ElI~tNATE PAIRS WITH ZERO VARIANCE PRODUCT 
IFITMP.LE.O.IGO TO 580 
THPB =1. 
TH PA =X PA B I I. II -S UH A I I. II .S UH BI I.L! IT EM P 
RETAIN ALGEBOAIC SI(}J 
IF IT HP A. l T .0.1 T~ PB =- TM PB 
TI1PA=Tlf>hTHPA/TIoP 
THPA =1.- II.-THPA" ITE"IP-l. 1/ IT EMP-2. I 
IF ITMPA.LT .0.1 THPA =0. 
RA II.K .L 1= THPB.T MP h *. 5 
IF Il .6 T. NS TA I GO TO 580 
RA II.L.K I=RA II.K.L I 
AA I I .l .K 1= AB II .K .L I 
A9 II .L .K 1= AA II .K .l I 
580 CO NT IN UE 
IFIIDGST.LE.OI GO TO 596 
WRITEI6.59DI INCABI I.lI.RAI I.K.lloL=loNSTAI 
5q 0 FO RM A T It 2H TH IS H ON TH 121 I II .F f>. 31 I 
WRITEI6.5Q51INCABI 1.1I .RAI I.K.L!.L=NST.AA.NSTAX I 
595 FORHATI12H LAST MONTH III III.F6.31 I 
ELI HI NATE NEGAT IVE alRREL AT IONS 
5':16 DO 597 l=I.NSTAX 
JZ::RAI I.K.ll 
IF IRAI I. K.lI .l T. O •• AND.I l. NE .- II I RAI I.K.ll =0. 
5'l7 CO NT IN UE 
5'!8 CONTINUE 
600 CO NT IN UE 
1;12 TEMP=O. 
IFIIDGST.lE.OJ GO TO qa5 
WR ITEI 6. 31 
* • • * • * P RI NT COR RE lA T I ON M AT R I X • • • • • • • • • 
81500 880 1=1012 
WR ITE 16. 8201 ~O II I 
8?0 FORHATII/40H CONSISTENT CORRELATION HATRIX FOR HONTH 131 
WR IT E I 6. 8251 II S T AI K I • K = \0 N S T JI 
8:>5 F0I?I4ATII3X.JHSTA 18171 
WR JTEI6. 8301 
830 FO RH AT 120 X 01 9H WITH CU RR EN T ~ NTH I 
DO 8110 K=I.NQA 
ello WRITE16.8501 ISTAIKI.IRAII.K 01.. I.l=l.NSTAI 
850 FO 1?14 AT II 6018 F 7 .3 I 
WR ITE16.1!601 
860 FORHATIZOX38H WITH PRECEDING MONTH AT ABOVE STATIONI 
IT P=NS TA +1 
DO 870 K =1.NSTA 
870 WRITEI6.85DIISTAIKI.IRAI I.K.lI.L=ITP.NSTAXI 
8'\0 CaNT INUE 
885 IF IIRCON.LE.OI GO TO ]015 
WRITE16.31 
H=l 
NV AR =N ST A+ 1 
USE A VE RA GE F OR H ON TH PRE CE 0 r NG R EC OR 0 
DO 931 K=I.NSTA 
931 IllleKI =n. 
DO 990 J=I.NYRS 
DO 980 r =1011 
H=H"1 
DO 9 70 K =1 • N S T A 
UP IH.K 1= BL ANK 
IFIGIH.KI.LT.THI GO TO 970 
NI NO P= 0 
FORH CORRELATION ilA TR IX FOR EACH MISSING FLOW 
DO 950 L=I.NSTA 
LX =L +fI/ ST A 
IFll-KI9311.932.933 
932 NI NO P:: NI NO P+ ] 
XI NINOPI::Q I"'-l.l I 
AC IN INOP 1= AS II.K.l XI -A AlI. K .lX I 
RI L. NVAR I=RA II.K.l XI 
GO TO 935 
933 IFIQII'!.l'.GT.TMI GO TO 950 
934 NINDP::NINDP+\ 
«= 
... 
,. 
XI NINOPI =0 1M .ll 
AC ININOP 1= AS II.K .ll- AA II.K.l I 
RI NINOP. NVAR I=RA II.K.L I 
935 ITP=NINOP 
RI lTP.lTPI =1. 
DO q 4 0 L A= l. NS TA 
IFIlA.EG.ll GO TO 9110 
JX =L A+ NS TA 
• 
IF IL.E G. KI GO TO 936 
IFIOIM.lAI.GT.TH.ANO.lA.t£.K I GO TO 'lifO 
IT P= IT P+ I 
IF Il A. EO .K I R I N IN !P • I TP 1 = RA I I 01.. • J X I 
IF Il A. NE .K I R I N IN !P .r Tp 1= RA I I 01.. .l A I 
GO TO 939 
936 IFIOIH.lAI.GT.TH) GO TO 9110 
IT P= IT P+ I 
RI NI NO P. If 1'1 =R AI I. LA.l X I 
ADD SYHHETRICAl ELEI£NT5 
939 RIITP.NINOPI=RININOPoITP) 
911 0 CO NT INUE 
950 CONTINUE 
IT HP =N IN OP + I 
DO 952 L=I.NINOP 
qS2 RIl.IfMPI=Pll.NVARI 
'lS 5 
'l60 
q10 
980 
990 
993 
1 qq" 
qq 5 
1 Qq 5 
CAll CRDUlIR .DTRMC .NINOP .fll 
ADD RAN OOH COMPONEN T TO pRE<;FRVE VARIANCE 
TE MP =R AN II ARGI 
THP=RANI lARG I 
TE MP =1 -2.' AI.. OG IT EM PI I ••• 5* 51 NI 6." 83 2' T MP ) 
COHPUTE FLOW 
IF 10TRHC.LE.l •• ANO.OTRHC.GE.O.1 GO TO 955 
WRITE IG.7) I.K.DTRMC 
IF lOT RH C. G T • 1 • lOT R MC = 1 • 
IF 10TRHC.LT.0.1 OTRHC=O. 
Al =1 I. -0 TR MC I' -. 5 
TE MP =T EM P. Al 
DO 960 l ~I.NINOP 
TEMP =TEHP+SI 1I-1 XI LI -ACI II I 
OIM.KI=TEHP 
GR IM.K I=E 
CONTINUE 
CO NT IN UE 
CONT INUE 
IF IK IP.E O. 21 GO TO l'lq" 
WRITE 16.9931 
FORMATI33H R[CORDEO AND RECOr.6T!TUTED FLOWSI 
AN YR S= NY RS 
DO 101 I K= I • NS T A 
IF IK II' .E O. 21 G a TO 1 'l q 5 
WR IT E I 6. 995) 1'10 I II • I = I. 121 
FORMATlIllH STA YEAR l:?I8.f,X.5HTOTAl I 
~I 
DO 1 q'l 9 J= I • NY RS 
IT P=O 
00 997 I ~ I • 12 
~M+I 
TEMP::t} 1M .K 1 
CONVERT STANOARO DEVIATES TO FLOWS 
TM P= SK fW I I • K I 
IF IT '11' 12000.2nDI 0700£1 
2£100 TEMP=I ITMP-I TEHP-TMP/6.1/6.+I. ),'3 -I.I'7./TMP 
2001 IFIGRIM.KI.NF..EI GO TO 992 
IFITEMP.GT.7 •• AND.';0II.I(J.GT •• JI TEHP=2.+ITEHP-2.lo.J/501l.KJ 
THP=I-2.115KEWII.~ ) 
IFISKEWI1.KII'l'1I.'l'l2.9'lQ 
'1'11 1FlTf"'P.GT.TMPI TEMP=HIP 
GO TO 992 
'lqll IF ITEMP.LT .T'1P I TEMP=TMP 
'lQ 2 TH P= TE MP • ':> 0 I I. K I +A V I I. K I 
Q 1M. K I = 10 ••• TM P- 00 I I • K I 
IFIOIM.KJ.LT.O.I QfM.KJ=n. 
OM II 1= QR 1'1.1< 1 
9'16 JQ fIl=OI I'1.KI +.5 
qq 7 IT P= IT P+ 10 II 1 
IY R= IV RA +J 
IF IK IP .E 0.2 I GO T 0 1'1 q'l 
IF II PC HO .L E .01 GO T (\ 'lq 8 
WRITE 17.!;1 ISTA IKIoIYR.IIQI n .r=lol71 
qq 8 WI' IT E I h. '19 91 1ST A I K I • I YR. I I 0 C II • Q M ( I I • [ = 1. 12 I • IT P 
qQ'l FORMATIlX.III.I6.18.AI.111I1.A1I.IIOI 
1 'l'! 9 CO NT IN UE 
C • - •• -RECOMPUTE MEAN AND STANJARO DEVIATION _ 0 0 0 ••••••••••• 
1000 DO IDOl 1= I.I? 
AV II.K 1=0. 
IDOl 5011.1( 1=0. 
M=I 
DO 1003 J= I • NY RS 
00 1002 1=1.17 
M=H+ 1 
TE HI' =A lO G 10 1M. K I +0 QI I. K I I 
AV II .K 1= AV II .K 1+ TE MP 
1002 SDII.KI=SOII.I<I+TEMp.TEHp 
1003 CONTINUE 
00 1004 1=1.17 
TE HI' =A VI I. K I 
TM 1'= IS 01 I. KI -T EH po TE MP IA NY RS V I ANY RS -1.1 
SO II.K 1= TMP". 5 •• 1I~1I2'l1l5 
10011 AV II.K I=TEMP/ANYRS'.1I3I1Z9"5 
1011 CONT INUE 
C PRINT ADJUSTED FREOUENCY STATISTICS 
IFIKIP.EO.21 GO TO 1015 
WRITEI6.31 
WRITEI6ol0121 
1012 FORH AT 1130H AOJU<;T ED F RE OUEN CY S TA TI 5T ICS I 
DO 1013 K= 10 NS TA 
WR ITE 16.3151 IHOI II .1 =1 0121 
WRITE 16.3621 ISTAIKI"AVII.Kld=lol21 
WR IT E 16 oJ 611 1 I S 01 I. K I • I = 1 • I 21 
WR IT E 16. 366 1 IS KE W I I. K) .r = I 012 ) 
WRITE 160368) 10011.KI.I=10121 
101 3 CO NT IN UE 
C •••••• FLO W GE NE PA T ION E OU AT IONS • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • * * * * * 
lOIS NINOP=NSTA 
NV AR =N ST A+ 1 
DO 10qO 1=1012 
II' =1-1 
IF I II' .L T. III P= 12 
DO I 0 q 0 K= 1 • NS T A 
DO 1 Of; 0 l= 1 • NS TA 
CORRELATIONS IN CURJ:£NT MONTH 
IF I l. GE .K 1 GO T 0 1055 
RI L. NVAR I=RA II.K.L I 
DO 10<; 2 LA =l • N S T A 
lX =L A+NS TA 
IF I L A .l T. K I R I l .l A I =R A I I. l. LA I 
IF ILA.GE.KI Rll.LAI=PAII.L.lXI 
InS2 RILA.ll=RIl.LAI 
GO TO 1060 
C OR RE LA TI ON 5 wITH I' DE CEO I NG M 0 NTH 
I nc; 5 LX =L +N ST A 
I'll. NV AR 1= RA II • K .L X I 
DO 1057 lA=L.N5TA 
R fL. lA 1= RA II 0 .l. lA I 
1057 RILA.ll=RIl.UI 
1060 CO NT IN UE 
C == === == 
1065 CALL CROUTIR.OlRMC.NINOP.RI 
C ===== 
DO 1070 L=IoN':>TA 
1010 SETAII.K.ll=BIlI 
IFIDTRMC.LE.I.I GO TO 107R 
WPlTE 160107?II.K.OTR"C 
1072 FORMAT 13"H TNCONSI5TENT rORREL MATRIX FOP 1= I3.IIH K=I2. 
I 8 H 0 TR MC = F F; • J I 
OTRMC=I. 
1018 IFIDTRMC.GE.O.I GO TO 107'1 
lIP IT r I 6. 71 I. K. OT PM C 
OTRMC=O. 
1019 Al CF T( I. K I =1 1. -D TP MC )0 _. 5 
lOAD CONTINUE 
10qO CONTINUE 
C • - GENERAT E FLOWS - •• * ••• - •• * •••••••••••••• 
lO'l1 JA =1 
N=n 
MA =0 
1095 DO lInD K=I.NSTA 
1 10 0 QP PE V I )( I = 0 • 
C GENEPATE 2 YEARS FOP OI'CAR01NG 
NJ =:? 
JX =- '2 
GO TO 5106 
S EO Uf NC E NO.. '1 
110S WR IrE I 6. 31 
N:: N+ 1 
IF IKIP.E(J.;>I GO TO 5106 
WR ITE I 6.11U61 
1106 FORMATI16H GENERATED FLOWSI 
5106 JXTHP=JX 
00 3 107 1(= 1 • NS TA 
00 3106 1= 101" 
I'ol.. GI J. 1(1 =0 
AVGI I.KI =0. 
SOVIJ.KI=O. 
310 6 CO NT IN UE 
3 10 7 CO NT I'l UE 
1 1 U 8 00 31;> 5 J= JA • N J 
M=17'IJ-ll+l 
JX =J X+ 1 
00 II? 5 1= 1 .t;> 
M=H+ 1 
00 1 1;>0 K= t. NS TA 
C R AN 00 'I CO MP ON EN T 
1 III TE MP =R AN II AR GI 
T'" P= RAN I 14 RG I 
MONTH NO •• JX 
TE MP =-1 -;> •• AL OG IT EM PI I". <;. S I Nt 6.;> 83;>' T HP I 
TE MP =T EH p. AL CF TIl. K I 
GENERATE CORPELUEO STANOARO DEVIATE 
00 1 1 1 0 L= 1 • NS T A 
THP=(JPREVIll 
IF IL.L T.KI THP=(JI M.ll 
1 11 0 TE MP =T [H P+ BE T A II • K • L I' T M P 
I'ol.. GI I.KI =NLG II.K 1+ I 
AV GI I. KI =AVG II .K 1+ TE MP 
SO V I I • K I =s OV II • K 1+ T E lOP • T rIO P 
(JI,...KI=TEMP 
OPRE VI KI =TrMP 
1 PO CONT INUE 
I I" 5 CO NT IN UE 
31;> 5 CO NT IN UE 
DO 1130 K=I.NSTA 
I 
I, 
Y [A R NO. 
1122 IFINJ+JXTHP.GT.O.ANO.KIP.E(J.ll WPITfle;.9951 IMOIIl.I=lo1;>1 
00 3126 1= 1 ol? 
TE "'P =N LG 1 I • I( I 
AVGI I.KI =AVG II.K I/TE..,P 
SOVI T.I(I =1 ISOVIl.K I-AVGI 101(1 "2olEMP lITEMP 1".5 
IF INLG II.K I. rr.1 9. AND. KIP. E(J .11 WP IT EI 6 .51261 IS TA II( I.HO IlI.AVGI I. 
11(1.SOVII.1(1 
3126 CONTINUE 
5126 FO PH AT I <lH S TA I <I .8 H 
JX =J XT HP 
MONTHI~.7H MEANF6.3ol0H STO OEVF5.31 
DO 3129 J=JA.NJ 
JX =J X+ 1 
H= 12*J-Il 
If IJX.LE.Ol GO TO HZ9 
IT P=O 
DO 1129 1=t.12 
H= H+ I 
TRANSFORM TO LOG PE N'1S0N TYPE III VARIATE IfLOWI 
TM P= 5K Ell II • I( I 
Il =AJlS ISKEWI I.KI 1+0. 9'l99 
IF IT? Ell .0 I GO TO) 17 e; 
If I NL G I I. K I .G T. 19 I QI M. K I = I (l( M • K I -A VG II. K II IS OV II • K I 
THP= I I TMP' I(J IM.K 1- TMP/e;. lIe;. +1 .1 .. 3 -1.1'2.1 THP 
TE MP = I -2 • I IS I'E II 1 I. K I 
IfISKEWII.KII1173011260112<1 
1 1" 3 IF IT,..D .G T. TE HP IT MP =T E" P 
GO TO 1127 
1 l? <I If IT "P .L T. TE MP I T" P= TE MP 
GO TO 1127 
1 1 7 6 TM P= Il 1M. K I 
1 127 IF IT "'P .G T. 2 •• A NO • SOl t. K I .G T •• ~ I T,.. P=2. +1 T MP- 2. I •• 3/S IJ 1 I. K I 
TM P= TM P. SO II • K 1+ AV II • K I 
(JI".KI =10."THP-00 II.K I 
3178 IF I(JI,...KI.LT.(1.1 QI,...KI=O. 
1128I(JIII=(JIl'1.KI+.5 
IT P= IT P+ I(J 1 I I 
1129 CONT INUE 
l(J 1 1 ~ I =1 TP 
IFIKJD.EQ.21 GO TO 31?'l 
WRITE 160111 ISTAIKI.JX,(IQI noI=lol31 
IF II PC: H(J .L E. [11 GO T 0 ~ 1 2 "J 
~ 
WRITE (7.61 ISTAIKI.JXdIOIlI.I::lol21 
3129 CONT INUE 
IUD CONTINUE 
1 250 NJ = N YH XG 
C GO TO N EW J OB 
1270 IF INYRG.LE.OI GO Til Inl 
If INJ.GT .NYRGI NJ:::NYRG 
NT RG =N YR G- NJ 
60 TO ll05 
1271 If INSTA. E(J.1I GO TO 1275 
H= I 
DO 1273 J=1.NYHXG 
00 I 27 3 1= 1.1 <' 
H= 111+ 1 
TEMA =!l IH .31.0. 50 
TEMB =(J IH .;n.o. 50 
IfITEMA.GT.2.135OJTE"A=2.1350 
If IT EM B. 6 T .2 • 1 35 OJ T E IIIB = 2 • 1 350 
GIM.II ::(JIH.ll+TEMA+TEMB 
1 27 3 CO NT IN UE 
127 5 RE TURN 
END 
Olf OR • I S CR OU T. CR OU T 
SUBROUTINE CI10UT IRX.IJTRMC.NII'{lP.BI 
01 HE NS 10 N B I <' 0 I • RI 100\ 11 .R X I 10. 1I I 
DOUBLE PRECISION R.B.IH 
NV AR =N IN OP + 1 
DO 5 J=l.NINnP 
DO <I K =1 .NVAI1 
q I J. K I ::R X I J. K I 
CO NT INUE 
IF IN IN DP .G T. 11 GO TO 10 
BI II =R 1t.211111 1.11 
OT RH C= BIll 08 I I I 
RE TURN 
••••• • OERIVED MATPIX ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10 DO 20 K=7.NVAR 
70 RII.KI=RIl.KIIRllo11 
00 6 [1 K= 2 • NI NO P 
ITP=K-l 
00 .. 0 J= K • N I NO P 
00 30 1= I .rlP 
L= K- I 
30 R( J.KI::R IJ.K I-RI J.uop IL.K I 
IfIJ.EG.KI GO TO <10 
R( K.JI =R IJ.K IIRI K.KI 
II 0 CO NT INUE 
DO 50 1= lollP 
L=K- I 
50 RI K. NVAR I=RI K.NVAI1I-111 L.NVAR '" RI K.lI 
60 RI K. NVlR I::RI K.NVAR 1/111 K.KI 
••••• • 8ACM' SOLUTION ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
BI NINOPI =R ININOP .NVlRI 
00 80 1= 2. NI NO P 
J=NVAR-I 
IX =1-1 
BIJI::I?IJ.NVAPI 
00 70 L= 1. I X 
K= J+ L 
70 BIJI=BIJI-FHKloRIJ.KI 
80 CONTINUE 
OTRHC=O. 
0090 J=1.NINOP 
'10 OTRMC=OTRHC+!lIJloRXI J.NVAR I 
RE TURN 
END 
Suggestions for More Efficient Use of the Operating Rule Program 
The user may be somewhat bewildered as to the 
proper formulation of certain input parameters to achieve 
the desired objectives. Therefore a few suggestions are 
made for getting started on a computation. 
The projected water demand is satisfied by two 
components: (1) the natural yield of the system, and (2) 
the supplement from the desalting plant. The natural yield 
of the system is determined by the program and is not 
known beforehand. This makes selection of the trial plant 
size somewhat difficult. If the plant size selected is too 
small, then even the high yield producing rules fall short 
of the required demand. On the other hand, if the plant 
selected is too large, the lower yield producing rules 
exceed the target demand. In either case, the set of 
feasible rules cannot be determined and the computer 
time involved is wasted. Experience with the program has 
shown that a plant size 1.30 times the required increase in 
firm yield is usually near optimal. 
To decrease the wasted computer time, a pilot run 
should be made utilizing the best information available 
about the physical system under study and with the trial 
plant size suggested above. Select one or two operating 
rules and make a run using two or three periods. If one 
high and one low yield producing rule are used, the results 
will indicate an upper and lower limit on the firm yield 
for the given plant size. Actually, the information gained 
is twofold. First, the ability of the selected plant to 
produce the required yield can be judged, and second, if 
the plant is adequate, information is gained for formu-
lating the operating rules. If the required demand is in the 
range of the high yield producing rules, then the lower 
yield producing rules need not be considered, and vice 
versa. By judicious selection of the operating rules, the 
computational effort can be greatly reduced. 
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APPENDIX B 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE NO STORAGE 
VERSION OF THE OPERATING RULE 
PROGRAM AND ITS APPLICATION 
Input Data Required by the NOSTOR Program 
A. Job identification card. The first card contains 
from 1 to 80 columns of hollerith information specified 
by the program user to identify a particular job. 
B. Specification card. This card contains the para-
meters that control the operation of the program. 
Variable Card 
Name Columns 
NPER 1-2 
NYP 3-4 
NPSC 5-6 
IYEAR 8 
IFLOW 10 
NMOD 11-12 
NSTD 13-14 
KIP 16 
Definition 
number of periods of generated 
streamflow used in the determina-
t ion of the required desalting 
plant capacity. 
number of years in a period. 
number of periods of generated 
streamflow used in the simulation 
for determining costs. 
specifies the type year used in the 
study. 
1 =calendar year (January to 
December). 
2=water year (October to Septem-
ber). 
input option for the historical 
streamflow data. 
1 =monthly flow values are in 
cubic feet per second (cfs). 
2=monthly flow values are in mil-
lion gallons per day (MGD). 
number of modules desired to 
build the plant up to its required 
capacity. 
number of ~ndard deviations to 
be added to D for determining the 
required desalting plant capacity 
(-3 ~ NSTD ~ 3). 
p rin t out option for generated 
streamflow values. 
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KIO 18 
I =printout statistics of historic 
data and the monthly values of 
the generated streamflow for each 
period. 
2=no printout. 
printout option in the simulation 
analysis. 
I =outpu t a summary by year of 
the plant operation. 
2=suppress the printout. 
C. Design demand rate and monthly demand co-
efficients. 
DDR design demand rate, i.e., end of planning peri-
od demand rate expressed in millions of gal-
lons per day (columns 1-10). 
DC array of monthly demand coefficients 
(12F5.0 starting in column 11). 
D. Parameters for specifying the demand growth 
function. 
KDF 2 
CDEM 11-20 
AD 21-30 
BD 31-40 
UD 41-50 
WD 51-60 
specifies the nature of the demand 
growth. 
1 =constant . 
2=constant slope, i.e., linear in-
crease with time. 
3=exponential function. 
design demand rate, used if KDF 
=1. 
year zero (intercept) of the linear 
demand function, required if KDF 
=2. 
slope of the linear demand func-
tion, required if KDF = 2. 
upper limit (asymptote) of the 
exponential demand function, 
required if KDF = 3. 
difference between UD and the 
demand rate in year zero, required 
ifKDF = 3. 
AF 61-70 exponent of e that defines the 
rate of growth, required if KDF = 
3. 
E. Coefficients that constrain the amount of 
water that can be withdrawn. 
PSDA monthly coefficients (decimal fractions) ex-
pressing the percentage of the natural flow 
that can be withdrawn for consumption 
(12F5.0 starting in column I). 
F. Data required for generating streamflow se-
quences. 
(a) Identification card contains hollerith information 
specified by the user to identify the data being used. Must 
have an A in column 1. 
(b) Control parameters (right hand justified in their re-
spective fields). 
lYRA 5-8 
IMNTH 15-16 
IMSNG 23-24 
ITEST 31-32 
IRCON 39-40 
NSTA 47-48 
IPCHQ 55-56 
earliest year of record at any of 
the stations for which flows are to 
be generated. 
calendar month number of first 
month of year being used, ex., if 
water year is specified IMNTH = 
10. 
indicator, any positive number for 
estimating missing correlation co-
efficients. 
indicator, any positive number 
calls for a consistency test of cor-
relation matrices. 
indicator, any positive number 
calls for reconstitution of missing 
data. 
number of streamflow stations at 
which flows are to be generated. 
indicator, any number greater 
than 0 calls for output of the 
generated flows on magnetic tape. 
(c) Historic streamflow data. 
ISTAN 1-6 station number (right hand justi-
fied). 
IYR 11-14 year of record. 
QM 15-74 array of monthly flows for year 
IYR (12F5.0). 
Repeat (c) for each year of streamflow and for each sta-
tion. 
(d) Blank card, terminates the streamflow input. 
G. Desalting plant cost data. 
(a) Operating load factors. 
NOFF 1-2 
FACT 6-45 
number of load factors to be used 
in the cost analysis. 
yearly operational load factors ex-
pressed in percent of a year that a 
plant or module operates (8F5.0). 
(b) Operating and maintenance cost coefficients. 
COEF 1-80 multi plica tive coefficients for 
determining yearly operating and 
maintenance costs as a function of 
load factor. Either the coefficients 
or data from which coefficients 
are derived were furnished by 
ORNL (8F 1 0.0). 
(c) Desalting plant cost equations (constants and expo-
nents). 
CNO 
EXNO 
CTN 
EXTN 
1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
constant in the equation for com-
puting operating and maintenance 
costs at zero load factor. 
exponent of plant size in the zero 
load factor operating equation. 
constant in the equation for com-
puting turn-on and turn-off costs. 
exponent of plant size in the 
equation for computing the turn-
on and turn-off costs. 
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COP 41-50 constant in the equation for com- CCP 61-70 constant in the equation for com-
puting operating costs for load puting capital cost of the module. 
factors> O. 
EXOP 51-60 Exponent of plant size in the EXCP 71-80 exponent of plant size in the 
operating cost equations. capital cost equation. 
, 
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iiF OR , I <; Ni"' ~ T (lP ,N '1') T f) P 
C NO STOP~Gr I'1r.Lr"~ETATrr"J 
COMMr"!/PLOCLI1 (olll,C.) 
CO"Mn"l/PLOC'l1 'lSl,,1 (H'.=.I: I, K'l H r 01, K'l 1'1' (SO I ,~VFAP (101 ,NMODO (II) I, 
INOrO"(~UI 
CO"MON I'1LO(71T Y 
OIMEN<;ION OC(17I,PSCA( 1?),"Nn,A(1 '),M~·!T~P.(I7I.OMAX (lDl1l,FLOW(ILtOl, 
I "0 "T ~ ( 100 I ,"I i'l OP (I 71 ," FC IT ( 'il.) ,M 1'0 (Sn I , AN CST ( c,1J) ," or AV ( SO I , F I" T (70 I 
DATA MNT4A/4HJ4N ,4f'F>':\ ,4HMlIR ,4HAo<; ,4HI14Y ,4H.JUNE,4HJULY, 
14H~LJr, ,4;;<;[PT,4H'lC T .4WHlV ,4'-1 [lEC I 
(1AH '"!IITHfl/4HOCT ,4HNi"'V ,4r1[lr~ ,4HJA" ,"HFE'I ,4HMAR ,4HAPR , 
14H"AY ,4HJUNr,4f-lJULY,4HAUG ,4·!')~DTI 
[lATA fA/'iH(IH ,I,F<;~"/4HI[LX,"FT/4Hllr:",FF/~4IS",FC/"H II 
I RE AD ( c. ol (I au I 
I on I) FO R" • T (804 
1 
WR IT E ( f" I [JO III 
RfAO«,IOOII r·'PER.Nyo,ND<;(,IY<AR,IFLO",NMOO,NSTO,~IP,~IO 
l[lnl F"ORM6T ('3I?! 
RE AD ('i, 10 (lSI '1 rp ,( nc (T I, I~ I, I? I 
lone; FORMAT(FIll.L.:ol2F<'.OI 
'If AD ( c; , I 11 ) ill I( ilF ,C f'E " , A'l • q 0, 'fJ , w n , A F 
lOI0fORI"UlI",aX,f'Fln.OI 
PE AD ( <; , 10 Ilf' I (D5 OA (I I , 1= 1 , I ? I 
100fi FORMAT 112FS.III 
S WRrrf(&,?[J[)OI 'IPEP,!IIyp,"'Psr,IYfAQ.IFLOW,OOR,~IO,KIP 
? on 0 FORM A T ( 1 H 0 , ' N ~. OF P ~Q 10 OS PJ ANAL Y 5 IS = '13, I 1 H ,'NO. OF Y [ A R SIN 
1EA(H PERIon='13,I\H ,''''0. OF oERI(lL'S IN COST 5I,,='I3,/1H 'IYfAR::' 
;>17,/IH ,'IFLO'.='I;>,/lH ,'rESIGN [·["MANn PATf.='F7.0,/IH ,'KIO::'I?,/l 
~ H .' K I P= 'I ;> I 
GO T () (1 n , 1 1 I , I Y EA P 
1 (l WR IT [ IE>, "nil \ I I M NT HAl I 10 1- 1 ol 1I 
2nnl FOR"AT IlHO,27Xol2Afil 
GO Tal 7 
11 WRITC(fi,2'HJ11 PINTHD(IIoI=lol?1 
12 WPITF(f',,?L11J?1 (DC( I1,I=lol71 
? on;> I'D PM or I p·w, ' "PIA NO (fl' FF IC IE "I: S 'S X'] 7 F". ?J 
WRIT>( r·,2(1I'.~I (D<;DA( I1oI=I,l71 
2 nn 3 I'D RM A T (J H n , ' <: r RC:: AM n I v ['I <:! 'IN : (" Fl'. ',p C" 5 • ~ I 
WR J T E ( F,., 7nn 4) )(:' v. CO r'A, A. f). ?!l ,u I~' ,;.J =- • A F 
20n4 FOR"AT(lHu,'nC"'1AN:~ FU~!CTI0N "4TA'/\H ,'CO:)~='I?,SX'Crf"'='FF.O,5X 
1 'A 0= 'F 6. I) ... 5 X 'n 0:: 'F 4. 1 • S x IlJ I):: 'F ~, • n • SX t W [1:: • F;; • n , S x • A F:: 'F F- • ~ » 
FM T ( 1 I oF A 
FM T! 71 =1' T 
F~ T( ~ I =F T 
F"T( ~ I =F<;KP 
J= S 
00 I ~ 1= I , NM Of' 
FM T ( J I oF I' 
J= J+ \ 
\ <; CO NT I'JUE 
F" T ( J 10FT 
FMTI J+ 11 =FT 
F" T( J+ 71 =FT 
F" T ( .1+ 11 =F C 
I a QG ::-' '3~ I) ~ 1 
I):' ~'l '1= I ,"IPF" 
NYG=NVP 
CALL r. NF L 0 (N v G ,K IP .r Fl. a w or Y r ti:> I 
R[TIIP~ FPOl" GNFLr. WITH !\iVD YfAP< C'F MONTHLY FLOII~ IN ~·'.G.D. 
T'I A X ='1 • 
'1= ) 
DO ? <; J= 1 , N Y D 
DO ~ 0 1= 1 ,I? 
'1= ,,+ I 
[l = DO R 0 ')( II I - 0 1M, II 0 P Sf' A ( II 
IF (O.L T. TMAX I GO TO ?fI 
TM A X =u 
".X =" 
IX =r 
?Il CONTINUE" 
75 CaNT l"lUf 
OM A X ('1 1= T'I AX 
FL Ow (N ) = 'l ( 'I X • 1 I 
"(1 NT ''I "II =J X 
1 n cnNT l"uf 
1,..11' rT~ (6. )n';(I) 
l fie' n FO D~ ~ T ( L H 1, ' -I"'!X '""' (; 1" f.' ) 
c::::n M:: 1-. 
C:11 ~~ ::1'. 
r·C' ... ..-, ~': It""=> F '? 
.. 
Wfl IT E I h' ?1l1 I) I r:JM 4X (N I, FL 0101 (,~ ), M ~ NT H( ,.., I 
lOlIl FOIl-UTIlH ,2 r J5.?ollf11 
SOM::SOM+OM4X (N I 
SOM5=5DMS+OMA~ (N 10 n~A1 (IIJ I 
~ 5 CO NT IN UE 
DMAXR=SDM/NDfll 
STO=SORT I( SOM<;-5 (}< 0<; O"IIlDf III I( NPfll-II I 
WR HE( fi, lOZOI OM AX P ,ST 0 
2070 FOIlMAT(IHO,'MFAN='F7.7, InX'5 T r.!II[JADD DFVIATION='F7.71 
CA PT =OMA X8 +N~T D' <;T 0 
KAPM =r AP T/NMOO +U.'1'3 0 
IoIR HE I f,. "OIll KA P" 
2011 FORMAT{lHo,'rALCULATFl "nnULf SIlE='ISI 
C OETERMINE THIO """'UL AD CONFIGURATION WITH RESPECT TO TTM~ 
MYEARIlI=l 
NM 00 0111 =1 
FY 1010 =nOR -DMA XI< 
NM =1 
N= n 
DO 50 J= I ,NYP 
IF I N po!. EO .1';) [,0 T a ~ q 
K= J+ 1 
YO ::0 EMF ( KO I' , ~ , CD fM , An, flO ,U 0 , Wo , A F I 
KFLAG=l 
"6 TE 'I:: F Y 1010 +N M. K A PM 
JFIVO.LT.TEMI GO TO ~'1 
IFIKFLAG.EQ.II NoN+I 
KFlAG=2 
NM oNM+ 1 
MYEAR(NI=J 
NMOOO(NI =NM 
GO TO 4fi 
4'3 MOOAV( JI =NM 
c; 0 CO "!T IN UE 
OUTPUT THf MODULAR GlN5TOUCTlON ;(~fQUL[ 
NM C= IIJ 
WR IT E , 6, 2040 I (M YF AP (N I , NM 00 1'( N I ,N = 1 ,N MC I 
20110 FORMAT(JHO,'MODULAR CO'·!5TQUCTTGN <'CHrnULE'/IHo,'YfA" OF PERIOO'lOX 
1 'MODULI'S IN r.DEPATIO~"1I (1In,"5X,1711 
AVC5 T=n. 
lY =7qP'5.~) 
00 1<'0 N=I,NPSC 
C SIMl..LATr ClPFRATtO~ T!J ORTAlf'! THf COC::;T •• * ............. * ••••••••••••••••• 
NO =0 
00 Ii t; J= 1 , IIJ Y P 
KON( JI =n 
KO FF (J 1= n 
00 54 L= 1 ol 0 
MSUM (L ,J 1::0 
"II CO NT TN UE 
C; 5 CO NT IN UE 
NT G= NY P 
CALL r; NF U) (N Y G ,~ IP ,y ~L 0 II .r Y f IIR I 
MOOOD( 11 =[J 
..,= 1 
00 'lS J=l,NYP 
DO Q Ii 1= 1 ,I? 
M= '1+ 1 
DO ::0 f~ F ( KO F , J, cn r" , ~ 'I, ~Q ,U 0, w'" , A Fl.') C 1 I I 
MOOOP(I+II=[J 
O=OO-() (M ,I ""<;DA II I 
IF 10 • LT. O. I r; 0 TOil Ii 
OETUIMI"!E THE "JU"IB<:R flF "OOULES NE".:[l>O TI' PRFVOn A DEFICIT 
TE '1= 01 KA PM 
KTEM=TFM 
FM =TEM...;( TE" 
JF'FM.GT.IJ.ll KTI)'=JlTFM+) 
MOOOP( I+) I =KTF M 
IF(~TEM.Lf."(l"!AV(J1I GO Tf) lie; 
NO =NO+ I 
4V::1"0r)AVIJlo~APM +(l,.."lI,P5rA( II 
OF ry T( NO 1= 00 -A V 
M"O( NO I=M 
Me' 00 P ( 1+ 1 I ='1 cr, 4 v (J I 
~ 'i CO NT 1"1 UE 
<; UM MA PI 7f THE 0 Of RA TI O!ll FOR T Hf Yf A P 
'1M A X =" GO 00 ( ? I 
00 'lll I=2,J1 
K= '10 rn P ( I) -'" e" ~p I I -[ I 
IF(~.E().n.4NO.,..OOOF(TI.[G.IJ) r:O TO 'JI· 
1F(~.LT.OI GfJ TO 9~ . 
• 
-
1(0 'II J' :1< 0'1 IJ ,+ y. 
GO TO 37 
or, KOFFIJI=I{I)'FIJI-~ 
q 7 KK ='" r.r OP II I 
IF IK K • LE ." MA XI G (l T" 0 'I 
"1M A X =K K 
A9 IFIKK.EQ.OI GO TO 'In 
00 A ~ L= I • KK 
MSUM Il.J I=M5UM Il.J 1+ I 
R R CO NTIN UE 
'10 rONT IfJUE 
MO DO PIli =M n(l (lO I I ~, 
"1000 PI JI =MMA X 
'IS CO'-lTJNUE 
C 4ll COS T( "IV p. UA C. K A pM I 
IFIK!O.E::l.71 GO TO 1,,0 
• 
OUTPUT THf SU~IM APY "F T H '10 DULf ') PE!;>A TI Oil! 
WRTTFI ".211211 "I 
7071 FORMAT!lHI.·"PfRATIO'; OF THE "QOULAP PLANT FOQ PERIOD "10.'13.//1 
DO trlfl J=I,NYP 
WR IT f ( 6, F M T I J. M OD A V I J I. ( .. S U "I L , J I • L = 1 , N MOD I • K ON I J I • K OFF I J I , NO DO P 
I IJ I 
100 CO NT INUE 
WRITEIE,,70721 NMOD 
7072 FOPMAT ClHIl.' COL. 1 IS THE vE M"IIH • ·cOL. 2 IS THE" NUM2EP OF MODUL 
IfS AVA!LA'Hf'/JH .'THF NfXT'n.' (,OLUI'''5 ARE THF NO. OF MONTHS THA 
;>T EACI-1 M('nUlr OPfRATfn'/IH .'T4£ LAST, COLU'1NS ARf THE MO['UlF TUR 
~ "L N'. TU DN -0 FF. AN r, N(\. (1P ER AT ['J PES Pf rr I v EL Y , I 
IF I'-ID.EO .01 GO TO I"'l 
WRJTflli.?0;>31 '10.N.I f,-FCITILI .'1Mflfl I.L=I."n, 
;>0 7 3 FO"'UTIIHf),'THfRf WFO"I3.2X'I,EFfrn<; TI'. PERIOO'I3/IHO. 
I'AMOUNT MONTH rCCU"t:O'/IH oCF6.2.I"XI311 
1"9 ANfSHNI=UAr. 
AV C5 T = AV C5 T + lJ A C 
1<;0 CaNT I"'Uf 
A V CS T = AV CST IN 
WO IT E" I (;. 2 n 24 I I A 'lC <; T (" I • N= I • >P 5 C I 
7 n:>" Fa PM AT 11 H n 01 flF I 2. i1 I 
wRITflE,.7fl2<;1 AVC,)T 
7 n" S FO Il:~ A T I I H 11. ' lJI~ IF aD" AfHJIJ AL C::C; T = • F I :> .111 
ST OP 
["'0 
iilFOPolS r.O<;T.COST 
SUPPOlJlI"'E C(l<;T( NVP.UAC,KAPI" I 
COMMON I;JLOCI3 I ~s liM I I n.~(J I. KO 'J( <; UI. KO rF IS[J I .'1YEAR I IIlI .NMODO I 10 I. 
INOOOPI SOl 
DIMENSION carr 1111I.rA~TI 101 
OAT A I( fN T / I I • A I I H- / • rt ZH o. I 
QE AL TNT 
IF IKf"T.EO.71 GO TO In 
KE '-IT =? 
PEAOI"lnOOI NOFF. IFACTI JI.J=I,N~FFI 
I;>E AD 1 0 • In 0 I I I CO fF I J I , J= I • NO r, I 
I nn 0 FORM AT II 2 • 3 X • ~ F S • rll 
I'Jn I Fa RM A T 18 Fin. 111 
OEAO(<;.IOOII CNfJ.!CxNr.CTN.[XTN,CDP,ExI1P.CCP.fXCP 
CAP=CCO. KAP'1·. EX CP 
RE AD Ie, .IOll21 FIX.I NT.rSL F 
J nn 2 Fa 11M A T I 3 F I P. n I 
C au TP UT THE COS T OA TA 
WR ITf 16. 20fll1 I ns LF 
2nfl[J F"OIlMATClHO.'CO<;f DATA FOD. A '1: SIGN LeAD FACTOR OF',F4.01 
WR ITFI G, 2001 I IF Ar T( JI.J =I.N cr r I 
WP IT fIE,. 2101 I I co fF I J I • J= I , NO ~ I 
2nnl FOPMATIIHO,'OPE'IATING lJAn FACTOD'; AOF'8F/?01 
21nl FORI"HIIH ,'THE mC;T rOE~Ir.IENTS APr '8FP.',//1 
WI? IT[I Eo. 7nO;>1 (NO, h. r. [XNC 
~on2 FORMATIIHo.'faUATION 11SE(I TN TH (O';T rO,'1 P UTATION5'I)HO,'OPER. AT 7 
lERO L'lAf' FACTCR'Hlx'rnST='F8.I"AI.'';'A2.FG.41 
wRITf(£,,20031 CTN.A.r.£Xfr, 
;>on3 FORMATIIH(J,'TLJRN-ON ~"'D TURN-{)~F'15x·roST='F8.0dl.'~'A2,F~.41 
WRITE(6.2004) co~.A.r.EXOP.A 
7nn" FORMATIIHO.'OP[R~TING A'ID MAI',F',ANCE 'QX'C05T='F8.r.AI.'C;'A?FF'. 
I 4, AI.' (I I I 'I 
WP ITF:I 1', ZOO,) I (C D, A. c. [X CP 
?nns FOR~AT(1Ho.·rAoITAL rOST IN "ILL. ~ 'lllX'LOST='FR.rJ,Al,'<;'A?Fb.4 
1.1/11-1 .·WHfpr C l"' THF Mn"'ULc ()~ THE PLANT '>I?, A",f1 fIll r'> THf IN 
") TE: QP "L 4 T r G C nf ~ •• / / ) 
\JR IT': ( h, ? fJl1 6) t" I x , ~ t,l T 
?nf'lE FOR"~T IIH,l,'F!XF D (H,DGE oATf='FC,.?olflX'OISCOIJ'IT RATC='Fc.71 
In <;= fl. 
~ ~ 
Pw TH =n. 
1= I 
DO "0 J=I,NYP 
IflJ.NE.HYEARIIII GO TO l'i 
NO H= N~ 00 0 1 I ) 
CAPTc=NOM'CAP'FI x 
1= 1+ I 
15 CS TO P= o. 
M=NOnOPI J) 
00 20 L= 1, H 
OLF=M5UM IL ,J 1/ J2.0 0 10f1.0 
IFIOLF.LT.5.r.1 GO TO ?<; 
DO I 6 K= I ,NO F F 
If (Q LF .L T. 'lS .01 GO TO I 3 
C=COEF INOFFI 
GO TO 11 
13 IFIOLF.GT.FACTIK+III r;o T0 IF 
fR lC =1 OlJ- fACT I K II /c FA CT II( + I }- F l CT IK )) 
C=COEF IK I+FRAC'I COfFII(+II-COFF IK II 
GO TO 17 
16 CO NT INUE 
17 CS TO P= CS TO P+ C(' p, KA P~ ,. £X OP • C 
70 CONTINUE 
7S NMNOP=NOM-M 
S= '1M NO p. K A PH 
CS TN OP =0. 
IF INMNOP .[G.nl GO TO ?F; 
CS TN OP ::c NO' So. [X NO 
76 CT UR "1= IK ON I J 1+ KO FF I J II /?' CT No K A OM '0 f X TN 
Of A C = I .0 IC I I • (I + I NT 10 oj I 
PW TH ::P wT H+ ICC; TOP +C 5 T NO P+ CT UP "It- C 4 PT CI or-, F A C 
"0 CO NT 1'1 U[ 
F= 1.0/Of AC 
UAC=PWTH,INToFIC F-I.01 
RE TU PN 
ENO 
ilf OD • I 5 RA ~'. RA "I 
FUNCTION RAN IIARGI 
CO "1M ON /f! LO ClII Y 
DA 14 I x/ nl 
IF I H RG .E fl. I x I GO T (1 ~ 
Ix=IARG 
IY =1 x 
3 TY =IY'ZIi?141 
IFIIY.LT.OI IY=Iy+~q~'i973~367+1 
RA N= I Y 
RA N= RA N •• 29 In ~8 3 £- 1 n 
RE TUPN 
END 
ii1fOP .IS OEMf ,DEMF 
HI NC T I ON 0 E"M F I L • JY , r • ft • fl ,U ,w • A F I 
GO T 0 I 1, 2 • 3 I • L 
I DE Mf =C 
GO TO 5 
2 O£Mf =A +s.JY 
GO Tor; 
OE" "" =U -~ oE XP (- AF .J Y I 
RE TURN 
END 
iilF OR • I S GN FL O. GN FL 0 
SU SR OU TI NE G NF La IN VR G. KT o. IF L~ W ,y Y [A 1;>1 
FIVE STATION VERSIO" OIHcNSIf'f>!ED FOQ <;0 YfARS 
COMMON/f\LOCA/Q 16£11,1j1 
Dr ME NS 10 N AL CF T I 12.5 I • AV I 12. 51 , P. £T A I I 2.5, 51 ,0 Q II? .r; I • I QI I 5 I • 
I IS TA (Ij I, .., a I 1 ;> I • N CA 9 I I;>. <; I • ~IL !'G II? 5 I • Q M 1 12 I • G PR E V 1 10 I , 
;> III 10. I 11 .R A I J 2,5. I [II • SOIl 2, 5 I. SK rw 113,5 I • S Q A I I;>. 1 0 I , SQ B I I 2, 10 I • 
3 SU "A ( I 2. 10) • ~U Mf\ I I ?, 101. X I 10 " x P A'll 17 , 101 • M.. Gil 2,5) ,A V GI I ? 
" ,5 1.50 VI 12,5 I , U 112. r;, I U I. 413 112,~,.1 0 I. AC I 10 I • B (20) ,QR 16 OJ .51 
23-C'-l261 MONTHLY SPEA"fL0", SI"ULATTON HEC. C OF E. USA 8-18-61 
TNDEXE<; I=CALE'IOAD MONTH J=YfAP ~=STA L=RELAT[D ';TA H=succrSSIVE '10NTH 
DO US LE" D RE cr q ON R, R 
OA TA L lR AI IH AI ,8 LA NK I I H /, ElIH £1. K FN TIl I 
NY MX G= NY RG 
IF IK EN T. EG .2 J GO T (' 1 n9 I 
KE "'T =? 
1<'<; TA ='i 
IARG=79P,)~1 
C= .Oflfl43<;F 07 .'Ie 
I(Y R= o;n 
KI" ::\( V'? 01 7+ I 
IE NOI'= n 
JOGS 1=0 
1'0 RM A T I I X • 17 ." I B 1 
FORMAT C\ X. A3."AII. 10AliI 
FORM HI IHOI 
I'OR"'AT IU;.IIX .111. 17F5.UI 
FO R" AT C\ x. I ~,J II • I 2 I f, 1 
7 FO RM AT C\ x. I ~,J II. I 21'6. ~ 1 
WASTr CAROS UNTIL A" A I" CC1LUMIIJ I. I'IRST TITLE CARl' 
10 REAOI'itl21 IA,cIlIM.II.M=I.201 
IF I I A .N E. L T RA I GO Till 0 
IFCIENOF.GT.nl GO TO 1271 
IENOF= IENOI'+ I 
11 FORMATClH .III0I6,J?J~.I1m 
17 FORMAT (AI.A~.9AII.lnA") 
WRITEI6.~1 
IF IK IP .E Il. 71 GO TO I ~ 
WR IT 1'1 6. ? I I a 1M • II • "= I • 7 [J ) 
1 3 RE AD (5 tl) I Y R A • I "N T 1-1 01 "5 NG .r IF 5 T 01 PC 0 N • N S T A .r P C H Q 
IT MP =1 RC ON +NYRG 
IF CIT"'P. GT .0IGO TO 3n 
GO TO 10 
?O WRITE U:;.25) 
ST OP 
7 5 1'0 PI' AT (I 1 'I H OI ME N5 ION EX c[ EO ED I 
~O TI'IKTP.EQ.2) GO TO 117 
WRITElf,.IIOI 
'10 FORMAT ClHO.' lYRA I"NTH TMSN& ITf';T TPCON NYPr, NSTA IPCl-la NYMXG' 
11 
WR ITrl 6. 'II) TYRA oI MNTH tI M5NG.r TEST.I PCON. NYRG. NSTA.IPCHIl.NYMXG 
III FORMAT 120161 
5 ETC ON ST AN T <; 
II 2 T= 9'1 9'l 9'l 9'l. 
TM =T-l.0 
IYRA=IYPf.-l 
1M NT H= IMNTH-\ 
00 0; 0 1= 1.12 
ITMP=KSTAo2 
00 'I f; K= I • K<; TA 
00 'I 5 L = 1 oJ T MP 
AA (I.K.L )=D. 
'15 ABII.K.LI=O. 
'I f; CO NT IN UE 
MO II 1= 1M NTH+ T 
IFIMOIIl.LT.I3)GO 
1'10111= 1010 II )-17 
50 CO NT INUE 
58 NY R5 =0 
00 70 1<=1.1(5 T A 
IS TA II< 1= 1000-K 
INITI AT t 
00 6 ° 101= 1. K!'I 
I;U 01101.1<1 =-1. 
00 f;'i !=ltl2 
"'- OG II .K 1=0 
oalI.K)=O. 
f; S CO NT IN UE 
70 CONTINUE 
TO 'in 
-It NO REC(PO FOR nL FLOWS 
• * * • • * REA 0 AN 0 PR OC ES S I <;T AT 10 N- Y F AP. 0 I' [I A T A • * * * * • • • • • • • • 
NS TA =0 
7 C; RE AD (<; • II I 1ST AN • I YR • I (l!'l (I ). 1= 1.1 71 
8lANK CARl' I"OICATE<; END OF FLOW DATA 
7 8 IF II STAN .l T. II GO TO 1 3n 
IFINSTA.LT.llGC Tn "I' 
A55IGN 5UBSCP IPT TO STATION 
00 110 K= 1 • N5 T A 
IF II ST AN .E Il. 15 T A II( II GO TO 11m 
II 0 CO fljT IN UF 
'10 NSTA ::NST A+l 
1(= NS T A 
T<; TA II< 1= IS TA N 
AS5IGN 5UBScoIPT Til HAil 
100 J= IV R- IY PA 
IF I ~l YQ S. l T .J IN Y R S= J 
IF IJ .GT.[JI GO TO IIC 
WRITE 1f;.UlSIIYR 
II' Ii 1'0 RM A TIll RH UNA CC EP T A RL f VE F I <; I 
ST OP 
STOP"- FLOWS IN 9AT 11", ANG "Of..TH ARQAY 
110 "=J.I?-Il 
DO 1 7(' J =1. I? 
'" 
fI ~ 
M::!'I+ 1 
I7::Q "I I) 
IFIIl.Ea.-11 GO TO J70 
"'- OG II.K I=NlOG II.K I-I 
C CONVERT THE FLOW';; TO MGO 
GO TO IS06.507ltIFlOW 
506 OM II ) = OM II I •• " II 6 31 7 
GO TO S07 
50 7 00 II • K 1= 00 II • II 1+ QM II I 
aIM.III::!lMClI 
120 CONTINUE 
GO TO 7<; 
no 1Il5TAA=IIlSTA+I 
IF INYRS.GT .KYR I GO TO 20 
IIlSUX=1Il5TA+IIlSTA 
• • • • • • COM PU TE F RE au EN CY S TA TIS T IC S ••••• * * • • • • • • • • • • • 
GO T 0 I 13 It 316 I • K 1P 
111 WRITE16.31'11 
~\4 FORMAT 1/21H FREQUENCY STAng1C5) 
WRITEI 6. 3151 (MOl 11 .1=1. 171 
31S FORMHCl14H STA ITE" 17011181 
MISSING FLOW PRECEDING FIR5T RECORD MONTH 
316 DO 317 K=I.N5TA 
all. K I =T 
:n 7 CO NT INUE 
00 ";>1 K =ltIllST A 
31 8 DO ~ 2 0 I = 1 017 
AV II.K 1=0. 
SO II.K 1=0. 
SKEW II.K )=0. 
TE MP ::N lO G I I • K I 
DIlII.KI=nlllI.KI*.OI?/THlP 
IF COQI I. K).L T •• 011 00 ct.K )= .01 
~O CONTINUE 
101= 1 
00 ~o;n J =1 .NYIlS 
00 ~IIO 1=1.12 
1'1= M+ 1 
Il =01101 .K I 
IF II l. FIl .- II r; 0 TO 33 0 
REPLACE FLOW ARRAy ~TH LOG ARRAY 
TEMP=AlOGlaIM.K) +001 I.KI 112. ~026 
IlIM.KI=TEMP 
5 UI'I. so UA PE <;. A NO C liB E S 
AV 11.1< 1= AV II.K)+ TEMP 
SO (I • K I = SO I I • K ) + TE MP • T EM P 
SKEW II.K I=SKFW II.K )+TEMP .TEM Po TE"IP 
GO r ° 3'1 n 
MIS <;I NG I' lOWS f flU AT m TOT 
"30 01 M. KI =T 
3'10 CONT1I1lU[ 
3<; 0 CO NT I III UE 
00 360 I=ltl7 
TE MP ::N lO G I I • K I 
TM P= A V II • K I 
AVII.K I=H1P/TFMP 
IFISOl1.KI.lf.0.IGO Tf' 3'iS 
TMPA::'50II.KI 
SO II.K)= I'iDI I.K) -AVI 1.K) .T"Io IIlTfMP-I.) 
so II .K 1= SO cr .K ) ••• 5 
51< EW I I .K ) = IT fM P. TE MP .S KE II I I. 1'1 - 3.* TE MP *T MP .T MP A+ 2 •• T MP • T MP.T MP I 
I " TE MP • I TE MP -1 .1 .1 TE MP -2.1 .S DI 1. K I .. 3. I 
IF (SKEWII.KI.GT.S.I <;KEWl1.KI=5. 
IF ISKEwcr.KI.LT.I-5.11 SKfwn.I\)=I-'i.1 
GO TO 31;0 
35 5 SO II.K )=0. 
SK EW II.K )-::0. 
3!; 0 CO lilT IN UE 
C •••••• OUTPUT FREaUENCY STATISTICS ••••••••••••••• 
TM P= SK EW I I 2 • K ) 
SKEWCl3.1I1 =S,<,WI 1.111 
GO T 0 I 31; I • II 2) I • K IP 
3<: 1 WR IT E I 60362) IS TA I K I ,c a v I I. K I • I = I 0121 
362 FORMHClI6.AH MEAN 121'8.3) 
WRITfI6.~6'1) ISCI I.KI d=I.171 
~6 'I 1'0 PM H 17 X • 7H <; r 0 II V \" F 8.3 I 
WRITE(6.366) 15KEII( 1.1<1 01=1.121 
~6f. FORMHIIOX.IIH'iKEW 171'R.31 
WR IT E I 6. 3681 "l(1( I. II I ,y :: 1. 121 
~r; B 1'0 RM aT I 8 HH III: CR "r F 7. ? tl IF B .n 
'171 CONTINUE 
", 
0; 
.. <II .. 
I I, 
.. ~ 
• • • ••• TRANSFODI' Tn ST~"OARl'Ilrr. VAr.>IATES •••• 00 •• 00.0. 0 0 
U40 DO 4 a n K=I.N<;TA 
M= I 
DO URO J=I.NVQS 
DO 47Ll I=ld7 
It M+ \ 
IFIOIM.KI.GT.TMI GO Tf' '170 
17=SOI I.KI +O.'1qq 
IF II 2'. fQ • a I GO T 0 4 f' 0 
o I 1'. I( I = I Q I " • K I -A VI I • K I II SJ I I .K I 
P~AqSON TVOf III TRANSFN1" 
I7=A"'S ISKfWI I.KI I+U.q'l9q 
IF I I Z. fa .0 I Gil T a 4 7 n 
TEMP=.S·SKfWII.K 1001"'.KI +1. 
TMP= I. 
IFITfMP.GE.O.IGO TO 4<;0 
TE MP =- TE I'D 
TM P= -1 • 
4C;0 0IM.KI=h. o ITMPoTE"IP··11./3.1-1.I/SKfWII.KI+SKEWII.Kl/h. 
GO Tn 470 
4hO OIM.KI=O. 
1170 CONT INUE 
480 CONTINUE 
1I'l0 CO NT IN UE 
•• - 000 COMPUTE SU"" OF SOUWES AND CROSS PROOUCTS _. __ 00_.0 •• 
DO f'OO K=I.NC:TA 
KX=K+\ 
DO C; 1 n L =K X • NS T A X 
DO slln 1=1017 
RA II.K .LI =1 -4.1 
SU MA IT .L 1=0. 
SUMB II.L 1=0. 
SO A I I. LI =0. 
SO S I I. 1I =0. 
XPAR II .LI=O. 
500 NCAR II .LI=O 
51 0 CO NT IN UE 
DO 570 1=1017 
DO SIC; L =1 .K 
<;10; NCAR II .LI=-I 
5?0 RA II.K.K 1::1. 
M= 1 
00 C;SO J=I.NVRS 
00 SUO I = 1 • 1 7 
M= M+ 1 
TE .,P =0 1M • K I 
IFITE"P.GT.TMI GO TO 540 
00 S 30 L =K x. NS TA X 
SUR"CRIPTS FXCEEDING NSTA ~fLATE TO PRfCEDING I'ONTH 
lX =L -NST A 
IFILx.LT.lI TMP=OI".lI 
IF IL X.GT .01 T..,p=al M-I.LX I 
IF IT MP .G T. TM I GOT C 530 
COUNT AND ue;F ONl Y or cODorr) PAIRS 
NCAS II .LI=NCAB II .LI+ 1 
SUMA II .LI=SUI'A II .LI+TF":> 
SUMB II .LI=SUI'R II .LI+ TI'P 
SO A I I. 1I =S QA II .L 1+ TF MP • T EM P 
SORI I.ll =SOBII.LI+TMP_TMP 
XP A B I I .L 1= XP AB I I .L 1+ TE MP oT MO 
5~U CONTINUE 
511 0 com INUE 
5<; 0 CO NT IN UE 
- 0 • _ 0 • Co.,puTE CORRFLATION COfFFICIENTS • 0 ••• 0 __ 0 0 _____ _ 
DO <; qa I = 1 • 12 
IFIIf"lGST.lE.O) G0 TO 'i75 
WP IT Elf'. 56[11 MO II I.IS TA I K I 
<;<;(1 FORMATII3QH RAW CORRq~TIO"J r'lEFFICIE~ITS FOR MOIIITHI3. 12H AT STAT 
1 10 NI E I 
WR IT f I 6. 570 I I I c:, T Al l ) .l = 1 • "J S T Al 
570 FORMHlqH WITH 5TA I110lJIIUI 
5 7 5 DO 'iBO L=KX."J5TAX 
E LPH NA TE P A IRS WITH l E 5S T HAN ~ VR S D A T A 
IF INCASI I.ll .L E. 71 (OC TO 580 
TEMP =NCA III I.ll 
AA II." .ll=SUI'A II .LIITF"P 
AR I I.K .L 1= e;tH'<>' I I .L 1/ Tt '1P 
TM P= 1<; aA II .L 1- SU MA I I • L I- SIJ HA II .L II T' M" I- IS Q '1 I T .L )- SU MR I I .L ). S U I'll 
I II .LIITf'1P I 
fLI"TNATF pan-,s !.lIT" lfDO VAoIANfE PRODUCT 
IF f T v.p .L ': • n. J r; C TO C;J 11 
* 
TM PB =1. 
TM PA ::X PA "I I .ll -S UM A I I. II .<; U'1 HI I.l 1 IT f '1 P 
"! f T ~ I N Al GE RQ A I C 5 I (}j 
IF ITMPA.L T .0.1 TMPS =- T"PI1 
1M PA =T HI' Ao TMPA IT MP 
TMPA =1.- I I.-TMPA I. IT [I'P-I. II IT EMP-7. I 
IF IT I'P A. LT .0. ) T M PA = O. 
RA II.K .LI= HIP'l -T HI' h •• 5 
IF Il .G T. "15 T A) GO TO <;"0 
RA II.L.I( I=RA 11.1( .LI 
AA II .L .1( 1 = AB II • K .L I 
AB II.L.K )=AA II.K.L 1 
58 a CO NT IN UE 
IF 1I0GST .LE.OI GO Tf' S96 
WRITEI6.SqOI INCASI I.lI.RAI I.K.L/.L=l.NSTAI 
S90 FORMAT 1l2H THIS MONTH 171 III.F6.31 I 
WRITE16.5q51 INCABI I.lI.RAI I.K.L/.L=eN5TAA.NSTAX I 
S'lS FOR.,AT 1l2H LAST MONTH 12II4.Fb.311 
ELIMINATE NEf,ATIV[ CORR[LATIONS 
5q6 00 SQ7 L=I.NSTAX 
IZ=RAII.I(.ll 
IF IR A I I. K. L 1 .L T. O •• A NO • I Z. NE .- ") P A I I. K • L ) = 0 • 
5'l 7 CO NT IN UE 
S'l8 CONTINUE 
600 CONT INUE 
I; t 2 TE MP =0. 
IFIIOGST.L£.OI GO TO 1185 
WRHfll;.31 
o •••• 0 PRINT CoqRElATION '1ATRIX ••••••••• 
Al 5 DO 8 I! 0 I = 1 01 7 
WR HEI n. 820) "10 III 
870 FORMATII/40H CONSISTFNT CORRflATI0N MATRIX FOR "OlllTH 131 
WR IT E I 6. 8251 II ST AI K I • K = 1 • N S T AI 
A" 5 FO RM AT II 3X • "HS TA 1 8 I 71 
WRJT£lh.8301 
A30 FO RM A T 120 X • 19H WITH CU RR EN T P'(' NTH I 
00 8110 I( =1.NST A 
'1110 WRITE16.8501 I5TAIK).IRAII.K.LI.l=I.N<;TAI 
RC;O FORMATII6018F7.31 
WRITEI6.8hO) 
P"O FORMATIWX38H WITH PPfCEIHNG fo'ONTH AT A'lOVE STATION) 
IT P= "Ie; TA + I 
00 R 70 I( = 1 • N '" T A 
870 WRITEI6.8S0IISTA II< 1.!<lAI I.I<.lI.L=ITP.NSTAXI 
880 CO NT INUE 
885 IF IIRCON.lE.DI GO Tn 1015 
WPITEI6.~1 
"=1 
NV AR =eN ST A+ 1 
U 5E AVE RA GE FOR M ON TH PRE CF rT NG R E C OR 0 
DO 1331 K=I.N<:TA 
'l~ I 0 ( 1. I( 1 =0. 
00 9"!n J =1.NYRS 
DO qlln 1=1017 
"= M+! 
DO 'l70 K =IoNST A 
OR 1M. K I:: '3L AN K 
IFIOIM.KI.LT.T.,) GO T(\ Q7Q 
NY NO 0=0 
FORM CORRELATION MATRIX FO"! EACH MISSING FLOII 
00 q'iO L =10 N <:T A 
LX =L +N ST A 
IF Il -K I 93'" q ~ 2. 93" 
Q32 NINOP=NINOP+I 
X ( N I NO P) =0 1M - I.L I 
Ae ININDP I=ARII.K .LX) -AAI I.K.LX I 
RIl.NVARI=RAII.K.LXI 
GO TO 935 
q33 IFIOIM.LI.GT.TMI GO TO q<;O 
'l34 NlNOP=NINOP+! 
XI NI NOP) =0 IM.L ) 
AC ININDP 1= AR II.K .LI- AA (I.K.L I 
RI NY NO P. NV AR 1= RA II • K.L I 
q3 5 IT P= N I NO P 
RITTP.ITP)=I. 
DO qUO L A=l.NSTA 
IF IL A. EQ .L I ('0 TO qUO 
JX =L A + NS TA 
IF IL.[Q.KI GO TO 'l~<; 
IFIOI"'.LAI.GT.TM.A"Jf1.L A.NF.K) GO TO Q40 
IT P= IT P+ 1 
~ 
C> 
IF IL 4. fg.K l"! IN 1N [J'. I TO):: Q~ I I.L. JX) 
IF IL4.NE.K)~ (tJ IN rP .ITP )::PA II.L .LA) 
GO TO '13 'I 
'l36 IF Ig I~.L AI .G T. T~) GO TO 9 Ill) 
IT P= IT P+ 1 
R I NI NO P. IT PI ::R A I I. LA.I X) 
ADO SYMMETRICAL ELEWNTS 
'l~'1 RI IT".NINOPI::PININDP.ITP) 
'lq 0 CO NT IN UE 
<l<; 0 CO NT TN UE 
IT MP =>J IN DP + 1 
00 'l5? L ::1.NINDP 
'l5? R I L. IT I'1P 1= R I L • N V AR I 
'1<;<; 
960 
'170 
'l80 
'l'l0 
'l'l3 
1 <l94 
'l'l5 
1 'l<l5 
CALL C RO UTI P. .0 T R Me • N IN UP • p ) 
ADO RANOOM C()~PONE"JT TO PRE<;FRVE VARTANCE 
1£ MP =R AN II All G I 
TMP::R4NllARG) 
TE MP = I - 'Z .' AL (1 G I T E~1 P) ). '. r, S I NI 6. 7 A 3 ? T I'1P I 
COMPUTE FLOW 
IF 10TRMC.LE.l •• ANO.flTRMC. GE .0.) GO TO '155 
WRITE 16071 I.K,nTRMC 
IF IDTRI'1C.GT.l.) OIRMC=l. 
IF IflTRI'1C.LT.O.1 OTRMC::ll. 
AL =1 1. --0 TR I'1C I' '. <; 
TE MP = T EI'1 p. AL 
00 '160L=I.NI",np 
TEMP =T[I'1P+BI U.I XI U -ACI U ) 
IlIM.KI=TEMP 
IlR IM.K 1= E 
CO NT INUE 
CONTINUE 
CO NT INUE 
IF IKIP.EIl.?) GO 1(1 19"4 
WP Iff If, .'l'l~) 
FO RM AT n 3H R fC OR II C ~ "J 0 RF CO I\fi TI TU Tf D FL 0 II S) 
4NYRS=NYRS 
DO 1011 K:: 1 • N5 T A 
IFIKIP.EG.?I GO TO l'loC; 
WR IT E I 6. '1'1 5 I I I' 0 I I) ,y :: 1 • 17) 
FORMATIIIIH STA YEA" 17I8.f.~.Si-'T(lTaL) 
M= 1 
00 1 'l'l 9 J= 1 • NY PS 
ITP=O 
00 'l'l7 1=1. P 
1'1= M+ 1 
TE MP =Il 1M .K I 
CONVfRT 5TA~JrARn DEVIATFS TC FLOIIS 
TM P= SK E W II • K ) 
IF IT ~P ) 2000.7001. ?DOO 
20nO TEMP::I ITMP'IIEMP-TMP/f;.) 1(;.+1. ) •• ~ -1. )'''./TMP 
20nl JFltlP.IM.KI.NE.EI GI) Tn 9 0 ? 
IFITEMP.GT.2 .. ANo.snll.K).GT .. 3) TEMo::?+ITEMP-2.)·.3/S0II.K) 
T,",P= I-? II <;Kf"W II.K J 
IF ISKEWI I.)I'll 'l'l1.'lc)7.'l'l4 
'l'I1 IF ITEMP.GT .T'"'P) Tf,",p::r,",p 
GO TO 'l"l2 
<l94 IFITEMP.LT.TMP) T[MP=TMP 
'l'l2 TMP=TEMP'SDI I.KI +AVI I.K) 
III ".K) =10 ••• r .. P- 00 II.K I 
IFI':)IM.KI.LT.!l.1 GIM,KI=O. 
GM II I:: QR 1M ,K I 
'1'16IIlIl)::GIM.KI+.5 
'1<l7 ITP::IT P+III II I 
lYR::TYRA+J 
IFII<IP.EG.21 GO T(1 I"Q'I 
IF II PC HIl .L E • 0 I GO T 0 q <l 8 
WRITE 17.61 I<;TA IK ),TYP.IIOI n d=Iol71 
'1'lA IIRITEI6."l'l"lII<;TIIK).IYR,ITCHU,Q"III.I=I.12) .ITP 
<l'l "l FO RM IT 11 X • I q • I 6. 18 , AI. 1 1 I I 7. AI) , lin I 
1 'l'l 'I CO NT IN UE 
C ••• • * Q[ CO MP lJ T [ ME AN A NO ~ T A I\ll A R f) 07" V r A. T ION .. .. • * • * .. • • • • • 
1000 00 100 I 1= 1 01 7 
IVII.KI::O. 
Innl SOII.I()::O. 
,.. 
M= 1 
00 10n3 J:: I.NVPS 
00 Iun 2 1= 1 oJ 7 
M= M+ 1 
TE MP = A LOG (1:) I .. , ~) +0 (l IT. I() ) 
""', fII L 
100? 
} 00 3 
100 q 
1011 
C 
4V II.K I:: IV II.K)+ TEMD 
SO I I • K 1= SO I I • J( 1+ Tf ~P • T E~ P 
CONT INUE 
00 1004 I:: 1 01 7 
TEMP::AVII.KI 
TM P= IS 01 I. K I -T E" P. TE MP I A NY RS " 1 A NY RS - I .1 
SD II.I< 1= TMP ••• 5 • • 4342'145 
A V II • I< I:: TEMP I ANY RS •• Q 3 q 2 "l 4 5 
CO NT IN UE 
PRINT ADJUSTED FPEQLf"NCY 'iTATISTICS 
IF II< II> .E Q. 21 GO TO 1015 
WRIT[I6.~1 
WRITEI6ol0121 
1012 FORMHII30H AOJUSTfO FREIlUENCY STATI<;TICS) 
DO 1 01 3 1<= 10 NS TA 
WRITE 16.n51 l"OIIld=}']?1 
WRITE 16.3(7) ISTAIK).IAVII.I<I.I=}.I71 
WRITE 16.36'" ISOII.Klo1::}.]?) 
WRITE 11'.3661 ISKF:WII.KI.I=lol?1 
WRITE 1f;.3681 IDQII.K).I=1.12) 
I 01 3 CO NT IN UE 
C •••••• FLOW GENERATION EQUATIONS' ••••••••••••••••• 
I 01 5 NI NO P:: NS TA 
NVAR =N5T 11+1 
DO 1 D'l 0 I:: 1 • } :? 
IP::I -} 
IF I IP .L T. II I P:: 17 
00 }O~O I<=}.NSTA 
00 101; 0 L:: I • NS TA 
CORPELATION~ IN CURRENT "ONTH 
IF I L. GE .K I G(1 T 0 I ~O; 5 
RI L. NV AR )=RA II.I<.L I 
00 }052 LA=L.NSTA 
LX=LA+N5TA 
IF ILA.LT.K) P IL.LAI =PAI I.L.LA) 
IF IlA.GE.KI ~IL,LAI::RAII.L.LXI 
1052 RIlA.L)=RIL.LAI 
GO TO 1060 
CORRELATION~ WITH p<;f"CErHNG MONTH 
1055 LX =L +N ST A 
RI L. NV AR I:: RA IT .K .L X) 
00 1n57 LA=L.NSTA 
RIl.LAI=PAIlP.L.LA) 
1057 RIlA.LI=PIL.LA) 
1 Of; 0 CO NT IN UE 
C =====:: 
101'5 CALL CROUTIP.OTRMC.NINOP.BI 
C ====== 
00 1070 L::l.NSTA 
1 01 0 ElE TA II ,K • L I:: A I LI 
IFIOTRMC.LE.I.I GO T(1 1078 
WPITEI60107711.K.OTP"C 
1072 FORMAT 13<1H INCONSISTFNT COP"l.L '1ITRlJ FOR 1= 13.4H K::I:>. 
1 8 H [) TR MC = F 6 • 3 ) 
OTRMC= 1. 
107 8 IF 10 TP MC .G E. O. I GO TO llJ7 0 
WR IT E I 6. 71 I. K • OT RM C 
OT RM C:: O. 
1 07 9 At CF TI I. K I = I 1. -0 TR ,",C ). '. '; 
1 OR 0 CO NT IN UE 
1090 CONTINUE 
C • • GENERATE FLOWS ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1091 JA::1 
N::O 
I'1A =0 
1095 00 } 100 K:: 1 • N<; TA 
1100 QPREVI K) ::L1. 
C GEN£RATE:> yF"ARS FOD DISCARDING 
NJ =2 
JX =-"7 
GO TO 5106 
C N S [Il lJ[ NC f NO.. M M(1NTH NO •• JX 
1105 WRITrc6.31 
N:: N+ I 
IF IK IP .E Q. 71 GO TO ':i) Of, 
WR IT E 16 01106) N 
1 10 6 FO R,", I T I Z1 H GF NE RI TF n FL OW ~ FO R PF PI tr I3 I 
5 }06 JX T04P:: JX 
.. 
DO 3 I n 7 K:: I • W; T A 
00 ~1f)6 I=lol? 
lILGII.K)::O 
~ 
YEAR NO. 
~ 
.. 
~ V G ( I • K I ::0. 
SO VI r. KI ::[). 
3 10!; CO NT I'J UE 
~ 107 CONT I"JUE 
1 1 D 8 DO 3175 J= JA • N J 
M= 17.1 J-1I +1 
JX::J X+ 1 
DO 1 175 1= 1 • I 7 
M= M+ 1 
DO 1 1 ., 0 K= 1 • N<; TA 
C RANr)OM COMPI'''JENT 
1111 TEMP =R AN II IRGI 
T"IP=RANI IARG I 
.. 
TEMP=I-7 •• ALOGITEMPII··.<;·SINI&."2A37.TMPI 
TE MP =T EM P. AL CF T I I. K I 
I 
11 
GENFRATE CORRELATED <;TAr<OARD OEVIATf 
DO 1 1 I 0 L= I • NS T A 
TM P= QO RE V I U 
IF IL .L T. KITH P= Q I M. L I 
111 D TE MO ::T EM P+ BE TA II .K • L Jo TM P 
NL GI I.KI =NLG II.K 1+ I 
AVGI I. KI =IVG II.K 1+ TE'1P 
SO V I I • 10 =50 V II • K 1+ T E "0 • T f" P 
Q( H. KI =T[Mo 
QP RE V ( K I =T E M P 
1170 CONT INUE 
1 t:?5 CONTINUE 
3175 CONT INUE 
00 11~(J K=1,N5TA 
IJ?2 IFINJ+JXTMP.GT.O.AND.KIP.F(l.lI WPTTEI{;.'l9<;1 1"011101=10121 
DO 3176 1=1017 
TEMP=NLGII.KJ 
AVGI I.KI =AVGII.K I/TE'1O 
50 V I I • K I = I 15 OV I I • K 1- A V G I I. I( I •• 2 • T F: '1P J I T E ~ PI' •• < 
IFINU;Il.KI.ST.I'l.ANn.~IP.[Q.11 IoIQITfI6.'i1761 I,>TAIKI.'10III.AVGII. 
lKJ.5DVII.KI 
31?f; CONTINUE 
51?{; FORHH 14H SHI4.8H 
JX::JXTMP 
DO 3179 J:: JA • N J 
JX =JX+ I 
M=12*J-ll 
MONTHI~.7H M[ANF&.~olnH 
IF I J X .L E. 0 I G (\ TO 3 I? 9 
ITP::D 
DO II? 'l 1= 101 ? 
M:: M+ 1 
STn f\~VFS.31 
TRA"J5~ORM TO LOG PE1IR50'J TYPF III V~'1IATE IFLOIolI 
TM P= SK E W II • K I 
H=A'lSI5KEWIT.KII+O.'lQ'l'l 
IF I r "2. fQ .01 GO TO I 17 ~ 
IF I~LGII.KI.GT.I'l1 QIM.KI=I(1I .... KI-AVGIT.KII/<;rVII.KI 
T'1P=IITMPoWIM.KI-Tp' 0 /f;.1I6.+I.1003 -I.107./TMP 
TE HP::I -7 .I/SKEWI I. KI 
IFI5KEIoIII.KII 1173ol17f;oll"24 
1 17 3 IF IT '10 .G T. TF: MP IT MP::T f" D 
GO TO 1127 
1 17 4 IF IT MD .L T. TE MP I TM P= TF. MP 
GO TO 1127 
1 17 f, TM P= (l I M. K I 
1 I? 7 IF IT MP .G T. ? • A "JO • SOl I. K I .G T •• 3 I TM P:: 2. + I T M P-;>. 10 • 31'S 0 I I. K I 
TMP=TMP'SD II.K 1+ AV II.I( I 
Q 1M. K I =10 •• 0 T M P- 00 II • I( I 
3178 IF ((lIM.KI.LT.O.1 QI'1,KI=n. 
1178 TOIII=GIM.KI+.S 
I T P:: r T 0+ 1() I I I 
1 P'l CONTI"IUE 
IIlIl:>:J=ITo 
IF IK IP .E Q. 21 GO TO 31?"! 
WR IT E 16. III 1ST AI I( I • J X • IT Q In, r = 1 • 13 I 
IF II PC HQ .U:. n I GO TO 312 q 
WR ITE (7.6 J IS TA 1)( I, JX 01 III I I " 1=101 71 
3 )? '1 CO NT IN UE 
113U CONTINUE 
1 7<; 0 "JJ = N YM X G 
GO TO N [\I J 0 0 
1770 IFINyDG.l":.nl 50 TO 1771 
IF I'JJ.GT .NV"GI NJ~Nvpr; 
"JY RG :eN VR G- 'JJ 
GO T" 1105 
17"'1 IFIN<;lA.f'l.11 GO TO P7'i 
'1= I 
DO 17 7 3 J=I,~~VMXG 
DO 1713 I = 1 , I "2 
"1= H+ 1 
TEMI::Q IM.21'0.5 
TE HB ::Q 1M. 3 I 0 0.5 
IFITEHI.GT.~5.ITPU=~5.D 
IF IT[MB.GT .35. ITF.MB=~5.0 
Q I H, 1 I ::Q I H , 1 1+ TE MI + T fM B 
1 n 3 CONTINUE 
1 7 75 RETURN 
END 
OlFOR. I 5 CR OU T. CR OU T 
SU BR OU TI NE CPO UT (R X, DT PM c. NI I'l' P. III 
DIHEN5ION AI7UI.'11111.111.oXIIU.1l1 
DOUBLE PRECI<;[ON R.R.RX 
NV I R =N IN flP + 1 
DO <; J::I.NINDP 
DO 4 K =1.NVIP 
4 PIJ.KI ::RXIJ.KI 
5 CONT INUE 
IF IN IN DP .G T. 1 I GO TO 1 n 
fll II =R 11 ,?IIPI I 011 
OT PM c= B I 11 oR I 1 I 
PE TUPN 
• • ••• • DfRIVED MATRIX ................................................ ... 
1 0 DO 7 n K= 2 • N V AR 
70 RII.KI::RII,KIIRlloll 
DO 60 K=2.NINOP 
ITP=K-l 
DO 40 J::K.NINOD 
DO 30 I=loITP 
L= K- T 
30 RI J.KI::R IJ.K I-RI J.L1*P IL.K I 
IF IJ .E fl. K I G n TO 4n 
PIK.JI::RIJ.KIIRIK.KI 
"0 CO NT IN UE 
DO 5n 1= I olTD 
L= K- I 
0;0 PII(.NVARI=RIK.NVARI-RIL.NVAPI'RIK.LI 
60 PIK,NVIR I=PII(.NVAR IIPI K.KI 
... ... • ... ... ... R AC I( SO lU T I ON ... • ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... • ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
RI NINOPJ =R ININDP .r-VARI 
DO 811 !::2.NINOP 
J::NVAR-I 
IX =1-1 
~I JJ:oR IJ .NVAPI 
DO 70 L= 1.r X 
K= J+ L 
7 0 ~ I JI =B IJ 1- B I K I *R IJ .1( I 
q 0 CO NT INIJE 
DTPMC=O. 
DO 'l0 J:: 1 • NI NO P 
'1 nOT PM C:: 0 T PM C + P I J I oR X I J. N V AR I 
RE TURN 

" 
APPENDIX C 
NORFOLK CITY WATER 
ALWAYS AT YOUR 
SERVICE 
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(a) Module 
Plant 
Size 
120 
125 
150 
225 
250 
275 
500 
analysis. 
Operating 
Rule 
90 - 70 
78 - 65 
55 - 60 
80 - 90 
78 - 65 
52 - 70 
79 - 65 
Yield Cost 
MGD $/yr/MGD 
1409 92300 
1410 91400 
1410 97100 
1483 90500 
1485 86200 
1485 86700 
1635 79600 
This analysis combined with that in section (1) indicates 
size should be 125 MGD. 
(b) Six modules of 125 MGD per module. 
Year Module Total Plant 
Stage Added Capacity 
1 1 125 
2 6 250 
3 11 375 
4 16 500 
5 21 625 
6 26 750 
Average unit cost = $36800/year/MGD 
Total cost = $496,800,000 
Operating 
Rule 
78 - 65 
78 - 65 
78 - 65 
79 - 65 
79 
- 65 
79 - 65 
the module 
Yield 
MGD 
1~, 10 
1485 
1560 
1635 
1710 
1785 
4. Operating a 750 MGD plant in a growing demand condition with a 
varying rule. 
Time 
Period Demand at Operating Yield 
Year Start of Period Rule MGD 
1- 6 1335 20 - 30 1430 
7-11 1425 30 - 40 1495 
12-18 1500 40 - 50 1610 
19-23 1605 40 - 60 1699 
24-27 1680 50 - 70 1743 
28-30 1740 79 - 65 1785 
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Average unit cost = $51000/year/MGD 
Total cost = $688,500,000 
The basic conditions for the above computations are: 
The firm yield analysis is based on the average of five periods of 
75 years per period; 
Firm yield defined at the 100% level; 
Cost figures are the average of 10 useful life periods; 
Useful life of the plant or anyone module is 30 years; 
Fixed charge rate = 8%, discount interest rate = 6%; and 
Capital and operating costs for VTE plant as furnished by ORNL. 
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